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SUMMARY

As a result of climate change, sea level is changing all over the world at unprecedented

rates. Sea-level change can have significant impacts on coastal communities, infras-

tructure and global economy, as most of the major cities are located near to or at the

coast. Rising sea levels can lead to, for instance, more severe and more frequent flooding,

increasing coastal erosion and salt water intrusion. In addition, sea-level change can also

influence coastal ecosystems, by altering the habitats of many plant and animals species.

Therefore, it is crucial that we understand what is causing sea-level change and at what

rate sea levels are changing.

Global mean sea level has been rising at a rate of about 3.4 millimetres per year over

the last 30 years. Regionally, however, sea level can be changing at a much higher or

lower rate. That is because local processes, such as ocean dynamics and gravitational

effects associated with continental ice mass changes, cause regional deviations from the

global average. But what is causing sea level to change at a specific location? Is sea level

changing because the oceans are warming, and thus expanding? Or because the ice from

glaciers and ice sheets are melting? The attribution of sea-level change to these and other

drivers can be done using a sea-level budget approach. Sea-level budget studies can be

used to constrain missing or poorly known contributions and to validate climate models.

While the global mean sea-level budget is considered closed within uncertainties, closing

the budget on a regional to local scale is still challenging.

In this thesis, I focused on the question: Can we close the regional sea-level budget in the

satellite altimetry era on a sub-basin scale consistently for the entire world? For this,

we need not only high quality observations of sea-level change and each component, but

also of the uncertainties within each process. Therefore, in Chapter 2 and 3, I explored the

main drivers of regional sea-level change, focusing on the uncertainty characterization of

each component. I then looked at which spatial scale is optimal for analysing the regional

sea-level budget, and compared the sum of the drivers with the total observed change in

these regions in Chapter 4.

xi
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Density-driven sea-level change

Variations in the temperature and salinity of the oceans lead to density-driven changes

in sea level, known as steric sea-level change. Steric variations are therefore a reflect of

the oceans response to global warming. Several recent studies have quantified the steric

contribution to global mean and regional sea-level change. However, the reported rates

differ significantly between studies. In Chapter 2, I looked at how the value of steric

sea-level change varies depending on the different temperature and salinity used. I also

investigated how different methods (noise models) used to describe the uncertainties

and obtain the rate of change can be another source of differences. I found that the

rate of change for the global mean varied up to 2 millimetres per year as a result of

different datasets and methods used. Regionally, differences reached up to several tens of

millimetres per year. I then presented a method for choosing the best noise model for

each region, showing that that the noise models should always be carefully chosen, so

that the rate of regional change is accurately estimated.

Mass-driven sea-level change

The mass loss from Antarctica, Greenland and glaciers, and other variations in land water

storage cause mass-driven sea-level changes, and is one of the main drivers of present-

day sea-level change. While many studies have quantified the mass-driven contribution

to global mean sea-level change, fewer works have looked into regional changes. In

Chapter 3, I analysed the regional patterns of mass-driven sea-level change since 1993,

the beginning of the satellite altimetry era, considering a range of datasets of the individual

freshwater sources. Combining all the contributions leads to negative sea-level trends

close to the ice sheets,and positive and increasing trends towards lower latitudes. This

pattern is a reflection of the Gravitational-Rotational-Deformational (GRD) effect, which is

marked by a sea-level rise in the far-field and by a sea-level fall close to the source of mass

change. I determine the uncertainties of these sea-level changes in detail, considering

different types of errors: intrinsic (the uncertainty from the data/model itself); temporal

(related to the temporal variability in the time series); and spatial-structural (related to

the spatial distribution of the mass change sources). I found that the main sources of

uncertainty were the temporal correlation of the land water storage observations, and the

datasets used for Antarctica and land water storage components. Our findings revealed

the importance of clearly quantifying the uncertainties to obtain significant mass-driven

sea-level change trends.
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The regional sea-level budget

Sea-level change is mainly caused by variations in the ocean’s temperature and salinity

(Chapter 2) and mass changes (Chapter 3). After having computed estimates of these

contributions and their uncertainties to regional sea-level change, I performed a budget

assessment in Chapter 4. First, I identified the ideal spatial resolution at which we can

close the sea-level budget, considering the uncertainties and limitations of the observa-

tions. To do so, I applied two machine learning approaches, namely Self-Organizing Maps

and δ-Maps, to extract regions of coherent sea-level variability. These regions reduced

the observational uncertainty which limited the regional sea-level budget so far, and

highlighted how large-scale ocean circulation controls regional sea-level change. Using

these regions I was able to close the sub-basin sea-level budget during the satellite altime-

try era for almost the entire ocean. In this chapter I showed that the use of the budget

approach in combination with machine learning techniques leads to new insights into

regional sea-level variability and its drivers. I found that the steric variations dominated

the temporal sea-level variability and determined a significant part of the total regional

change. Sea-level change due to mass transport between ocean and land had a relatively

homogeneous contribution to all regions, when compared with the other components.

The ocean dynamic component was significant in highly energetic ocean regions, such as

the Gulf Stream region. Regions where the budget could not be closed highlight processes

that are affecting sea level but are not well captured by the observations, such as the

influence of western boundary currents.

This thesis focused on understanding the regional processes driving present-day sea-

level change, that is, assessing the regional sea-level budget since 1993. Specifically, I

investigated if the sum of the processes can explain the spatio-temporal rate of sea-level

change observed from satellite altimetry. I performed this assessment on a sub-basin scale

consistently for the entire world. Focusing on uncertainty characterization, I showed the

importance of considering autocorrelations and more than one dataset when estimating

the sea-level trends. I could close the regional sub-basin sea-level budget on almost

all ocean regions, which was an improvement from previous regional sea-level budget

studies. As discussed in Chapter 5, the budget analysis has the potential to inform on

more uncertain contributions to sea-level change, evaluate sea-level projections and be

used as a first step towards more local budget assessments.





SAMENVATTING

Als gevolg van klimaatverandering verandert de zeespiegel over de hele wereld in een

ongekend tempo. Veranderingen in de zeespiegel kunnen aanzienlijke gevolgen hebben

voor kustgemeenschappen, infrastructuur en de wereldeconomie, aangezien de meeste

grote steden dicht bij of aan de kust liggen. Een stijgende zeespiegel kan bijvoorbeeld

leiden tot ernstigere en frequentere overstromingen, toenemende kusterosie en verzil-

ting. Bovendien kan verandering van de zeespiegel ook kustecosystemen beïnvloeden,

doordat het leefgebied van veel plant- en diersoorten zal veranderen. Daarom is het van

groot belang dat we begrijpen waardoor de zeespiegel verandert en in welk tempo dat

gebeurt.

De wereldgemiddelde zeespiegel is de afgelopen 30 jaar met ongeveer 3,4 millimeter per

jaar gestegen. Regionaal kan de zeespiegel echter veel meer of minder veranderen. Dat

komt doordat lokale processen, zoals oceaandynamiek en zwaartekrachteffecten die sa-

menhangen met veranderingen in ijsmassa op de continenten, regionale afwijkingen van

het wereldgemiddelde veroorzaken. Maar waardoor verandert de zeespiegel op een speci-

fieke locatie? Verandert de zeespiegel doordat de oceanen opwarmen en dus uitzetten? Of

doordat gletsjers en ijskappen aan het smelten zijn? Het toeschrijven van bepaalde veran-

deringen in het zeeniveau aan de verschillende oorzaken kan worden gedaan met behulp

van een zogenoemde budgetbenadering van de zeespiegelverandering. Budgetstudies

van de zeespiegel kunnen worden gebruikt om ontbrekende of slecht bekende bijdragen

aan zeespiegelverandering nauwkeuriger te schatten en om klimaatmodellen te valideren.

Hoewel het budget van de wereldgemiddelde zeespiegel binnen de onzekerheidsmarges

als gesloten kan worden beschouwd, is het sluiten van het budget op regionale tot lokale

schaal nog steeds een uitdaging.

In dit proefschrift heb ik me gericht op de vraag: Kunnen we het zeeniveaubudget

in het tijdperk van satellietmetingen consistent sluiten op regionale schaal, voor de

hele wereld? Hiervoor hebben we niet alleen observaties van hoge kwaliteit nodig van

de verandering in zeespiegel en elk onderdeel van die verandering, maar ook van de

onzekerheden binnen elk proces. Daarom heb ik in Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 de belangrijkste

oorzaken van regionale zeespiegelveranderingen onderzocht, en daarbij de nadruk gelegd

xv
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op het zorgvuldig beschrijven van de onzekerheid in elke component. Vervolgens heb

ik gekeken welke ruimtelijke schaal optimaal is voor het analyseren van het regionale

zeespiegelbudget, en heb ik in Hoofdstuk 4 de som van de componenten vergeleken met

de totale waargenomen zeespiegelverandering in deze regio’s.

Zeespiegelverandering veroorzaakt door veranderingen in de dichtheid

Variaties in de temperatuur en het zoutgehalte van de oceanen leiden tot veranderingen

in de dichtheid van het zeewater, waardoor het water krimpt of uitzet en de zeespiegel

daalt of stijgt. Dit wordt ook wel sterische zeespiegelverandering genoemd. Sterische

veranderingen zijn daarom een weerspiegeling van de reactie van de oceanen op de

opwarming van de aarde. Verschillende recente studies hebben de sterische bijdrage aan

de verandering van het wereldgemiddelde en de regionale zeespiegel gekwantificeerd. De

gerapporteerde percentages verschillen echter aanzienlijk tussen studies. In Hoofdstuk 2

heb ik gekeken naar hoe de mate van sterische zeespiegelverandering varieert, afhankelijk

van de verschillende gebruikte temperaturen en zoutgehaltes. Ik heb ook onderzocht

hoe verschillende methoden (ruismodellen) die worden gebruikt om de onzekerheden

te beschrijven en de snelheid van zeespiegelverandering te berekenen, een andere bron

van verschillen kunnen zijn. Ik heb gevonden dat de snelheid van de wereldgemiddelde

zeespiegelverandering tot wel 2 millimeter per jaar kan verschillen als gevolg van het

gebruiken van verschillende datasets en methoden. Regionaal liepen de verschillen op

tot enkele tientallen millimeters per jaar. Vervolgens heb ik een methode gepresenteerd

voor het kiezen van het beste ruismodel voor elke regio, waarbij ik heb aangetoond dat

het belangrijk is om de ruismodellen altijd zorgvuldig te kiezen, zodat de snelheid van

regionale verandering nauwkeurig wordt geschat.

Zeespiegelverandering door massaverlies

Het smelten van Antarctica, Groenland en gletsjers, en andere variaties in de hoeveelheid

water die op het land wordt vastgehouden, veroorzaken massa-gedreven zeespiegelveran-

deringen en behoren tot de belangrijkste oorzaken van de recente zeespiegelverandering.

Hoewel veel studies de massa-gedreven bijdrage aan de wereldwijd gemiddelde ver-

andering van de zeespiegel hebben gekwantificeerd, hebben minder studies gekeken

naar regionale veranderingen. Daarom heb ik in Hoofdstuk 3 de regionale patronen

geanalyseerd van de door massaveranderingen veroorzaakte zeespiegelveranderingen

sinds 1993, d.w.z., vanaf het begin van satellietmetingen, rekening houdend met een

reeks datasets van de individuele zoetwaterbronnen. Door alle bijdragen te combineren,

werden dicht bij de ijskappen dalende zeespiegeltrends gevonden, en steeds sterker stij-

gende trends in de richting van lagere breedtegraden. Dit patroon is een weerspiegeling
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van het zwaartekracht-rotatie-deformatie-effect (GRD), dat wordt gekenmerkt door een

zeespiegelstijging ver weg van, en een zeespiegeldaling dichtbij de bron van massaver-

lies. Ik bepaal de onzekerheden van deze zeespiegelveranderingen in detail, rekening

houdend met verschillende soorten onzekerheid: intrinsiek (de onzekerheid in de da-

ta/het model zelf); temporeel (gerelateerd aan de temporele variabiliteit in de tijdreeks);

en ruimtelijk-structureel (gerelateerd aan de ruimtelijke verdeling van de bronnen van

massaverandering). Ik heb ontdekt dat de belangrijkste bronnen van onzekerheid de

temporele correlatie waren van waarnemingen van de hoeveelheid water opgeslagen

op het land, en de datasets die worden gebruikt voor het schatten van de bijdrage van

Antarctica en de opslag van water op land. Onze bevindingen onthullen het belang van

het duidelijk kwantificeren van de onzekerheden om significante massa-gedreven trends

in zeespiegelveranderingen te bepalen.

Het regionale zeespiegelbudget

Veranderingen in de zeespiegel worden voornamelijk veroorzaakt door variaties in de

temperatuur en het zoutgehalte van de oceaan (Hoofdstuk 2) en massaveranderingen

(Hoofdstuk 3). Na het maken van schattingen van deze bijdragen en hun onzekerheden

voor regionale zeespiegelveranderingen, heb ik in Hoofdstuk 4 het zeespiegelbudget

geanalyseerd. Eerst heb ik de ideale ruimtelijke resolutie geïdentificeerd waarop we het

zeeniveaubudget kunnen sluiten, rekening houdend met de onzekerheden in en beper-

kingen van de waarnemingen. Om dit te doen, heb ik twee machine learning methodes

toegepast, namelijk Self-Organizing Maps en δ-Maps, om regio’s met coherente temporele

variabiliteit in zeespiegel te identificeren. Door de zeespiegelverandering in deze regio’s

te middelen neemt de waarnemingsonzekerheid af, die tot nu toe het regionale zeeni-

veaubudget bemoeilijkte, en wordt benadrukt hoe de grootschalige oceaancirculatie de

regionale zeespiegelveranderingen bepaalt. Met behulp van deze regio’s waren we in staat

om het zeespiegelbudget te sluiten op ruimtelijke schalen kleiner dan oceaanbekkens

sinds 1993 in bijna alle delen van de oceaan. In dit hoofdstuk heb ik laten zien dat het

gebruik van de budgetbenadering in combinatie met machine learning-technieken leidt

tot nieuwe inzichten in regionale zeespiegelvariabiliteit en de oorzaken daarvan. Ik heb

ontdekt dat de sterische variaties de temporele variabiliteit in zeeniveau domineerden en

een aanzienlijk deel van de totale regionale verandering bepaalden. Veranderingen in de

zeespiegel als gevolg van het verschuiven van massa tussen oceaan en land hadden een

ruimtelijk relatief homogene bijdrage aan alle regio’s in vergelijking met de andere compo-

nenten. De dynamische component was significant in hoogenergetische oceaangebieden,

zoals het Golfstroomgebied. Regio’s waar het budget niet kon worden gesloten, wijzen op

processen die van invloed zijn op de zeespiegel, maar die niet goed worden weergegeven
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door de waarnemingen, zoals de invloed van westelijke grensstromingen.

Dit proefschrift was gericht op het begrijpen van de regionale processen die de huidige

veranderingen in de zeespiegel veroorzaken, dat wil zeggen, het beoordelen van het

regionale zeespiegelbudget sinds 1993. Ik heb met name onderzocht of de som van

de individuele bijdrages van verschillende processen de met satelliethoogtemetingen

waargenomen ruimtelijk-temporele snelheid van zeespiegelverandering kan verklaren. Ik

heb deze beoordeling consistent uitgevoerd op een schaal kleiner dan oceaanbekkens,

voor de hele wereld. Door me te richten op de karakterisering van onzekerheid, heb ik

laten zien hoe belangrijk het is om autocorrelaties en meer dan één dataset in overweging

te nemen bij het schatten van de zeespiegeltrends. Ik heb het regionale zeeniveaubudget

op schalen kleiner dan oceaanbekkens kunnen sluiten voor bijna alle oceaanregio’s, wat

een verbetering is ten opzichte van eerdere regionale zeeniveaubudgetonderzoeken.

Zoals besproken in Hoofdstuk 5, heeft de budgetanalyse potentie om informatie te

verschaffen over meer onzekere bijdragen aan de verandering van de zeespiegel, om

zeespiegelprojecties te evalueren en om gebruikt te worden als een eerste stap richting

lokalere budgetbeoordelingen.



RESUMO

Devido às mudanças climáticas, o nível do mar está mudando em todo o mundo com

taxas nunca vistas antes. A mudança do nível do mar pode ter impactos significativos

nas comunidades costeiras, na infraestrutura e na economia global, já que a maioria

das grandes cidades está localizada perto ou na costa. O aumento do nível do mar

pode causar, por exemplo, inundações mais severas e frequentes, aumentando a erosão

costeira e a intrusão de água salgada. Além disso, a mudança do nível do mar também

pode influenciar os ecossistemas costeiros, alterando os habitats de muitas espécies de

plantas e animais. Portanto, é crucial entendermos o que está causando a mudança no

nível do mar e a que taxa o nível do mar está mudando.

A média global do nível do mar tem subido a uma taxa de cerca de 3,4 milímetros por ano

nos últimos 30 anos. Regionalmente, entretanto, o nível do mar pode estar mudando a

uma taxa muito maior ou menor. Isso porque processos locais, como a dinâmica dos oce-

anos e efeitos gravitacionais associados ao derretimento gelo continental, causam desvios

regionais da média global. Mas qual fator causa a mudança do nível do mar em um local

específico? Seria por que a temperatura dos oceanos está subindo, e consequentemente o

oceano expande? Ou por que o gelo das calotas polares está derretendo? A atribuição da

mudança do nível do mar a esses e outros fatores pode ser feita usando uma abordagem

de balanço do nível do mar. Os estudos de balanços do nível do mar podem ser usados

para informar quais processes estão faltando ou mal descritos, e para validar os modelos

climáticos. Apesar de sabermos quais são os fatores alterando a média global do nível do

mar, explicar estes fatores em escala regional e local ainda é um desafio.

Nesta tese, eu foquei na questão: É possível explicar o balanço do nível do mar nos

últimos 30 anos em uma escala regional consistente para todo o mundo? Para isso, é

necessário não apenas observações de alta qualidade da mudança e dos fatores causando

a mudança do nível do mar, mas também das incertezas de cada processo. Nos Capítulos

2 e 3, eu explorei os principais fatores que causam a mudança regional do nível do mar,

com foco na caracterização da incerteza de cada componente. Em seguida, eu analisei

qual é a escala espacial ideal para explicar o balanço regional do nível do mar, e comparei

a mudança total com cada fator que causa mudanças regionais no Capítulo 4.

xix
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Mudança do nível do mar causada por variações de densidade

As variações na temperatura e na salinidade dos oceanos levam a mudanças no nível

do mar causadas por variações na densidade dos oceanos, conhecidas como mudanças

estéricas do nível do mar. As variações estéricas são, portanto, um reflexo da resposta dos

oceanos ao aquecimento global. Vários estudos quantificaram a contribuição estérica

para a mudança média global e regional do nível do mar. No entanto, as taxas relatadas

diferem significativamente entre os estudos. No Capítulo 2, eu analisei como o valor da

variação estérica do nível do mar pode variar dependendo de qual dado de temperatura

e salinidade é usado. Eu também investiguei como diferentes métodos usados para

descrever as incertezas e obter a taxa de variação podem ser outra fonte de diferenças.

Eu descobri que a taxa de variação da média global pode variar até 2 milímetros por ano

como resultado de diferentes conjuntos de dados e métodos usados. Regionalmente,

as diferenças podem chegar a várias dezenas de milímetros por ano. Finalmente, eu

apresentei então um método para escolha do melhor modelo para cada região, mostrando

que estes devem sempre ser escolhidos com cuidado, para que a taxa de variação regional

seja estimada com precisão.

Mudança do nível do mar causada por variações de massa

O derretimento de gelo da Antártica, da Groenlândia e das geleiras, e outras variações

no armazenamento de água terrestre causam mudanças no nível do mar impulsionadas

por variações na massa dos oceanos. Estas variações um dos principais fatores causando

elevação do nível do mar. Embora muitos estudos tenham quantificado a contribuição

de variações de massa para a mudança do nível médio global do mar, poucos trabalhos

analisaram as mudanças regionais. No Capítulo 3, eu analisei as mudanças regionais do

nível do mar causada por variações de massa desde 1993, o início da era da altimetria

por satélite, considerando uma variedade de fontes individuais de água continental. A

combinação de todas as contribuições leva a tendências negativas do nível do mar próxi-

mas aos mantos de gelo (Antártica e Groenlândia), e tendências crescentemente positivas

em direção a latitudes mais baixas. Este padrão é um reflexo do efeito Gravitacional-

Rotacional-Deformacional (GRD) da Terra, que é marcado por um aumento do nível do

mar longe das fontes de variações de massa, e por uma queda do nível do mar perto da

fonte de mudança de massa. Neste capítulo, eu determinei detalhadamente as incertezas

dessas variações do nível do mar, considerando diferentes tipos de erros: intrínsecos

(a incerteza do próprio dado/modelo); temporal (relacionado à variabilidade temporal

na série de dados); e espacial-estrutural (relacionado à distribuição espacial das fontes

de mudança de massa). Eu descobri que as principais fontes de incerteza são devido

a correlação temporal das observações de armazenamento de água no continente, e
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em segundo lugar dos conjuntos de dados usados para a Antártica e as águas terrestres.

Nossos resultados mostram a importância de quantificar claramente as incertezas para

obter tendências significativas de mudança do nível do mar impulsionadas por variações

de massa.

O balanço regional do nível do mar

As mudanças do nível do mar são causadas principalmente por variações na temperatura

e salinidade do oceano (Capítulo 2) e mudanças na massa dos oceanos (Capítulo 3).

Depois de calcular as estimativas dessas contribuições e suas incertezas, eu avaliei o

balanço regional do nível do mar no Capítulo 4. Primeiro, eu identifiquei a resolução

espacial ideal na qual podemos explicar o balanço do nível do mar, considerando as

incertezas e limitações das observações. Para fazer isso, eu apliquei duas abordagens

de inteligência artificial, nominalmente, as técnicas "Self-organizing Maps" e "δ-Maps",

para extrair regiões coerentes de variabilidade do nível do mar. O uso dessas regiões

reduz a incerteza observacional que limitava o balanço regional do nível do mar até então,

além de destacar como a circulação oceânica em grande escala controla a mudança

regional do nível do mar. Usando essas regiões, eu pude fechar o balanço do nível do mar

desde 1993 (período da altimetria por satélite) numa escala de sub-bacias para quase

todo o oceano. Neste capítulo, eu mostrei que o uso da abordagem de balanço do nível

do mar em combinação com técnicas inteligência artificial traz novos insights sobre

a variabilidade regional do nível do mar e suas causas. Eu descobri que as variações

estéricas dominaram a variabilidade temporal do nível do mar e determinaram uma parte

significativa da mudança regional total. A variação do nível do mar devido ao transporte

de massa entre oceano e terra teve uma contribuição relativamente homogênea para

todas as regiões, quando comparada com os outros componentes. A contribuição da

dinâmica dos oceanos foi significativa em regiões oceânicas altamente energéticas, como

a região da Corrente do Golfo. As regiões onde o balanço não pôde ser fechado destacam

processos que afetam o nível do mar que não são bem captados pelas observações, como

a influência de fortes correntes oceânicas.

Esta tese centrou-se na compreensão dos processos regionais que impulsionam a mu-

dança do nível do mar nos dias de hoje, ou seja, na avaliação do balanço regional do

nível do mar desde 1993. Especificamente, eu investiguei se a soma dos processos pode

explicar a taxa de mudanças do nível do mar observada por satélite. Eu realizei esta

avaliação em uma escala de sub-bacia consistentemente para todo o mundo. Com foco

nas incertezas das. observações, eu mostrei a importância de considerar autocorrelações

e mais de um conjunto de dados ao estimar as tendências do nível do mar. Eu pude fechar
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o balanço regional do nível do mar, numa escala de sub-bacia, em quase todas as regiões

oceânicas, o que foi uma melhoria em relação aos estudos anteriores. Conforme discutido

no Capítulo 5, este tipo de análise regional tem o potencial de trazer informações sobre

os processos mais incertos que contribuem para a mudança do nível do mar, além de

poder avaliar as projeções do nível do mar e ser usada como um primeiro passo para

estudos locais.
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Oceans and Climate

The Earth’s climate and oceans are complex and intrinsically coupled systems. Both are

continuously varying on different timescales and affecting each other. On one hand, the

oceans can be leading the dance, controlling the climate system (Siedler et al., 2013). For

example, the circulation of the Atlantic Ocean is responsible for carrying heat from low

latitude to the poles, which during the winter is the main source of heat in Northern Eu-

rope, compensating for the lack of solar radiation and making the region more hospitable

(Broecker, 1997). There is also strong evidence that the thermohaline circulation was

the primary trigger of the last ice age (Broecker, 2003; Stewart, 2008). On the other hand,

climate variations can lead to changes in the oceans. For example, climate fluctuations

can affect the strength and position of ocean currents, as well as changes in ocean stratifi-

cation and heat budget (Talley et al., 2011). Additionally, climate variations can trigger

changes in the volume of the oceans, as sea level rises and falls in response to changes in

global temperature.

Sea-level change

Sea-level rise, one of the main consequence of global warming, has been identified a

major threat of the upcoming century and beyond (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). Most of the

major cities worldwide are located at or close to the coast (Neumann et al., 2015). About

2.8 billion people, more than 1/3 of the world population, live within 100km from the coast

(Maul and Duedall, 2019), and about 600 million people currently live in low elevation

coastal zones (McGranahan et al., 2007; Nicholls et al., 2021), that is about one in every ten

people on Earth. As sea level rises, these low-elevation areas will become permanently and

irreversibly inundated, becoming uninhabitable and instigating human migration (Hauer

et al., 2019). Even considering a future low carbon emissions scenario, about 190 million

people currently live in areas that will be below high tide in 2100 (Kulp and Strauss, 2019).

Sea-level rise also threatens coastal agriculture and aquaculture, drinking water supplies,

fisheries and other ecosystem services (Hauer et al., 2019). It is therefore imperative to

have a good understanding of sea-level change and its contributing processes.

Global mean sea level has been rising at a rate of 1.7±0.4 mmyr−1 in the 20th century

mainly due to ocean warming, which results in thermal expansion, and due to the melt of

continental ice (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). However, sea level does not change at the same

rate all over the world, and regions can experience a smaller or larger sea-level change

than the global average due to local processes. For example, while some locations have

experienced less than 2 mmyr−1 over the last two decades, other coastal cities, like Jakarta,

experienced a sea-level rise above 10 mmyr−1 (Nicholls et al., 2021). Understanding the
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regional variability of the processes driving sea-level change is critical for identifying

missing or misrepresented contributions, constraining sea-level projections, and to better

prepare for the impacts of climate change.

But how much do the different processes (e.g., ocean warming and land ice melt) con-

tribute to regional and local sea-level change? The attribution of sea-level change to

its drivers can be studied by setting up a sea-level budget. Sea-level budgets can also

be used to constrain missing or poorly known contributions and to validate climate

models (Cazenave et al., 2018). While the global mean sea-level budget is considered

closed within uncertainties (e.g., Cazenave et al., 2018; Frederikse et al., 2020), closing

the budget on a regional, sub-basin scale, is still challenging. In this thesis, this gap is

filled by exploring the regional (sub-basin) sea-level budget in the satellite altimetry

era (1993-present).

In this chapter, I first introduce total sea-level change (Section 1.1) and its driving pro-

cesses (Section 1.2). I then give an overview of the state-of-art of the sea-level budget

(Section 1.3). I finalize this chapter introducing uncertainties in sea-level observations

(Section 1.4), and with the outline of this thesis (Section 1.5).

1.1. TOTAL SEA-LEVEL CHANGE
Total sea-level change can be measured either by tide gauges or satellite altimetry, and

both methods can be combined to reconstruct total global mean sea-level change (Brad-

shaw et al., 2015). The long records of tide gauges, some dating back to the 19th century,

allow for century-long sea-level reconstructions. However, tide gauges provide local obser-

vations at the coast and have an uneven spatial distribution, with most stations historically

located in the Northern Hemisphere (Woodworth et al., 2011). Consequently, they provide

limited information of the spatial variability of sea-level change. Complementary to tide

gauges is satellite radar altimetry, which has been registering sea surface height almost

continuously with a virtually global coverage since 1992 (Ablain et al., 2017). While altime-

try observations cannot be used for century-long sea-level reconstructions, they provide

vital information on regional patterns of sea-level variations (Woodworth et al., 2011). In

this thesis, the sea-level budget analysis uses satellite altimetry observations.
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MEASURING TOTAL SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

Satellite altimetry missions measure the distance between the satellite and the ocean

surface (Figure 1.1), known as the altimeter range (R). In order for those observations

to be useful for sea level studies, they need to be converted into sea surface height (η),

and referred to a well-defined reference surface. Usually, this reference surface is repre-

sented by an ellipsoid, a three-dimensional figure that approximates the Earth’s shape,

centred at the centre of mass of the Earth (Gregory et al., 2019; Angermann et al., 2022).

Precise tracking systems, such as GPS, DORIS and satellite laser ranging, are employed to

reference the altitude of the satellite orbit (H) to a fixed coordinate system.

The satellite carries a radar altimeter which emits a short pulse of microwave radiation.

When the pulse reaches the sea surface, part of the radiation is reflected back to the

altimeter. The travel time between the satellite and the sea surface determines the

altimeter range (R), which is a relative measure of the distance between the satellite

orbit and the sea surface topography. A set of corrections needs to be applied to R to

compensate for biases from the interaction of the pulse with the atmosphere and the

sea surface (e.g., sea-state bias and dry atmosphere correction, Andersen and Scharroo,

2011; Passaro et al., 2018)). Once the altitude of the satellite above the reference ellipsoid

(H) and the altimeter range (R) are known, it is possible to compute the geocentric, or

absolute, sea surface height (ηg eo(satel l i te)):

ηg eo(satel l i te) = H −R. (1.1)

Satellite altimeters, however, do not measure the height of the water column with respect

to a terrestrial landmark. This quantity, known as relative sea surface height (h), is

obtained from tide gauges or ocean models outputs. Relative sea-level depends on

the height of the Earth’s surface in relation to the ellipsoid (F ), which is affected by

vertical land motion (VLM) changes, such as land subsidence and tectonics (Wöppelmann

and Marcos, 2015). On the other hand, geocentric sea-level measurements can not

differentiate if the change is either from the solid Earth or the ocean. The relationship

between geocentric and relative sea-level change, illustrated in Figure 1.1, is:

ηg eo(satel l i te) = h +F. (1.2)

The comparison between the sea surface height from satellite and tide gauge records is

used to calibrate and correct the satellite measurements (Mitchum, 2000). For example, a

significant drift error on the calibration of TOPEX A altimeter was discovered by compar-
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ing the altimeter observations with tide gauge records (Watson et al., 2015). Applying an

improved drift correction caused a reduction of 0.26 mmyr−1 to the global mean sea level

trend from 1993 to 2018 (Ablain et al., 2019). Incorporating corrections to these systematic

errors, among others, is necessary to obtain a correct sea-level estimate.

Figure 1.1: Sketch of the different sea-level observations and instruments. H is the vertical distance between the
satellite and the reference ellipsoid; R is the range between the satellite and the sea surface. η is the geocentric
sea level, given by the difference between the satellite altitude H and satellite range R, as shown in equation
1.1; F is the position of the solid earth surface with reference to the ellipsoid; and h is the relative sea level,
obtained from tide gauges. Ideally, the tide gauge station has a collocated GPS antenna, to provide an accurate
benchmark of VLM (Ponte et al., 2019).

THE SATELLITE ALTIMETRY ERA

The satellite altimetry era (Figure 1.2), from 1992 until present, is characterized by high-

precision and high spatial and temporal resolution sea-level measurements, provided

mainly by satellite radar altimeters (Ablain et al., 2017). The first high-precision satellite-

based sea surface height measurements were obtained with the radar altimeter TOPEX/-

Poseidon (T/P), launched in August of 1992 and marked the beginning of the satellite

era of sea-level studies. Covering the Earth’s surface from 66◦N to 66◦S, with a 10-day

repeat orbit, groundtrack spacing of approximately 300 km at the Equator and with high-

accuracy orbit determination, the T/P satellite provided 1 Hz altimetry measurements for

almost 13 years (Woodworth et al., 2011). Following the same orbit as the T/P mission

(i.e., same spatial coverage and repeat period), the Jason satellite series (Jason-1, 2, 3)
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continued to provide high-resolution measurements, with increasing precision (Abdalla

et al., 2021). Each mission had an overlap period with the previous one, guaranteeing

calibration and stability of these so-called reference missions (Figure 1.2a, green bars).

The recently launched Sentinel-6 mission has inherited the T/P orbit, assuring the conti-

nuity of the reference record (Abdalla et al., 2021; Donlon et al., 2021). These reference

missions provide the most accurate and stable altimetry record (Cazenave et al., 2018),

with a global mean sea-level change rate of 3.4±0.4 mmyr−1 for 1993 until 2022 (Figure

1.2b).

Other satellite radar altimeters with different orbits (Figure 1.2a, light brown bars) have

provided complementary observations to the reference missions, increasing the spatial

coverage and resolution of the altimetry record (Cazenave et al., 2018). For example,

CryoSat-2 has an inclination of 92◦, providing invaluable measurements of ice sheets

and polar regions (Scharroo et al., 2012). The satellite altimetry products used in this

thesis (Chapter 4) are multi-mission products, which include both the reference and

complementary altimetry missions.

In addition to radar altimetry data, other technologies have also provided cardinal obser-

vations during the satellite era, such as laser altimeters and gravimeters (indicated in pink

and blue Figure 1.2a, respectively) and Argo floats. For example, the Gravity Recovery and

Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite gravimeter mission (2002-2017) made independent

observations of the mass changes over the Earth for the first time, significantly increasing

the accuracy of the ocean mass contribution to sea-level change (discussed in Chapter 3

of this thesis). In the early 2000s, the Argo float network was developed (Roemmich et al.,

2009). Argo floats autonomously measure ocean temperature and salinity down to 2000m

depth, which can be used to estimate the steric contribution to sea-level change (Chapter

2). All of these observations are essential for assessing the sea-level budget on a sub-basin

scale (Chapter 4).
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Figure 1.2: (a) Timeline of satellite missions during the satellite altimetry era. Reference radar altimetry missions
in green, complementary radar altimetry missions in light brown, laser missions in pink and gravimetry missions
in blue. Vertical line indicates the year 2022. After that, the on-going missions are in lighter shade. (b) Global
mean sea-level change (mm) based on the reference radar altimetry missions, with seasonal signal removed,
corrected for tides and and inverted barometer signals. (University of Colorado).

1.2. THE DRIVERS OF SEA-LEVEL CHANGE
Sea-level change is the volumetric expression of variations in ocean’s density and/or mass.

These variations can be caused by several processes, and depending on the temporal

and spatial scale different processes play a role. This is because sea-level change is not

equivalent to the water height of a bath tub, which rises all over at the same rate. Local

processes cause sea level to change at different rates in different locations around the

world (e.g., Stammer et al., 2013). For example, salinity variations are not relevant for the

global mean sea-level change, but can have a significant local impact. Another local effect

is the loss of gravitational attraction of an ice sheet when it melts, which leads to a sea-level

fall in its vicinity. In this section I will explain the main drivers of present-day sea-level

change, including the differences between global mean and regional processes.
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STERIC SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

One of the main drivers of sea-level change is represented by water density changes.

Density-driven sea-level change, known as steric sea-level change, comprises variations

in the temperature (thermosteric) and salinity (halosteric) of the oceans, which leads to

either expansion (heating/freshening) or contraction (cooling/salinification) of the water

(Noerdlinger and Brower, 2007; Talley et al., 2011). Steric sea-level change is expressed by

the vertical integration of density changes from a reference depth z2 to the water surface

z1:

ηster i c =− 1

ρ0

∫ z1

z2

ρ′d z, (1.3)

where ρ0 is a reference density, and ρ′ is the local density anomaly (Gill and Niller, 1973;

Tomczak and Godfrey, 2003).

Steric sea-level height can be estimated using different approaches (MacIntosh et al.,

2017). First, it can be estimated from in situ observations of temperature and salinity.

That includes ship-based hydrographic data, such as conductivity, temperature and depth

(CTD) profiles and observations from expendable and mechanical bathythermographs,

and observations collected by Argo profiling floats. Additionally, steric sea-level height can

also be estimated from ocean reanalyses and models (Storto et al., 2017). Via data assimi-

lation techniques, ocean reanalyses combine the data from ocean models, atmospheric

fluxes and ocean observations (MacIntosh et al., 2017).

On a global scale, the steric contribution is dominated by thermal expansion (ther-

mosteric), while salinity variations (halosteric changes) can be neglected (Cazenave et al.,

2018). On a regional scale, however, the halosteric component can have a strong impact

and even dominate the changes in ocean density. Thus, regional steric sea-level change

studies need to account for both salinity and temperature variations (Ponte, 2012).

MASS-DRIVEN SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

Manometric

All sea-level variations not driven by density changes are defined as manometric sea-

level change (Gregory et al., 2019). Manometric sea-level change, also referred to as

the bottom pressure term (Gregory et al., 2019), comprises changes in sea-level due

to the redistribution of ocean mass, both in a passive (ηGRD ) and dynamic (ηd ynami c )

ocean:

ηmanometr i c = ηGRD +ηd ynami c , (1.4)
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Manometric sea-level change can be obtained from direct measurements of mass move-

ment in the oceans, for instance from the GRACE satellite missions (Chambers et al.,

2004). Manometric variations refer to regional sea-level changes. Since dynamic mass

redistribution has a negligible global mean, the global mean of ηmanometr i c equals the

global mean of ηGRD , which corresponds to the barystatic term.

Barystatic

The integrated response of sea-level change due to the exchange of mass between land

and ocean is known as barystatic sea-level change (Gregory et al., 2019):

ηbar y st ati c =
∆M

ρ f ∗ A
, (1.5)

where A is the ocean area, ρ f is freshwater density and ∆M is the mass variation.

Mass is added into the oceans mainly from continental ice melt from the glaciers and

Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets. Variations in water stored in rivers, lakes, wetlands,

artificial reservoirs, snow pack, canopy and soil (groundwater), known as land water

storage, also cause barystatic sea-level changes. The barystatic term can be obtained

from either summing up the observed mass contributions (from Antarctica, Greenland,

glaciers and land water storage), or from ocean mass measurements which have been

corrected for dynamic effects.

Gravity-Rotation-Deformation (GRD)

When mass is redistributed over the Earth, it causes changes in the Earth’s gravity field,

Earth’s rotation and a viscoelastic deformation of the solid Earth (GRD, Gregory et al.,

2019). The GRD component (ηGRD ) reflects how the mass loss of continental ice stored in

glaciers and ice sheets and variations in land water storage results in spatial differences

in sea-level change. This spatial pattern that modulates barystatic sea-level change is

described by the sea-level equation (Farrell and Clark, 1976; Vermeersen and Sabadini,

1999):

ηGRD = ρi

g
φG ∗I I + ρsw

g
φG ∗O η+ c, (1.6)

where ρi ,sw is the density of ice and ocean, ∗I ,O represents the convolution over the ice

and ocean area in both space and time, φG are the Green’s functions, which express how

changes of mass over the Earth’s surface modify the gravitational potential of the Earth,

I represents mass changes over the continents, and η changes in sea level. The results

of the sea-level equation are the so-called sea-level fingerprints (Mitrovica et al., 2001).

These fingerprints have a characteristic regional pattern: sea-level rise in the far-field and
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fall close to the mass source (Mitrovica et al., 2001).

The integrated response of the GRD effect over the oceans, i.e. its global mean, is the

barystatic term. Thus, ηGRD only plays a role in regional sea-level change. The GRD

component can be computed by solving the sea-level equation, using mass changes

as an input (as in Chapter 3). The GRD effect can be split between changes due to

contemporary mass changes, and due to mass changes since the last ice age, generally

known as post-glacial rebound or as glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA).

Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA)

When large amounts of ice accumulate on the continents, the solid Earth underneath

is pushed down, due to the weight of the ice. When the ice melts and the weight over

the solid Earth is relieved, the crust lifts up again. This deformation has a instantaneous

elastic response, and a slow viscous one, on a time scale of millennia and longer (Spada,

2017). This process is known as glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), and is usually used to

refer to the on-going response of the Solid Earth to ice melt after the last ice age.

GIA can trigger changes in sea level and the solid Earth on scales of hundreds of kilometers

over tens of thousands of years (Whitehouse, 2018). Locations where extensive ice sheets

grew during Last Ice Age, such as Canada, Scandinavia and Antarctica, have a significant

present-day land uplift due to GIA. For example, on the east coast of Canada, in the Great

lakes region, land is uplifting with a rate of about 8 mmyr−1, and even up to 2 cmyr−1,

due to GIA (e.g., Han et al., 2015). Note that, when the ice sheets first melt there is an

effect on the total ocean mass. GIA, however, only affects the shape of the ocean surface

and of the ocean bathymetry, but not the total ocean mass.

DYNAMIC SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

The dynamic component (ηd ynami c ) is the sea-level change due to dynamic mass redis-

tribution, caused by ocean circulation, atmospheric pressure and steric expansion and

contraction (Landerer et al., 2007). Note that differently than the GRD component, which

is the redistribution of added (or removed) ocean mass, ηd ynami c is the redistribution of

mass that was already in the oceans. Following Landerer et al. (2007), dynamic sea-level

is given by:

ηd ynami c = η′−η′ster i c +
p ′

a

gρ0
, (1.7)

where η′ is the total sea surface height anomaly, η′ster i c is the steric height anomaly, pa is

the atmospheric pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration on Earth’s surface and ρ0 is

the reference density of ocean water. The term p ′
a

gρ0
is the barometric term, known as the
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inverse barometer effect.

The dynamic sea-level change is part of the ocean dynamic sea-level change (∆ζ, Gregory

et al., 2019). The latter is the local sea surface height above the geoid (an equipotential

surface that approximates the mean sea level of the oceans, Angermann et al., 2022),

corrected for the inverse barometer effect (Gregory et al., 2019), and includes the effect

of local steric anomalies (η′ster i c ). Thus, the dynamic component can be obtained by

removing local steric anomalies from the ocean dynamic component:

ηd ynami c =∆ζ−η′ster i c . (1.8)

The dynamic component only plays a role on regional to local sea-level change. The dy-

namic component can be obtained from ocean general circulation models (e.g., Couldrey

et al., 2021), coupled climate models (e.g., Levermann et al., 2005), ocean reanalyses (e.g.,

Dangendorf et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021b) and estimated with simple redistribution

models (e.g., Landerer et al., 2007).

OTHER LOCAL PROCESSES

In addition to the processes discussed above, regional and local sea-level change is also

affected by winds and atmospheric pressure (Stammer et al., 2013). For example, on an

annual timescale, atmospheric pressure changes can result in 2-3 cm sea-level change at

high latitudes. Additionally, sea level in coastal zones is further influenced by sedimentary

processes, such as local erosion, deposition and compaction (Stammer et al., 2013).

Another relevant local effect is land subsidence, which is mainly induced by human

activities such as groundwater, gas and mineral extraction (Nicholls et al., 2021).

1.3. THE SEA-LEVEL BUDGET
The attribution of total observed sea-level change (Section 1.1) to the different drivers of

sea-level change (Section 1.2) can be done using a sea-level budget approach. Besides

showing the dominating contributions to the observed sea-level change, sea-level budget

assessments allow us to identify temporal changes in the total sea-level change and its

drivers. For example, while ice melt from glaciers was the predominant cause of sea-

level rise over the 20th century as a whole, ocean thermal expansion and ice melt from

Greenland have been the main drivers of the accelerated sea-level rise since the 1970s

(Frederikse et al., 2020).
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Additionally, sea-level budget analyses can be used to constrain and validate climate

models, independent data sources and sea-level projections (Wang et al., 2021a). A

non-closure of the budget also provides information on, for instance, missing or misrep-

resented drivers of sea-level change, such as the deep ocean contribution (e.g., Purkey

and Johnson, 2010; Llovel et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2021), and on how instrumental prob-

lems, such as issues with the Argo salinity sensors and satellite drifts, can influence the

components of the sea-level budget (Barnoud et al., 2021).

Depending on the spatial and temporal scale of the study, the sea-level budget will include

different components. In this thesis, the sea-level budget is considered as follows:

ηtot al =
∑

ηdr i ver s = ηster i c +ηGRD +ηd ynami c , (1.9)

where ηtot al is the total sea-level change estimated from satellite altimetry, and the right-

hand side of the equation expresses the sum of the drivers of regional sea-level change.

That is, sea-level change due to steric effects, due to the exchange of mass between land

and ocean, and due to dynamic effects, respectively.

Quantifying the drivers of the observed sea-level change, that is, assessing the sea-level

budget, has been the focus of many studies in the recent years, especially on a global scale

(e.g. Cazenave et al., 2018; Frederikse et al., 2020; Horwath et al., 2022). In the next sections

I discuss the state of the art of the global and regional sea-level budget (Sections 1.3.1 and

1.3.2, respectively), highlighting recent advances and remaining research gaps.

1.3.1. THE GLOBAL MEAN SEA-LEVEL BUDGET

The high-resolution observational network over the satellite era (Cazenave and Moreira,

2022), both of total sea level and of the components, has allowed closure of the global

mean sea-level budget from 1993 until present (Church et al., 2011; Gregory et al., 2013;

Cazenave et al., 2018; Fox-Kemper et al., 2021; Frederikse et al., 2020). That is, the total rate

of sea-level change is the same, within uncertainties, as the sum of its drivers. On average,

observed global mean sea level rose about 3.3 mmyr−1 from 1993 to 2018, which can be

partitioned in 40% due to ocean thermal expansion, 17% from glaciers, 13% from the

Greenland Ice Sheet, 8% from the Antarctic Ice Sheet, 10% from land water storage, closing

the budget with a 0.4 mmyr−1 uncertainty and a remaining unexplained contribution

of 12% (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). Note that these percentages are in relation to the total

observed rate of global mean sea level, and not to the sum of the components, which

gives a total rate of 2.9 mmyr−1.
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Is there an agreement on the closure of the global mean sea-level budget?

The relative contributions of the sea-level components for a given period can vary signifi-

cantly between studies, showing how dataset and processing choices affects the budget.

For example, using at least three sources of data for each sea-level component, Gregory

et al. (2013) analysed 576 possible budget combinations, and found that the budget

residual varied from −0.5 to 2 mmyr−1 depending on the combination. Furthermore,

rates of steric sea-level change can differ up to 0.45 mmyr−1 depending on the dataset

used (Dieng et al., 2015a), and rates of ocean mass sea-level change can differ up to 0.57

mmyr−1 depending on the processing choices for the same dataset (Chen et al., 2020).

Consequently, depending on the rate used the global mean sea-level budget may not

always be closed within 0.4 mmyr−1 of uncertainty. Thus, one may wonder if there is a

scientific consensus on the closure of the sea-level budget.

To answer this question, I made an overview of studies focusing on the global mean

sea-level budget in the satellite altimetry era. As a result of different sources of data used,

together these 27 studies provide 53 sea-level budget combinations. For example, Church

et al. (2011) presents a sea-level budget based on tide gauges, and a second budget based

on the combination of tide gauges and satellite altimetry. The 53 budgets can be divided

into two different time periods: 15 cover the entire satellite altimetry era (i.e., starting in

1993, Table 1.1) and 38 cover the GRACE/Argo period (i.e., starting after 2002, Table 1.2).

Note that, if a study used more than one dataset for the same estimate and provided an

ensemble mean, only the ensemble mean was included in the budget table and figure.

For example, Dieng et al. (2015a) provided 6 total sea-level change trends: 5 from different

satellite altimetry datasets, and one ensemble mean. Only the latter was included in this

overview, to avoid few studies from dominating the analysis.
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Table 1.1: Global mean sea-level (GMSL) budget from recent studies covering the entire satellite altimetry era
(i.e., since 1993). Trends are in mmyr−1. Unless indicated, GMSL is based on satellite altimetry.

Reference Time period GMSL Sum Steric Mass
Dieng et al. (2017) 1993-2004 2.7±0.2 2.5±0.3 0.9±0.3I 1.5±0.1C

Cazenave and Llovel (2010) 1993-2007 3.3±0.4 2.9±0.3 1.0±0.3I∗ 1.8±0.3C

Church et al. (2011) 1993-2008 3.2±0.4T,S 2.5±0.5 0.9±0.3I∗ 1.7±0.3C

Church et al. (2011) 1993-2008 2.6±0.6T 2.5±0.5 0.9±0.3I∗ 1.7±0.3C

Church et al. (2013) 1993-2010 3.2±0.4 2.8±0.6 1.1±0.3I 1.8±0.4C

Church et al. (2013) 1993-2010 3.2±0.4 2.8±0.7 1.5±0.5M∗ 0.9±0.4M

Dieng et al. (2017) 1993-2015 3.0±0.1 3.0±0.2 1.1±0.1A,I 1.9±0.1C

Chambers et al. (2017) 1993-2015 3.2±0.6 3.0±0.5 1.2±0.2I∗ 1.8±0.6C

Oppenheimer et al. (2019) 1993-2015 3.2±0.4 2.9±0.6 1.4±0.4I∗ 1.4±0.4C

Oppenheimer et al. (2019) 1993-2015 3.3±0.4 3.1±0.8 1.5±0.6M∗ 1.6±0.4M

Cazenave et al. (2018) 1993-2016 3.1±0.4 2.7±0.2 1.3±0.4I∗ 1.4±0.2C

Horwath et al. (2022) 1993-2016 3.0±0.2 2.9±0.2 1.1±0.1I 1.8±0.1C

Fox-Kemper et al. (2021) 1993-2018 3.2±0.4 2.9±0.4 1.3±0.3I 1.5±0.3C

Frederikse et al. (2020) 1993-2018 3.4±0.5T 3.2±0.4 1.2±0.2I 2.0±0.3G ,C

Frederikse et al. (2020) 1993-2018 3.3±0.5 3.2±0.4 1.2±0.2I 2.0±0.3G ,C

T and T,S indicate GMSL assessments based on tide gauge (T) and tide gauge combine with satellite altimetry
(T,S);M indicates estimated from models (M);I , I ,A indicate steric estimates based on multiple in-situ sources
not including Argo floats (I) and including data from Argo (I,A), and ∗ indicates steric assessments based only
on thermosteric estimates;Inv indicates steric estimate obtained via inversion method;C and G ,C indicate
ocean mass estimates based on combination of sources for the individual components of the mass budget not
including GRACE (C), and including GRACE (G,C).
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Table 1.2: Global mean sea-level (GMSL) budget from recent studies covering the GRACE/Argo period (i.e.,
starting from 2002). Trends are in mmyr−1. Unless indicated, GMSL is based on satellite altimetry, steric
estimates on Argo floats and Mass on GRACE data.

Reference Time period GMSL Sum Steric Mass
Rietbroek et al. (2016) 2002-2014 2.7±0.6 2.7±0.4 1.4±0.2Inv 1.1±0.3G

Cazenave and Llovel (2010) 2003-2007 2.5±0.4 2.5±0.8 0.2±0.8∗ 2.2±0.3C

Cazenave and Llovel (2010) 2003-2007 2.5±0.4 2.4±0.8 0.2±0.8∗ 2.1±0.1G

Willis et al. (2008) 2003-2007 3.6±0.8 0.3±0.6 −0.5±0.5 0.8±0.8G

Cazenave et al. (2009) 2003-2008 2.5±0.4 2.3±0.1 0.4±0.1 1.9±0.1G

Dieng et al. (2015a) 2003-2012 2.8±0.1 2.3±1.2 0.6±0.1I 1.7±0.1G

Mu et al. (2022) 2003-2015 3.1±0.4 3.3±0.4 1.1±0.1 2.1±0.3G

Leuliette and Miller (2009) 2004-2007 2.4±1.1 1.5±1.0 0.8±0.8 0.8±0.5G

Leuliette and Miller (2009) 2004-2007 2.7±1.5 1.5±1.0 0.8±0.8 0.8±0.5G

Dieng et al. (2017) 2004-2015 3.5±0.1 3.3±0.2 1.1±0.1 2.1±0.1C

Dieng et al. (2017) 2004-2015 3.5±0.1 3.4±0.1 1.1±0.1 2.2±0.1G

Yi et al. (2015) 2005-2009 2.5±0.8 2.4±0.6 1.0±0.4 1.4±0.3G

Leuliette and Willis (2011) 2005-2010 1.5±0.9 1.6±0.6 0.5±0.5 1.1±0.6G

Chen et al. (2013) 2005-2011 2.4±0.4 2.4±0.5 0.6±0.3 1.8±0.5G

Dieng et al. (2015a) 2005-2012 2.8±0.1 2.5±0.2 0.6±0.1 1.9±0.1G

Leuliette (2015) 2005-2013 3.0±0.4 3.0±0.5 1.0±0.5 2.0±0.2G

Llovel et al. (2014) 2005-2013 2.8±0.3 2.9±0.2 0.9±0.1 2.0±0.1G

Leuliette (2014) 2005-2013 3.0±0.4 3.0±0.5 1.0±0.5 2.0±0.2G

Chambers et al. (2017) 2005-2014 3.2±0.7 3.1±0.4 1.0±0.1I 2.1±0.4G

Yi et al. (2015) 2005-2014 3.1±0.4 3.0±0.3 1.0±0.2 2.0±0.2G

Piecuch and Quinn (2016) 2005-2015 3.4±0.6 3.2±0.4 1.0±0.2 2.2±0.4G

Vishwakarma et al. (2020) 2005-2015 3.0±0.1 2.9±0.1 1.2±0.1A,I 1.6±0.1G

Chen et al. (2019) 2005-2015 3.8±0.2 3.8±0.2 1.1±0.1 2.6±0.1G

Cazenave et al. (2018) 2005-2016 3.5±0.2 3.0±0.2 1.3±0.4A,I∗ 1.6±0.2G

Cazenave et al. (2018) 2005-2016 3.5±0.2 3.6±0.4 1.3±0.4A,I∗ 2.3±0.1G

Horwath et al. (2022) 2005-2016 3.8±0.3 3.9±0.2 1.3±0.2 2.7±0.1C

Horwath et al. (2022) 2005-2016 3.8±0.3 3.7±0.2 1.3±0.2 2.5±0.1G ,C

Horwath et al. (2022) 2005-2016 3.8±0.3 4.1±0.3 1.3±0.2 2.8±0.3G ,C

Horwath et al. (2022) 2005-2016 3.6±0.3 3.6±0.2 1.2±0.2 2.4±0.1C

Horwath et al. (2022) 2005-2016 3.6±0.3 3.4±0.2 1.2±0.2 2.2±0.1G ,C

Horwath et al. (2022) 2005-2016 3.6±0.3 3.9±0.3 1.2±0.2 2.7±0.3G

Barnoud et al. (2021) 2005-2019 4.0±0.2 3.2±0.1 1.1±0.1 2.1±0.0G

Barnoud et al. (2021) 2005-2019 4.0±0.2 3.5±0.1 1.3±0.1∗ 2.1±0.0G

Chen et al. (2020) 2005-2020 3.9±0.3 3.7±0.5 1.0±0.2 2.7±0.5G

Oppenheimer et al. (2019) 2006-2015 3.6±0.5 3.0±0.4 1.4±0.3I∗ 2.2±0.2C

Oppenheimer et al. (2019) 2006-2015 3.6±0.5 3.5±0.8 1.5±0.6M∗ 2.0±0.5M

Fox-Kemper et al. (2021) 2006-2018 3.7±0.5 3.6±0.7 1.4±0.7 2.2±0.3G

Yi et al. (2015) 2010-2014 4.5±0.6 4.3±0.6 1.8±0.2 2.6±0.6G

T and T,S indicate GMSL assessments based on tide gauge (T) and tide gauge combine with satellite altimetry
(T,S);M indicates estimated from models (M);I , I ,A indicate steric estimates based on multiple in-situ
sources not including Argo floats (I) and including data from Argo (I,A), and ∗ indicates steric assessments
based only on thermosteric estimates;C and G ,C indicate ocean mass estimates based on combination of
sources for the individual components of the mass budget not including GRACE (C), and including GRACE (G,C).
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Indeed, there are large differences in the sea-level trends and budget closures between

the various studies that focus on the global mean sea-level budget within the satellite

altimetry era (Figure 1.3). Comparing the different studies allows us not only to see if the

sea-level budget is closed (and what are the dominating drivers to the observed change),

but also to see why the rates are diverging and what is causing the non-closure of the

budget in some of the studies. Considering an uncertainty of ±0.4 mmyr−1, not all of

the studies are able to close the budget (indicated with dashed contours in Figure 1.3).

The sea-level budgets over the GRACE/Argo period (i.e., starting after 2002, Figure 1.3c,d)

have smaller uncertainties, but a larger spread of trends among studies. The increased

accuracy is a result of the use of GRACE to estimate ocean mass changes, and from the

almost-global coverage of the Argo floats since 2002 (Cazenave and Moreira, 2022). On

the other hand, budgets over shorter time periods show a broader spread of values and

larger discrepancies between total sea-level change and the sum of the components. This

is related to the interannual variations of sea-level change, as at least 10 years of data is

required to obtain more stable rates of sea-level change (Nerem et al., 1999).

Figure 1.3: Global mean sea-level rates (a, c) and sum of the budget components (b, d) for trends starting in
1993 (a, b) and after 2002 (c, d). Each box represents the trend ± uncertainty range. Dashed indicates if the
budget is closed considering a 0.4 mmyr−1 accuracy. The circle with error bars indicates trends for 1993-2018
(a, b) and 2006-2018 (c, d) from Fox-Kemper et al. (2021), for reference. Individual studies and trends used for
this plot are listed at the end of the chapter.
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In most studies, the sum of components is smaller than the total sea-level change (Figure

1.3), indicating possible missing or misrepresented contributions in the sea-level budget.

For example, the contribution of the deep ocean to steric sea-level change is still not well

understood, with global mean rates varying from negative (Llovel et al., 2014; Storto et al.,

2017) to positive (Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Desbruyères et al., 2016; Kouketsu et al.,

2011; Chang et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021). Thus, part of the difference between total

sea-level change and the sum of the components could be due to misrepresentation of

the deep ocean contribution. Another challenge in the sea-level budget lies in estimating

the contribution of land water storage, mainly for the pre-GRACE period. Consequently,

some studies choose not to include the land water storage in the budget before 2002 (e.g.,

Cazenave et al., 2018), or use estimates based on hydrological models, which can have a

large spread (Scanlon et al., 2018). Finally, most budget studies do not include estimates

of ocean bottom deformation, which could explain a missing contribution in the order of

0.1 mmyr−1 in the budget (Vishwakarma et al., 2020).

A mismatch between the sum of the components and the total sea-level change might

also arise from various processing and correction choices. For example, depending on the

GIA correction applied to GRACE data, ocean mass trends can vary up to 1 mmyr−1 (Chen

et al., 2013; Uebbing et al., 2019). Another example is the effect of instrumental errors in

Argo floats: over multidecadal timescales, the concentration of salt in the ocean is more or

less constant (Gregory et al., 2019). This means that computing global mean steric changes

considering both temperature and salinity or only accounting for temperature should

give, virtually, the same rate. However, due to instrumental issues with the salinity profiles

of Argo floats, the closure of the global mean sea-level budget improves by excluding the

halosteric component from the global budget (Barnoud et al., 2021). A further example

are the drift corrections to satellite altimetry data. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, sea surface

height from altimetry is computed based on the range between the altimeter and the

sea surface height. However, this range can be contaminated if any instrument onboard

the satellite, for example the altimeter and radiometer (used for the wet tropospheric

correction), suffers drifts or jumps (Ablain et al., 2009). Including drift correction to the

TOPEX/Poseidon data resulted in a total sea-level change trend that was 0.7 mmyr−1

smaller, improving the closure of the budget (Dieng et al., 2017).

Despite the variations in the published rates, a consensus emerges (indicated by darker

colors in Figure 1.3) in the rates of the global mean sea-level change and its drivers over

the satellite altimetry era. However, the spread in the rates will be amplified even further

in regional assessments.
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It is also worth noting that most of the studies discussed in this section (and in this thesis)

base their budget on linear trends. Budget studies based on a time-varying trend (e.g.,

Chen et al., 2014, 2017; Cha et al., 2021; Mu et al., 2022) have not been included here.

Using a static trend is not always ideal, as it requires an assumption about the type of

fit used to describe the change: a first-degree polynomial is used to describe a linear

trend over time; while an accelerating trend requires a quadratic function. Although

the presence of an acceleration should not change the linear trend (if calculated with

a least squares approach), it can affect the uncertainty related to it (Ablain et al., 2019).

Budget analyses based on a time-varying trend are a good tool to identify major time-

scale components, such as decadal oscillations over the Pacific (Cha et al., 2021), driving

sea-level variability.

1.3.2. THE REGIONAL SEA-LEVEL BUDGET

While the global mean sea-level budget over the satellite altimetry era is considered

closed (Section 1.3.1), locally attributing the drivers of sea-level change still leads to large

differences between the total measured change and the sum of the contributions (e.g.,

Slangen et al., 2014; Royston et al., 2020). This is partly due to the spatial resolution of the

different observational systems, which limits the closure of the sea-level budget on a local

spatial scale (Royston et al., 2020). Additionally, the uncertainties of components of the

sea-level budget are much larger on a regional scale, hindering the study and closure of

the regional budget until recently. Averaging over large regions, such as ocean basins or

the entire ocean, reduces the uncertainties and extreme local values and improves the

signal-to-noise ratio, allowing the closure of the global mean sea-level budget.

In comparison to the large number of studies focusing on global mean sea-level change,

fewer studies have assessed the regional sea-level budget. Most of the regional budget

studies focus on a specific region. For example, García et al. (2006) discussed the budget

over the Mediterranean Sea, while the budget on the South China Sea and in the Red

Sea was investigated by Feng et al. (2012) and Feng et al. (2014), respectively. However,

focusing on specific regions might overlook how sea-level variability is interconnected

between ocean regions. Over the satellite altimetry era, only five studies hitherto have

investigated the sea-level budget regionally for the entire world (Purkey et al., 2014;

Rietbroek et al., 2016; Frederikse et al., 2020; Royston et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2022). In

addition to these, three other studies have looked into the regional budget globally over a

longer period (Slangen et al., 2014; Frederikse et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021b).
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So far, the regional sea-level budget has mainly been analysed on a basin-wide scale

(Figure 1.4). These basin scale assessments have brought insights into the dominant

processes at a regional scale. For example, basin deviations from the global mean sea-

level change could be related to variations in the wind patterns and strength of wind stress

and of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Purkey et al., 2014). Additionally, although the

deep steric contribution to the global mean is of the same magnitude as the uncertainty of

the global budget, the basin wide budget can not be closed if the deep ocean contributions

are not considered (Purkey et al., 2014).

Figure 1.4: Ocean basins (a, b) and sea-level rates (c, d) from previous regional sea-level budget studies. (a)
ocean basins and (c) sea-level rates from Yang et al. (2022, Y22); (b) Thompson and Merrifield (2014) ocean
basins used for (d) regional sea-level budgets of Frederikse et al. (F20, hashed bars 2020) and Royston et al. (R20,
full bars 2020).

However, the closure of the budget and the relative importance of each component are

sensitive to the division of the ocean basins. For instance, using the Thompson and

Merrifield (2014) basins (Fig 1.4b), Royston et al. (2020) found that the basin scale sea-

level budget from 2005-2015 could be closed for all regions, except for the Indian-South

Pacific. If ocean basins are used instead (Fig 1.4a), then the sea-level budget for the same

period closes in all regions (Yang et al., 2022). At a basin scale, density-driven variations

dominate the variability of the budget (Frederikse et al., 2020), while ocean mass is the

main contributor to the overall sea-level rise (Yang et al., 2022).

Despite the improvement that basin-wide sea-level budgets have brought to our under-
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standing of regional sea-level change, sea level can still vary within an ocean basin. Thus,

assessing the sea-level budget on a finer scale can provide insights about local processes.

However, the sea-level budget has not yet been closed on sub-basin scales consistently

for the entire world. A regional sea-level budget assessment in coastal polygons found

that significant percentages of the budget could not be explained by simply adding up

the steric and ocean mass sea-level changes (Rietbroek et al., 2016). Thus, there is still a

considerable gap in the understanding and closure of the regional sea-level budget on

a sub-basin scale. With this thesis, I fill this gap and answer the question "What drives

sea-level change on a regional sub-basin scale?"

1.4. UNCERTAINTIES IN SEA-LEVEL STUDIES
Uncertainty analysis is an integral part of this thesis. Throughout the next chapters, I

discuss how to compute and better represent uncertainties within the sea-level budget.

Hence, I give a brief introduction to the uncertainties of sea-level observations in this

section. Precise uncertainties are necessary to provide significance to the measurements,

inform reliability and prevent misinterpretations of the considered observations, evaluate

models and validate other observations (Prandi et al., 2021).

In science, uncertainties do not have the same connotation as mistakes. Mistakes can

be eliminated from a measurement with careful conduct. Uncertainties, on the other

hand, will always be present in any measurement. Hence, one can only work to ensure

they are as small as possible and to have a reliable estimate of how large they are (Taylor,

1997). Since uncertainties are unavoidable, understanding the causes of uncertainties

and explaining how they are derived is essential for the reliability and interpretation of

the results.

In sea-level change studies, uncertainties are present on several levels, from measure-

ments to projections and potential impacts of sea-level change (Figure 1.5, Kettle, 2012;

van de Wal et al., 2019). While the uncertainties in sea-level projections have been the

main topic of discussion in several recent papers (e.g., Bakker et al., 2017; Hinkel et al.,

2019; Kopp et al., 2022), uncertainties in sea-level measurements and how the rate of

change is computed (both issues discussed in this thesis), underlie all other sea-level

related uncertainties (Figure 1.5). Additionally, uncertainties have a summative effect,

that is, they accumulate at each step, magnifying the total uncertainty. When these uncer-

tainties are not clearly defined to stakeholders, the utility of sea-level change assessments

is undermined (Kettle, 2012).
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Figure 1.5: Compounding uncertainties in sea-level change assessments. Source: Kettle (2012). Reproduced
and modified with permission from the Coastal Education and Research Foundation, Inc.

The uncertainties discussed in this thesis are all related to the data used to compute rates

of sea-level change. I now briefly introduce the different types of uncertainties used in

this thesis, using sea surface height as an example.

The first type of uncertainty comes from the measurement system, the intrinsic uncer-

tainty (Palmer et al., 2021; Thorne, 2021). In satellite altimetry observations, this type

of uncertainty arises becauses we need to apply a set of corrections to account for the

interaction of the radar pulse with the atmosphere and the sea surface. These corrections

are based on models, and have their own uncertainties, which are then included in the

estimated sea surface height.

The second type of uncertainty comes from the use of different datasets and methodolo-

gies to describe the same physical system, the structural uncertainty. For example, if we

compare sea surface height derived from satellite observations to the sea surface height

derived from a reanalysis, there will be differences in the two estimates. These differences

can be defined as the standard deviation of a central (ensemble) estimate (Thorne et al.,

2005; Palmer et al., 2021).

The third type of uncertainty discussed in this thesis comes from the fact that the obser-

vations are not independent in time, the temporal uncertainty. The sea surface height at

one time step is related to the measurement from the previous time step. This temporal

relationship, known as autocorrelation, needs to be considered when computing the rate

of sea-level change (i.e., the trend). The uncertainty associated with the trend is what we

call temporal uncertainty (Bos et al., 2013).

The total uncertainty budget of observed sea-level trends is, therefore, a combination of

the intrinsic, structural and temporal uncertainties.
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1.5. THIS THESIS
This thesis explores the different drivers of regional sea-level change and their uncertain-

ties (Chapter 2 and 3), and how the sum of the drivers compares to the total observed

change on a regional level (Chapter 4), over the satellite altimetry era. Potential applica-

tions of the results presented in this thesis are discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 1.6: Overview of the sea-level budget, indicating in which chapter each component is assessed.

CHAPTER 2

How much have density variations contributed to sea-level change in the satellite altimetry

era?

Variations in the density of the oceans, driven by changes in the ocean temperature and

salinity, cause steric sea-level change. However, how much density-driven variations have

caused sea-level to change since 1993 varies between studies. These differences arise

from the use of different temperature and salinity datasets and processing methods. In

this chapter I assess the contribution of density-driven (i.e., steric) variations to sea-level

change for the periods 1993-2017 and 2005-2015. To answer the research question, I

explore two sources of uncertainty in both global mean and regional steric sea-level

trends. First, I compare a wide range of different temperature and salinity datasets and

processing methods (structural uncertainty), and how this translates into different rates

of steric sea-level change. Next, I investigate how different noise models used to compute

the rate of change (temporal uncertainty) can be another source of differences between

rates. I then show how the uncertainties of both datasets and noise models play a role in

estimating the steric contribution to sea-level change.

CHAPTER 3

How much have mass variations contributed to sea-level change?

The mass loss from Antarctica, Greenland and glaciers, and variations in land water

storage cause sea-level changes. In this chapter, I characterise the regional trends of each
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of these sea level contributions, taking into account ice and water mass variations since

1993. I determine the uncertainties of these sea-level changes, considering different

types of errors: (i) intrinsic, the uncertainty from the data/model itself; (ii) temporal,

related to the temporal variability in the time series; and (iii) spatial-structural, related

to the spatial distribution of the mass change sources. I first look at the different types

of uncertainties separately for each mass contribution, and then analyse how all these

uncertainties come together in the estimates of total present-day mass-driven sea-level

change.

CHAPTER 4

How to select optimal regions to analyse the sea-level budget? And what are the drivers of

sea-level change in these regions?

In this chapter I compare the observed sea-level change to the sum of its drivers on

a regional sub-basin level. Building on the results of Chapter 2 and 3, I use satellite

altimetry and ocean reanalyses to compute estimates of total and dynamic sea-level

change, respectively. To define the sub-basin regions in which the budget is assessed, I

use machine learning techniques to identify regions of similar sea-level variability. The

use of these regions allows us to reduce the observational uncertainty which has limited

regional sub-basin sea-level budget studies up to now. I then analyse the regional sub-

basin sea-level budget consistently for the entire ocean from 1993-2016. With this

budget analysis, I look at what the dominant drivers of sea-level change are in each

region.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
The oceans are a major reservoir of heat, and have stored about 90% of the human-

induced heat in the climate system over the last 50 years (von Schuckmann et al., 2016;

MacIntosh et al., 2017). The resulting ocean warming leads to sea-level change (SLC),

which is an important reflection of how the oceans respond to global warming (Kopp

et al., 2016). This process, known as thermosteric SLC, is the dominant component of the

steric contribution to global mean sea-level (GMSL) change.

Steric SLC is also partially driven by salinity variations (i.e., halosteric change). The con-

tribution of salinity to GMSL change is negligible, as the ocean’s salt content is considered

to be constant over multidecadal timescales (Cazenave et al., 2018). Regionally, however,

halosteric SLC can be just as important as thermosteric changes, or even the dominant

process of steric sea-level variations, for instance in polar regions (Stammer et al., 2013).

Hence, studies of steric contributions to regional SLC should consider both salinity and

temperature variations (MacIntosh et al., 2017).

In addition to density-driven variations, present-day SLC is also driven by ocean mass

fluctuations (Church et al., 2013). The main processes that change the amount of mass

available in the oceans are the melting of glaciers and ice sheets and variations in ter-

restrial water storage. Together, density and mass variations represent the total budget

of SLC (e.g., Cazenave et al., 2018; Gregory et al., 2013). Thus, accurately quantifying

steric sea-level variations and their uncertainties constrains the other contributions to

the observed SLC.

Comparing published rates of steric GMSL change is complicated, as the period consid-

ered differs between studies. For example, while IPCC AR4 (Bindoff et al., 2007) estimated

a thermosteric contribution of 1.6±0.5 mmyr−1 to the GMSL change for 1993-2003, IPCC

AR5 (Church et al., 2013) reported a thermosteric contribution of 1.1±0.3 mmyr−1 for

1993-2010. In addition to the different study periods, part of the difference between steric

rates can also be explained by measurement biases, such as depth biases in expandable

and mechanical bathythermograph observations (XBTs and MBTs, Ishii and Kimoto,

2009). However, even if one considers the same time period and the same corrections,

estimates of steric SLC can still differ for the following three reasons.

First, the deep ocean (>2000 m depth) contribution to steric SLC is uncertain. Given the

lack of observational data below 2000 meters depth, different estimates of how much

the deep ocean has contributed to SLC have been made in the recent past (e.g., Purkey

and Johnson, 2010; Llovel et al., 2014; Dieng et al., 2015a; Desbruyères et al., 2016). For
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instance, based on the few high-quality full-depth hydrographic measurements available,

Purkey and Johnson (2010) estimated that deep ocean warming contributed 0.1 mmyr−1

to the GMSL change from 1980 to 2010. Contrarily, through a budget analysis, Llovel et al.

(2014) found a negative (−0.13±0.34 mmyr−1) deep ocean contribution to GMSL change

from 2005 to 2013. According to an ocean model simulation, repeated hydrographic

measurements tend to underestimate the deep ocean warming due to biases induced by

temporal and spatial sampling (Garry et al., 2019).

A second source of uncertainty in steric SLC is the use of different temperature and

salinity data, and how this data is processed. Dieng et al. (2015a) found that the steric

sea-level trend varied from 0.15 to 0.92 mmyr−1, from 2003 to 2012, depending on the

dataset analysed. These differences can be explained mainly by the corrections made to

individual measurements and by different data processing methodologies, such as gap

filling methods (Dieng et al., 2015a). Furthermore, the type of the data used (i.e., in-situ

observations, reanalysis or ocean model output) can lead to diverging trends.

Finally, the method used to determine the trend from a time series is another source of

uncertainty. Trends are usually obtained by fitting a linear or quadratic model to a time

series. The associated error can be described by different stochastic noise models (Bos

et al., 2013). (Bos et al., 2014b) showed that uncertainties in SLC can be underestimated

when an improper noise model is used. While the effect of using different noise models

on estimates of the total SLC from satellite altimetry and tide gauges has already been

discussed (Bos et al., 2014b; Hughes and Williams, 2010; Royston et al., 2018), its effect

on estimates of steric SLC is still unclear. Given that the choice of the noise model is

highly dependent on the nature of the process it describes (Royston et al., 2018), here we

investigate the impact of different noise models on steric sea-level trends.

This study explores how steric sea-level trends can vary, based on the datasets and the

noise models used. We limit our analysis to the upper ocean (0-2000 m), where most data

is available, and leave studying deep ocean uncertainties for future work. We compute

and compare steric sea-level trends from 1993 to 2017 (satellite altimetry era) and from

2005 to 2015 (Argo period), considering fifteen different gridded temperature and salinity

datasets and eight different noise models. We will show that the uncertainties of both

datasets and noise models play an important role in estimating the steric contribution to

SLC.

We describe how we calculated steric SLC and the ocean temperature and salinity datasets

used in Section 2.2, followed by an explanation of the noise models used to compute

the trends and uncertainties. We show the results of the different datasets and noise
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models for the global mean and regional steric SLC in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

We display mainly the results for 2005-2015, when it was inconvenient to display both

periods in the same figures. The complementary figures for 1993-2017 can be found in

the Supplementary Information 2.7.2.

2.2. METHODS AND DATA

2.2.1. CALCULATING STERIC SEA-LEVEL ANOMALIES

Following Gill and Niller (1973) and Tomczak and Godfrey (2003), the steric sea-level

anomaly (SLA, ηSSL) can be described as follows:

ηSSL =− 1

ρ0

∫ z1

z2

ρ′d z, (2.1)

where ρ0 is a reference density, and ρ′ is the local density anomaly. The expression is

vertically integrated from the maximum local depth z2 to the water surface z1. We use

the Thermodynamic Equation of Seawater (TEOS-10 McDougall and Barker, 2011) as the

equation of state to calculate the steric sea-level anomaly, and consider only the upper

ocean (0-2000m) in our computations. The density anomaly ρ′ is a function of variations

in the ocean temperature, salinity and pressure fields, and is computed using ocean

temperature and salinity data from in-situ and reanalysis datasets (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.2. OCEAN TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY DATASETS

We collected and analysed fifteen publicly available gridded datasets of continuously

monthly ocean temperature and salinity published by different research groups worldwide

(Table 2.1). All datasets were downloaded between January and March 2020, and are

currently accessible (last check June 2020). The datasets were selected based on their

recurrent use in the literature. Given that we use gridded datasets, we do not consider

the uncertainty propagation from a single profile of temperature and salinity to steric

height. The concept of uncertainty propagation was reviewed and discussed in detail in

MacIntosh et al. (2017).

The datasets were categorized according to their data type: in-situ measurements ver-

sus ocean reanalyses. The first category includes ship-based hydrographic data (such

as conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) profiles, XBTs and MBTs) and observations

collected by Argo profiling floats (Roemmich et al., 2009). The in-situ observations are

generally merged onto a grid using statistical interpolation (Storto et al., 2017). This
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category is further divided into two categories: Argo – for datasets that have only data

from Argo floats; and Multiple in-situ (MiS) – for products that combine several sources

of in-situ observations, in addition to Argo data. The second category, ocean reanalysis

(REA), assimilates the observational data into ocean circulation models, extrapolating the

information spatially and, sometimes, temporally (MacIntosh et al., 2017).

2.2.3. DATA PROCESSING

First, the steric SLA was computed on the native grid of each dataset following Equation

2.1. We then standardized the varying resolution by remapping all datasets on a 1◦ by 1◦

grid, using bilinear interpolation. Next, we selected the grid points within 66◦S to 66◦N of

latitude, and applied a land mask based on ETOPO1 (Amante and Eakins, 2009). The land

mask was applied without extrapolating any values, meaning that areas which are not

covered by all datasets are still considered, using the available datasets in each location.

Figure S2.2 shows the number of datasets available at each grid cell after applying the

land mask. Using a more conservative ocean mask, in which only the grid points that

all datasets have data are considered, leads to a minor difference of 0.08 mm/year for

the global mean trend. Hence, we decided to use the ETOPO1 mask, which has the

advantage of a wider spatial coverage. Next, we computed a category mean for each of

the three categories (Argo, MiS, and REA) and a total ensemble mean of all individual

datasets. Using an area-weighted mean, we computed the global mean steric SLC for

each dataset.

2.2.4. ESTIMATING TRENDS AND UNCERTAINTIES

The trends and respective uncertainties were estimated using the Hector software (Bos

et al., 2013). Hector uses a weighted least-squares model to estimate the linear trend, while

accounting for periodic signals (i.e., seasonal and annual components). The variations

not captured by the regression model are defined as noise (Bos et al., 2014b). The software

allows the user to choose between a number of stochastic models to describe the noise

properties, such as temporal correlation and spectral density behaviour, thus reducing

the risk of underestimating the trend (Bos et al., 2013). The uncertainties provided by

Hector and shown in this paper represent one standard deviation.

Based on sea-level literature (e.g., Bos et al., 2014b; Royston et al., 2018), we tested eight

models to find the best descriptor of the uncertainties in our data: a white noise model

(WN); a Generalized Gauss Markov model (GGM); a pure power-law model (PL); a power-

law model combined with white noise (PLWN); autoregressive models of order 1, 5 and 9

(AR(1), AR(5), AR(9), respectively); and an autoregressive fractionally-integrated moving
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average model of order 1 (ARFIMA, henceforth ARF). The WN is the simplest stochastic

model, in which the spectral density of the noise is equal to zero, and no temporal corre-

lation between the residuals is considered. In the PL model, all observations influence

one-another, although their correlation decreases with increasing temporal distance.

The AR(p) models consider that each observation at time ti is affected by white noise

and the observation at time t(i-1). The time of preceding observations influencing each

observation is given by the order p of the autoregressive model. To represent power-law

observations at low frequencies, the ARF model combines an AR(1) with a fractional

integration and a moving average of the noise. The GGM model is a generalized form

of the ARF model. More details about each model can be found in the Hector software

manual (Bos and Fernandes, 2013) and in Bos et al. (2013, 2014b,a).

To determine the goodness of fit of the noise models, we use the Akaike Information

Criterion (AIC, Akaike, 1974)and the Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978,

BIC,), together with visual inspection of the power spectrum of the noise model and the

fit residual. Both AIC and BIC use the maximum likelihood and the number of parameters

to judge the quality of the model. However, BIC penalizes the number of parameters

stronger than AIC (Liddle, 2004). AIC and BIC are the most common criteria used to

describe the goodness of the fit, yet there is no consensus in the literature about which

criterion should be used. Therefore, we used these criteria to select the ‘best’ noise model

for each dataset and then computed an overall ranking of each noise model. Following

Royston et al. (2018), we consider the mean scoring of AIC and BIC to decide which

noise model is the most suitable. More details about the selection procedure is given in

Supplementary Information Text 2.7.1.

We complemented the global mean noise model analysis with the software ARMASA

(Broersen, 2022). Given a residual time series, ARMASA identifies the ideal noise model

type and order, choosing between different autoregressive, moving average, and autore-

gressive moving average models (AR(p), MA(q), ARMA(p’,p’-1) respectively). More details

about ARMASA and the parameters used are given in Supplementary Information Text

2.7.1 and (Klees and Broersen, 2002).
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Table 2.1: Temperature and salinity datasets used to compute steric SLA, separated in three categories. The abbreviations are short forms for either the reference paper
(e.g., C17 for Cheng et al. (2017)), the responsible institution (e.g., APDRC), or the official name of the dataset (e.g., CORA). Time period in bold indicates the datasets
available for the entire satellite altimetry era.

Category Abbreviation Version Institute References Time period Depth Range (m)
APDRC IPRC/APDRC Product Description 2005-2019.06 0 - 2000

SIO Scripps Institution Roemmich & 2004-2019.06 10-1975
of Oceanography Gilson (2009)

Argo BOA CSIO Li et al. (2017); 2004-2018 0 - 1975
Lu et al. (2019)

ISAS 15 Ifremer Gaillard et al. (2016) 2002-2015 0 - 2000
CORA v5.2 Ifremer Cabanes et al. (2013); 1940-2017 0 - 2000

Szekely et al. (2019)
EN4 v4.2 G10* UK MetOffice Good et al. (2013) 1950-2018 5-5350

Multiple in IK09 v7 JAMSTEC Ishii & Kimoto (2009); 1900-2019.05 5-3000
Situ (MiS) Ishii et al (2017)

C17 v0 (S), v3(T) IAP/CAS Cheng et al. (2017) 1940-2019.05 0 - 2000
ISAS+ 15 Ifremer Gaillard et al.(2016) 2002-2015 0 - 2000

ARMOR 3D CSL Guinehut et al. (2012) 1955-2018 0 - 5500
C-GLORS** 5 CMCC Storto & Masina (2016) 1993-2018 0 - 5902
GLORYS2** V4 Mercator Ocean Garric and Parent (2017) 1993-2017 0 - 5902

Reanalysis FOAM-GloSea5** v13 MetOffice Blockley et al. (2014); 1993-2017 0 - 5902
(REA) (hererin FOAM) Maclachlan et al. (2015)

ORAS** 5 ECMWF Zuo et al. (2019) 1993-2017 0 - 5902
SODA 3 UMD/ATMOS Carton et al. (2018) 1980-2017 0 - 5902

*Two versions of the EN4v4.2 are available, depending on the type of correction applied for the XBT and MBT data. Following the description the discussion of (Cheng

et al., 2016) about the benefits of each correction, we use the dataset with the (Gouretski and Reseghetti, 2010) correction. ** These products were obtained via the

Global Ocean Ensemble Reanalysis Version2 of Mercator Ocean.
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2.3. GLOBAL MEAN STERIC SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

2.3.1. STERIC SEA-LEVEL TIME SERIES

From the temperature and salinity datasets (Table 2.1), we computed fifteen global mean

steric sea-level time series, three category means (red, blue and green lines for the Argo,

MiS and REA) and one ensemble mean (black line) (Figure 2.1). Despite the differences

among the time series, all the category means agree within one standard deviation from

the ensemble mean. Due to the addition of Argo data, starting in 2002 and reaching a near-

global coverage in 2005, the standard deviation of the global mean steric sea level reduces

strongly: from about 8 mmyr−1 during the first ten years to 4.2 mmyr−1 from 2002-2005,

and to 3.6 mmyr−1 after 2005. This reduction is seen not only for the ensemble mean

and Argo datasets, but also for the MiS and REA categories, suggesting that all datasets

strongly depend on the Argo float data.

The ensemble means based on the ten and fifteen datasets (for 1993-2017 and 2005-

2015, Figure 2.1 solid and dashed black line, respectively) behave very similarly for the

overlapping period. This indicates the robustness of the ensemble mean to the number

of datasets used. Furthermore, the category means agree well with the ensemble mean

for 2005-2015, all within one standard deviation from the ensemble.

Figure 2.1: Global mean steric sea-level time series of the ensemble (black solid and dashed line) and category
means (green for reanalysis, red for only Argo, and blue for multiple in-situ) referenced to the time-mean
for 2005-2015. The solid black line and the light grey shaded area represent the ensemble of ten datasets for
1993-2017 ±1−σ, respectively.
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2.3.2. INFLUENCE OF DATASETS AND NOISE MODELS ON STERIC ESTIMATES

For each of the time series, category and ensemble means, we computed linear trends

using eight different noise models, leading to 104 (13x8) and 152 (19x8) global mean

trends for 1993-2017 and 2005-2015, respectively (Figure 2.3 for 2005-2015, Figure S2.3

for 1993-2017). When both the dataset and noise model are varied simultaneously for

the 2005-2015 period (n=15x8=120), the global mean trend (Figure 2.2a) ranges from

0.56 to 2.33 mmyr−1. Likewise, the uncertainty (Figure 2.2b) ranges from 0.02 to 1.65

mmyr−1.

The situation is similar when a single noise model is chosen and the datasets are varied.

For example, in the case of AR(1), the spread of the trend and uncertainty, although

reduced, continues to be large, respectively ranging from 0.66− 1.85 and 0.05− 0.65

mmyr−1 (Figure 2.2c,d, n=15). Alternatively, when we choose one dataset and vary only

the noise model (Figure 2.2e-h, n=8), the spread of the trend becomes significantly smaller.

This suggests that varying the dataset has a larger influence on the estimated trend than

varying the noise model. In addition, we see that the spread is highly dependent on

the chosen dataset (Figure 2.2e, f). While IK09 (grey) has a minimal spread as a result

of varying the noise models, GLORYS2 (white) shows a variation of almost 1 mmyr−1

depending on the noise model being used. Interestingly, the ensemble mean trend and

uncertainty (Figure 2.2g, h) show almost no sensitivity to the choice of noise model. This

could be the result of the ensemble mean being smoother than the individual time series,

and it indicates that using the ensemble mean reduces the dependency on the noise

model choice. The results are similar for the period 1993-2017 (Figure S2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Histogram of the trend (left column) and uncertainty (right column) in mmyr−1 for 2005-2015 (a,b)
varying all datasets and noise models, (c,d) for the AR(1) noise model when varying all the datasets, (e,f) for the
IK09 (white) and GLORYS2 (grey) datasets when varying all the noise models, (g,h) for the ensemble mean when
varying all the noise models. The count on y-axis is w.r.t to the number of datasets (n) considered in each case.
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2.3.3. NOISE MODEL SELECTION (GLOBAL MEAN)
In order to determine which noise model best describes the global mean steric trends

and uncertainties, we use the AIC and BIC scores (Section 2.2.4). Our selection criterion

is based on a threshold value (see Supplementary Text 2.7.1 for more information), thus

multiple noise models can be selected for each dataset if the score passes the threshold,

and the final percentage of each score can be larger than 100.

According to AIC, AR(5) is the overall preferred noise model (78% for 2005-2015, Figure

2.3 hashed bars, and 56% for 1993-2017, Figure 2.3 full bars). Contrarily, BIC ranks AR(1)

first for 2005-2015 and ARF for 1993-2017. When the category and ensemble means are

excluded from the selection (not shown), AR(1) is never chosen as the preferred noise

model for 1993-2017. This illustrates how the averaging process in ensemble means

reduces the temporal variability of the time series, especially when a longer period is

considered. Thus, a simple noise model, such as AR(1), becomes the preferred model for

the category and ensemble means. For the mean of AIC and BIC, both AR(5) and ARF are

equally preferred for 1993-2017, and AR(1) is ranked first for 2005-2015.

We complement our noise model selection with ARMASA (Section 2.2.4). Between AR(p),

MA(q) and ARMA(p’,p’-1) models, a simple moving average of order 6 is selected as the

preferred noise model for the ensemble mean of 2005-2015. This shows that there is

still some short-term periodicity in the residuals, even after the annual and semi-annual

signals have been removed. Between AR(p) and ARMA(p’,p-1), the AR(1) is selected as

the best noise model for both periods. However, for the individual time series, many

different AR(p), MA(q) and ARMA(p’,p-1) models were chosen (see Table S2.1). For the

individual datasets, the most recurrent noise model for both periods was ARMA(2,1). The

preferred order of the noise models tends to be higher for the time series for 1993-2017

than for 2005-2015. Interestingly, while AIC and BIC found AR(5) to be one of the best

noise models, this order was never preferred by ARMASA. This may be related to the

much wider range of orders and model types tested by the ARMASA algorithm in order to

select the one model that is statistically representative of the data (Broersen, 2002). We

have used the ARMASA results as a qualitative indicator of the ideal noise model and find

that, while there are differences with the chosen model in Hector, these differences are

small.

Considering the AIC and BIC ranking and the results of ARMASA, we concluded that a

first order autoregressive AR(1) is a good descriptor of the trend and uncertainties of the

global mean time series, especially for the category and ensemble means. Nevertheless,

there is still a periodicity in the residuals. We see that for the Argo period, a signal of
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several months (two to six) is still present in the noise, while for the satellite altimetry

era, an interannual signal, in the order of three up to twenty months, is seen in the

residuals.

Figure 2.3: Percentage of preferred noise model based on all datasets (including the ensemble and category
means) for 2005-2015 (hashed bars) and 1993-2017 (full bars) according to (a) AIC, (b) BIC, and (c) the mean of
AIC and BIC.
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2.3.4. GLOBAL MEAN STERIC SEA-LEVEL TRENDS

Applying an AR(1) noise model, we find a global mean steric sea-level trend of 1.08±0.07

mmyr−1 for the ensemble mean for 2005-2015 (Figure 2.4a) and 1.36± 0.10 mmyr−1

for 1993-2017 (Figure 2.4b). For most of the datasets, the uncertainties are larger for

1993-2017, mainly as a result of the increased observational quality and coverage in 2005-

2015. Overall, there is a better agreement between the observational datasets (i.e., Argo

and multiple in-situ, red and blue dots), than between the reanalyses products (green

dots).

The Argo category (Figure 2.4, red) shows a good intra-category agreement, with all

individual values agreeing within the category uncertainties. The Argo category mean

trend of 0.90± 0.09 mmyr−1 is in the lower uncertainty range of APDRC and SIORG

datasets. The multiple in-situ category (Figure 2.4, blue) shows large differences for the

two time periods, with a category mean of 1.00±0.07 and 1.24±0.08 mmyr−1 for the Argo

period and satellite altimetry era, respectively. For 2005-2015, the category mean is within

1-sigma of all individual datasets, except for Armor3D on the lower and EN4 on the upper

limit of the category distribution. For the 1993-2017 period, the category mean is only

within the uncertainty ranges of CORA and EN4 datasets, with the IK09 on the lower and

Armor3D on the upper limit of the category distribution.

The reanalysis category (Figure 2.4, green) shows the largest ranges for both periods, with

almost 1 mmyr−1 difference between the trends of individual datasets. The category mean

for 2005-2015 is 1.40±0.21 mmyr−1, falling within the uncertainty range of C-GLORS,

FOAM, and GLORYS2. The category mean for 1993-2017 is 1.47±0.23 mmyr−1, within the

uncertainty range of all individual trends. The uncertainties from the reanalyses datasets

are much larger than for the other groups, probably related to the higher spatial resolution

of such products and the modeled internal variability.

To test if the variance in the ensemble and category means explain the variance of the

individual datasets, we computed the R2 (Table S2.1). All datasets have a relatively high

R2 value (R2 > 0.7) in relation to the ensemble and category means, with exception of

the FOAM reanalysis (R2 = 0.52 for 2005-2015, R2 = 0.37 for 1993-2017), IK09 for 1993-

2017 (R2 = 0.66) and BOA dataset for 2005-2015 (R2 = 0.68). Thus, the ensemble mean is

representative of almost all the individual members. Furthermore, to test the sensitivity

of the ensemble mean, we removed up to 2 datasets (one of the largest outliers (FOAM

and Armor3D) plus any other dataset), and recomputed ensemble mean. This led to

a maximum variation of the trend of 0.12 mmyr−1 for 2005-2015 and 0.21 mmyr−1 for

1993-2015.
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Figure 2.4: Global mean sea-level trends ( mmyr−1) and uncertainty (1-sigma) obtained with AR(1) noise model
from (a) 2005-2015 and (b) 1993-2017. Dashed lines represent the trends of the ensemble and category means,
with the respective uncertainties in the shaded area. Grey, red, blue and green indicate the ensemble mean and
the Argo, multiple in-situ and reanalysis category means. The means refer to values obtained from the mean of
the individual time series, and not the mean of the trends and uncertainties. The trends and uncertainties are
also listed in Table S2.1.

2.4. REGIONAL STERIC SEA-LEVEL CHANGE
Several processes that are important at a regional scale are averaged out in the global

mean sea-level analysis, especially when discussing residuals and uncertainties. Thus, in

this section we complement the global mean discussion with results about the regional

steric sea-level trends. To show how the steric SLC is regionally influenced by the chosen

datasets (Section 2.4.1) and the noise models (Section 2.4.2), we selected one latitudinal

transect in the center of each ocean basin (Figure 2.5a). We then use the ensemble mean

to present the regional selection of noise models (Section 2.4.3) used to obtain the regional

steric sea-level trends (Section 2.4.4).

2.4.1. TREND DEPENDENCE ON CHOSEN STERIC DATASETS

We first compare the steric trends of all different datasets for three latitudinal transects,

using the AR(1) noise model, based on the noise model selection analysis in Section 3. The

ensemble mean (right profile of each transect) represents features of all the other datasets,

with smoother transitions. The profiles for 1993-2017 (Figure S2.4) are dominated by

positive trends in all transects and lower uncertainties than for 2005-2015, as the effect of
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interannual variability is reduced and the positive trend becomes clearer.

The Indian Ocean (Figure 2.5c, d) is dominated by a positive steric trend, which can be

related to the increasing atmospheric temperature in the region (Carvalho and Wang,

2019). Around 10◦S, the trends in all datasets are not statistically significant and reverse

to −2 mmyr−1, accompanied by an increased uncertainty ( 3 mmyr−1). Going south,

the trends reverse back to positive, reaching the highest values of trend and uncertainty

around 40◦S (up to 30±10 mmyr−1 for FOAM). Further south (around 55◦S) the trend

becomes negative again, possibly the effect of negative trends of the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current (Frankcombe et al., 2013).

In the Pacific transect (Figure 2.5e, f), the band between 40−60◦S shows most variation

between datasets, with a striping pattern that varies in intensity and width from dataset to

dataset. A similar behavior was reported in a climate model study by Slangen et al. (2015),

who related these changes to aerosol and greenhouse gas forcing. In the southern South

Pacific, all datasets have a negative trend. Similarly to the Indian Ocean, the uncertainties

in the Pacific follow the pattern of the trends, and increase where the trends are reversing.

There is a band of high uncertainty around the equator, coinciding with the negative

trend values. Most of the Atlantic Ocean transect trends and uncertainties (Figure 2.5g,

h) agree between the datasets, except for the APDRC results. Most of the datasets have a

negative trend in the north, matching the mid-2000s signal of the North Atlantic subpolar

gyre (Chafik et al., 2019). However, the length and intensity of this negative band varies

significantly between the datasets. Only the CORA dataset shows a positive trend in the

north. For most of the datasets, around 20◦S the trend becomes positive, with a stripe-

pattern of narrow bands until the far south of the transect. Only for the SIORG dataset we

see an overall positive trend from 10−60◦S. The uncertainty values are generally lower

in the Atlantic compared to the other transects. Most of the datasets, especially the EN4,

show an increase in the uncertainty around 40◦S. The atypical negative trend between

40−20◦N of the APDRC dataset is accompanied by a very high uncertainty value.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Trend and (b) uncertainty for 2005-2015 estimated with the AR(1) noise model, and the latitudinal
transects (displayed in orange), as a function of the dataset (x-axis) for the (c,d) Indian, (e,f) Pacific and (g,h)
Atlantic Ocean transect.
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2.4.2. TREND DEPENDENCE ON CHOSEN NOISE MODELS

In contrast with varying the dataset, there is almost no latitudinal variation in the trend of

the ensemble mean when only varying the noise model (Figure 2.6 for 2005-2015, and Fig-

ure S2.5 for 1993-2017). However, the effect of the different noise models becomes much

clearer in the uncertainty profiles. We see that the WN model is likely underestimating

the real uncertainty, because of the low frequency variability in the timeseries. Due to the

small impact of WN, PL and PLWN show the same behaviour. The noise models of the

autoregressive family are slightly different from each other, with the uncertainties for the

AR(1) generally larger than for AR(5), which in turn are larger than the AR(9) uncertainties.

The ARF has a more pronounced spatial pattern compared to the simple autoregressive

models. The GGM model stands out due to very large uncertainties. For 1993-2017 (Figure

S2.5), the latitudinal patterns of the trends and uncertainties are, in general, the same as

for 2005-2015.

Figure 2.6 also illustrates the importance of choosing an appropriate noise model to

describe the uncertainties present in the data. The mean uncertainty for the WN model,

in all transects, is of the order of ±0.7 mmyr−1, while the mean uncertainty for the GGM

model is of the order of ±7 mmyr−1. However, a very low or high uncertainty does not

mean that a specific noise model cannot be the best descriptor of the data. In the next

section, we look at the AIC and BIC criteria to find the preferred noise model for each grid

point.

2.4.3. NOISE MODEL SELECTION (REGIONAL)
To find which noise model best describes the regional variations of the ensemble mean,

we investigate the noise model performance at each ocean grid point. These results

depend on the resolution and ocean mask used. The regional selection of the preferred

noise model (Figure 2.7 for the ensemble mean, and Figure S2.6 based on individual

datasets), shows that AR(1) and AR(5) are the preferred noise models, agreeing with the

global analysis (Section 2.3.3). According to AIC (Figure 2.7a, b), AR(5) is the preferred

noise model for 41% of the ocean area for 2005-2015 and 53% of the regions for 1993-2017.

In contrast, the preference of BIC (Figure 2.7c, d) for AR(1) is very clear, selecting it as

the best noise model for 73% and 54% of the ocean area, for 2005-2015 and 1993-2017

respectively. For the 1993-2017 period, the AR(5) models is preferred in 30% of the ocean

area, also according to BIC.

The noise model preference shows some distinctive regional patterns. The AR(5) pattern

resembles the ocean gyres, suggesting a link between these dynamic regions and a prefer-
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Figure 2.6: Trend (left column) and uncertainty (right column) for the ensemble mean for 2005-2015, as a
function of latitude (y-axis) and dataset (x-axis) for the (a,b) Indian, (c,d) Pacific and (e,f) Atlantic Ocean transect.

ence for more complex noise models. The subtropical regions (both north and south),

tend to also prefer the AR(5) model, for instance in the AIC for 2005-2015, and BIC for

1993-2017. All scores show a clear ‘boomerang’ shaped pattern in the west equatorial

Pacific (from 130◦E-180◦E of longitude, and 20◦S-20◦N of latitude), associated with the

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO, Wang and Picaut, 2004). However, in this region

different orders of autoregressive models score higher for the different criteria: AR(5) for

AIC and ARF for BIC. While for some datasets the GGM is selected as the preferred noise

model for the global mean time series, regionally this is almost never the case. In contrast,

while the WN is never preferred for the global mean, it is selected a few times in the

regional patterns. Comparing the two time periods, we see an increase of the preference

of higher order of autoregressive noise models with the increasing study period length, as

already noted for the case of the global mean.

2.4.4. REGIONAL STERIC SEA-LEVEL TRENDS

In the previous section, the regional noise model selection (Figure 2.7) showed that a

combination of different noise models is necessary to best describe the regional ensemble

mean trend and uncertainties. While mixing noise models is not standard practice, it
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Figure 2.7: Preferred noise model for each grid for the ensemble mean with the respective percentage of the
total ocean area selected by each noise model, based on (a,b) AIC, (c,d) BIC and (e,f) the mean of AIC and BIC.

allows local processes to be well represented in the trend and uncertainty estimations.

Thus, in this Section we show the regional steric sea-level trend and uncertainty (Figure

2.8) using the preferred noise model for each grid point. As AR(1) was the preferred noise

model in more than 50% of the ocean grids, the differences between the trends (Figure

2.8b, e) estimated with AR(1) and with the preferred noise model are only significant in

the most dynamic regions. For both time periods, the differences become larger for the

estimated uncertainties (Figure 2.8d, g).

Over the shorter time period (2005-2015), the regional trends are dominated by short

time-scale dynamics (Figure 2.8a, b). For example, the Equatorial Pacific has a very strong

signal of ENSO. The western boundary currents also display strong trend signals. A clear

signal of the Gulf Current (west North Atlantic) is marked by a high trend of about 6 to 7

mmyr−1. The same is seen for the Kuroshiro Extension (west North Pacific) and for the

Malvinas current (west South Atlantic). The Agulhas current (South Africa) shows well-

marked eddies. All these regions are dominated by internal variability rather than a forced

trend, with higher uncertainties (Figure 2.8c,d), and consequently they are sometimes

not statistically significant.

For the longer period (1993-2017), the trends (Figure 2.8e, f) are reduced in strength and

less dominated by interannual oscillations and ocean currents, revealing a predominantly

global positive trend. For instance, the strong positive trend in the east Equatorial Pacific

from ENSO fades into a weak negative trend, while the negative trend of the west is

reversed to a positive, but weaker, trend. The trend also shows a weak reflection of the
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western boundary currents. The positive signal of the Gulf Stream is replaced by a negative

trend. The negative trend of the North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre in 2005-2015 changes to a

positive trend in 1993-2017, as also reported by Chafik et al. (2019). Although the Southern

Ocean is outside our domain, we can still see in the lower boundaries of our maps the

signal of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, marked by a negative trend for both periods.

As the time series get longer, internal variability has a smaller influence on the long-term

trend, resulting in reduced uncertainties in 1993-2017 (Figure 2.8g, h) in comparison to

2005-2015.

Figure 2.8: Trend and uncertainty ( mmyr−1) for the ensemble mean using the preferred noise model for each
grid (a,b,c,f) according to the mean of AIC and BIC (Figure 2.7e,f), and the differences between the estimates
using AR(1) (Figure 2.5) and the preferred noise model (b,d,e,g), for (a-d) 2005-2015 and (e-g) 1993-2017.

2.5. DISCUSSION
There is no clear consensus in the literature of which criterion should be used to select

the best noise model, either AIC or BIC (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) or even another

criterion (Klees and Broersen, 2002). While Sonnewald et al. (2018) use only the AIC,

Hughes and Williams (2010) advise using BIC, which has less spatial variability and thus

would be more reliable than AIC. Figure 2.7 confirms this, since it displays more spatial
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differences for AIC selection than for BIC. However, if the aim is to investigate the spatial

variability, then using a stricter criterion might not be preferable. Still, the preference of

AIC for higher order models and of BIC for simpler models is emphasized in Figures 2.3

and 2.7, as also reported by Sonnewald et al. (2018). To overcome these differences, we

have chosen to compare and show both selection criteria, complemented by an ARMASA

noise model analysis.

Our global mean analysis indicates that a first-order autoregressive AR(1) is the best

descriptor of the residuals of the ensemble mean steric SLC. This contrasts with the

findings of Bos et al. (2014b), who investigated the effect of noise models on global mean

sea level, focusing on altimetry and tide gauge sea-level data. They found that for altimetry

data, ARF and GGM models are equally preferred, followed by an AR(5) model. Although

preferable to a white noise model, the GGM model was one of the least preferred models

in our global analysis. When considering all datasets in the noise model analysis, our

results indicate that AR(5) and ARF are among the best candidates for the global mean

time series, partially in line with Bos et al. (2014b).

Regionally, our noise model analysis indicates that most of the oceans are best described

by an AR(5) or AR(1) noise model. This agrees with the findings of Hughes and Williams

(2010) and Royston et al. (2018), who both looked for the best noise model to describe

regional sea level observed with tide gauges and satellite altimetry. While Hughes and

Williams (2010) found that AR(5) is the best descriptor of the sea-level uncertainties,

Royston et al. (2018) found that most of the regional monthly data (both from tide gauges

and altimetry) can be described by the WN or AR(1) noise models. However, the WN

model was almost never selected in our analysis. Both studies also highlight that the

appropriateness of the noise model is ordered in larger spatial structures. The regional

preference of the noise models (Figure 2.7) display spatial coherent patterns based on the

temporal and spatial variability of the ocean processes. Our regional results agree to some

extent with the spatial patterns described by previous works, particularly the preference

of more complex models in the tropics and highly dynamic regions. The latter might

be related to multiple baroclinic modes present in these regions (Hughes and Williams,

2010).

The physics of the spatial patterns reported by Hughes and Williams (2010) were also

confirmed by Sonnewald et al. (2018), who investigated the linear predictability of sea

surface height. Sonnewald et al. (2018) found that up to 50% of the sea surface height

variability over 20 years is explained by a seasonal signal. This might explain why the

uncertainties for 1993-2017 are smaller than the ones for 2005-2015, as the linear trend
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becomes more important than the seasonal signal. The differences between noise model

choices of previous studies (Hughes and Williams, 2010; Royston et al., 2018), that focused

on tide gauge and altimetry data, and the present study, which focus on steric SLC,

illustrate that the best noise model for steric SLC is not necessarily the best for total

SLC. Hence, it is important to always analyse which noise model is most appropriate for

each type of data, and to consider the effect of different spatial (global vs regional) and

temporal (daily, monthly, annual) resolutions.

Several sea-level budget studies use a suite of datasets, where the spread around the

ensemble mean is used to describe the uncertainty of the sea-level trends (e.g., Cazenave

et al., 2018; Gregory et al., 2013). This can result in misrepresentation of the uncertainty.

For example, if we consider the 1-sigma spread of the estimated trends, then we would

obtain an uncertainty of 0.71 and 0.36 mmyr−1, whereas with the AR(1) noise model we

obtain uncertainties of 0.10 and 0.07 mmyr−1 for 1993-2017 and 2005-2015, respectively.

In some other cases, the authors do not mention how the uncertainties were obtained

or what they represent in detail (e.g., Leuliette, 2015), making it difficult to interpret and

compare steric estimates in the literature. As our results show, the noise model has an

effect not only on the uncertainty, but also on the derivation of the trend itself. This is

expected once the stochastic model is incorporated in the least-squares regression (Bos

et al., 2014b). We caution that future studies should carefully describe how uncertainty

estimates have been obtained, as this aids physical interpretation.

While we find that the noise model has the strongest effect on the uncertainty, our results

show that differences in the trend are mainly a result of the dataset choice, both at a re-

gional scale (Figure S2.9) and for the global mean (Figure 2.2). Most of the differences was

seen within the reanalyses products, mainly the FOAM dataset. A possible explanation

can be the incorporation of temperature and salinity data from instrumented marine

mammals (Carse et al., 2015), which may lead to a high bias in the salinity values. Further-

more, the energy of deep currents (1000m) is highly overestimated in FOAM Desportes

et al. (2019). However, in comparison with other ocean reanalyses, FOAM estimates are

the closest to tropical mooring observations Desportes et al. (2019), and should not be

discarded.

The WRCP sea-level budget report (Cazenave et al., 2018) studied the same Argo period,

from January 2005 to December 2015, and found an ensemble mean thermosteric sea-

level trend of 1.31±0.40 mmyr−1 based on eleven in-situ datasets, which is considerably

higher than our ensemble mean of 1.08±0.07 mmyr−1. However, Cazenave et al. (2018)

only included thermosteric SLC and their rates are full depth: when excluding a deep
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ocean contribution of 0.1±0.1 mmyr−1, their estimate is within 2-sigma of ours. Amin

et al. (2020) considered five datasets (APDRC, SIORG, BOA, EN4 and JAMESTEC) to obtain

a global mean steric sea-level trend for 2005-2016. Compared to our trends, both for

individual datasets and for the ensemble, all the values agree within the uncertainty

ranges, despite the extra year in their analysis.

For 1993-2015, the WCRP report (Cazenave et al., 2018) found a thermosteric trend of

1.32±0.4 mmyr−1, while Dieng et al. (2017) found a steric sea-level trend of 1.13±0.12

mmyr−1 for the same period, both based only on in-situ datasets. Keeping in mind

that these values are full depth and the period two years shorter than ours, they match

our steric trend well for 1993-2017 (1.33±0.11 mmyr−1). By merging several reanalyses

products, Storto et al. (2019) found a steric sea-level trend of 1.98±0.3 mmyr−1 for 1993-

2016. Their trend agrees, within the uncertainty range, with our reanalysis category mean,

corroborating our findings. Although our trends agree within uncertainties with the values

found in the literature, our uncertainty values are generally smaller than the previously

reported ones, showing the added value of the noise model analysis.

Our results show that the variation of the steric sea-level trends from the use of different

datasets can be reduced by using an ensemble of datasets. This is in line with the assump-

tion that the systematic biases of the individual datasets are reduced by the averaging

process (Storto et al., 2017). However, Rougier (2016) argues that the offsetting of biases

alone is not a good reason to use the ensemble mean, as one should not expect that

individual datasets will have such fundamental differences. Rougier (2016) poses that

the ensemble mean does not contain all of the variability of the true process, which can

result in underestimating the true sea-level trend and uncertainty. Instead of using the

ensemble mean, one could use the dataset with the lowest root-mean-squared error in

relation to the ensemble mean, which will retain the variability of an individual dataset

around the mean of the ensemble (Rougier, 2016; Royston et al., 2018). In our analysis,

the ISAS+ and C-GLORS datasets are closest to the ensemble means for 2005-2015 and

1993-2017, respectively. For the global mean, the uncertainty of both datasets is best

described by the AR(5) model. The regional pattern of preferred noise models (Figure

S2.7) is dominated by AR(9) for 2005-2015 and by AR(5) for 1993-2017. Compared to the

ensemble mean, the noise model selection according ISAS+ and C-GLORS displays more

spatial variability, especially for the shorter time period. By construction, the final trend

and uncertainty patterns for ISAS+ and C-GLORS (Figure S2.8) are similar to the ensemble

mean (Figure 2.8), though displaying higher spatial frequency features.
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2.6. CONCLUSION
Motivated by the large discrepancies in dealing with uncertainties in the sea-level datasets,

and the wide variety in steric sea-level trends published in the literature, this paper

explored the variation in present-day steric SLC estimates. Two sources of variation were

investigated: the uncertainties caused by the use of different datasets and by the use

of different noise models to describe the residuals. We analysed fifteen datasets and

eight noise models and showed the different rates and uncertainties of steric SLC for two

time periods (2005-2015, the Argo period, and 1993-2017, the satellite altimetry era). By

simultaneously varying all the datasets and noise models, the 2005-2015 global mean

steric sea-level trend varied from 0.56to2.33 mmyr−1 and the uncertainty from 0.02to1.65

mmyr−1.

Although the noise models are mainly used to describe the uncertainties of time series,

we found that they also affect, to a smaller degree, the trend itself. By alternating the eight

noise models for the ensemble mean, the 2005-2015 global mean steric sea-level trend

varied from 1.07±0.03 mmyr−1 to 1.11±0.19 mmyr−1. This illustrates the significant

impact of the noise model on the uncertainty, which was even stronger on the regional

scale. Our noise model analysis suggests that a first-order autoregressive (AR(1)) is the

most appropriate model to describe the residual behaviour of the global mean steric SLC

of the ensemble mean, and consequently leads to the most representative uncertainty.

Regionally, a combination of different noise models is required to best describe steric SLC

and its uncertainty. While AR(1) was the preferred noise model for most of the regions,

ultimately the most appropriate noise model depends on the study location. The spatial

coherence in the noise model preference shows clusters that have similar dynamics,

which can be used to investigate the regional sea-level budget.

Compared to the noise model, the choice of the dataset has a stronger influence on the

estimated trend. By alternating the datasets while keeping the AR(1) noise model fixed,

the steric SLC varied from 0.66±0.12 mmyr−1 to 1.86±0.27 mmyr−1 for 2005-2015. Using

an ensemble mean of several datasets reduces the effect of uncertainties from a single

dataset and gives a more robust estimate of the observed steric change. There are distinct

differences in the trends between the three categories of datasets: reanalysis, multiple

in-situ and only Argo. While the reanalyses products have clear advantages, such as

covering longer periods and depths than in-situ based datasets, there is a large spread of

the results within the reanalysis category. Using only one reanalysis product to estimate

the steric SLC might lead to a considerable over- or underestimation of the trend.

This study showed that the choice of dataset and noise model results in large differences
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in the steric sea-level trend and the associated uncertainty. We therefore recommend

that studies on sea-level trends and sea-level budgets perform a noise model analysis

and report which noise model was used to determine the trend. A first-order autore-

gressive (AR(1)) noise model and an ensemble of datasets provide the best estimate of

the steric contribution to global mean SLC up to at least 25 years. For the purpose of

describing regional variations, more complex noise models are needed, such as higher

order autoregressive ones.
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2.7. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

2.7.1. SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT

Selection of noise models in Hector

The noise models obtained with Hector were investigated using the Akaike Information

Criterion:

AIC = 2k +2lnL (2.2)

and the Bayesian Information Criterion:

B IC = k ln N +2lnL (2.3)

where k is the number of parameters included in the model, lnL is the log-likelihood, and

N is the number of observations.

Since AIC and BC are relative values, they cannot be compared between different time

series. Thus, we compared the criteria of different noise models for each time series

separately. The best noise model is the one which minimizes both AIC and BIC (Liddle,

2007).

For the AIC selection, we computed the relative likelihood of AIC as:

RL AICi = exp(
AICmi n − AICi

2
) (2.4)

where AICmi n is the lower AIC value for a given dataset, and AICi is the score of a noise

model for a given dataset (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Burnham et al., 2011). Any noise

model with a RL AIC higher than 0.5 was considered suitable.

For the BIC selection, we computed the relative BIC difference as:

∆B ICi = B ICi −B ICmi n (2.5)

where B ICmi n is the lower BIC value for a given dataset, and B ICi is the score of a noise

model for a given dataset (Burnham and Anderson, 2002). Any ∆B ICi smaller than 2 was

selected as a suitable noise model. The threshold value of 2 is considered as a positive

evidence that the noise model performed well (Liddle, 2004).

To find the preferred noise model, we considered AIC, BIC and the mean of both criteria,

and selected the noise model that at least two of the criteria selected. If there was no
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consensus, then two (or more) noise models were considered suitable for a given time

series.

ARMASA Software

ARMASA (Broersen, 2022) was used as a complementary tool to identify the ideal order

and model type of a residual time series. A detailed explanation of the software is given in

Klees and Broersen (2002). From a residual (noise) time series, we first used the software

to compute several autoregressive, moving average, and autoregressive moving average

models (AR(p), MA(q) and ARMA(p’,p’-1), respectively) models, up to a maximum order.

The maximum order of p, q, and p’ is defined by the number of observations of the time

series, as:

pmax = mi n(
N

2
,1000) (2.6)

qmax = mi n(
N

5
,200) (2.7)

p ′
max = mi n(

N

10
,100) (2.8)

where N is the number of observations. Thus, in our case, the maximum orders of p

were 150 and 132, of q were 60 and 26 and o p’ were 30 and 13, for the time series from

1993-2017 (N=300) and from 2005-2015 (N=132), respectively.

Next, the best-fitting model for each model type is selected in ARMASA, based in the

Combined Information Criterion (CIC) for AR(p) models, and the Generalized Information

Criterion (GIC) for MA(q) and ARMA(p’,p’-1), being:

C IC = ln(σ2
k=1∏

p
(1−a2

k,k ))+max(
k=1∏

p
(

1+1/(N +1−k)

1−1/(N +1−k)
−1,3

p∑
K=1

1

N +1−k
)) (2.9)

and

G IC = ln(σ2
k=1∏

p
(1−a2

k,k ))+3
q

N
(2.10)

where K is the number of parameters included in the model, and N is the number of

observations (Broersen, 2000)
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After the best-fitting AR(p), MA(q) and ARMA(p’,p’-1) have been selected, ARMASA uses

the minimum prediction error (PE) to select the most suitable model between the three

model types. The PE for AR(p) model is defined as:

PE(p AR ) = RES(p AR )
p AR∏
k=1

1+1/(N +1−k)

1−1/(N +1−k)
(2.11)

where RES(p AR ) is the residual variance of the AR model. For the best-fitting MA(q) and

ARMA(p’,p’-1) models, PE is defined as:

PE(m) = RES(m) · 1+m/N

1−m/N
(2.12)

where m is the number of estimated parameters, and RES(m) is the residual variance of

the model. Finally, the model with the smallest PE is selected as the best model for the

residual time series. For each global mean time series, we checked which order of the

three model types ARMASA indicated, and then which of the three models was chosen as

the best.

In addition, we also visually checked the power spectra of the of the residuals (example in

Figure S2.1), used as input for ARMASA against the spectrum of the models chosen by the

software.

Figure S2.1: Power spectrum of the best-fitting noise models from ARMASA for the ensemble mean of 1993-2017,
with the PE for each model given in the legend.
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2.7.2. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES & TABLES

Figure S2.2: Number of datasets available at each grid point after applying the land mask for (a) 2005-2015 and
(b) 1993-2017. The maximum number of datasets was 15 for the 2005-2015 period, and 10 for the 1993-2017
period.
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Figure S2.3: Histogram of the trend (left column) and uncertainty (right column) in mmyr−1 from 1993-2017
by (a,b) varying all datasets and noise models, (c,d) for the AR(1) noise model when varying all the datasets, (e,f)
for the IK09 (white) and Glorys (grey) datasets when varying all the noise models, (g,h) for the ensemble mean
when varying all the noise models.
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Figure S2.4: (a) Trend and (b) uncertainty from 1993-2017 estimated with the AR(1) noise model, and the
latitudinal transects (displayed in orange), as a function of the dataset (x-axis) for (c,d) Indian, (e,f) Pacific and
(g,h) Atlantic Ocean transect.
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Figure S2.5: Trend (left column) and uncertainty (right column) for the ensemble mean from 1993-2017, as
a function of latitude (y-axis) and noise model (x-axis) for (a,b) Indian, (c,d) Pacific and (e,f) Atlantic Ocean
transect.

Figure S2.6: Regional noise-model selection for 2005-2015 (left column) and 1993-2017 (right column) for the
all the datasets available (15 from 2005-2015, and 10 from 1993-2017), based on (a,b) AIC, (c,d) BIC and (e,f)
mean of AIC and BIC.
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Figure S2.7: Preferred noise model for each gridpoint for the (a,c,e) ISAS+ from 2005-2015, and for (b,d,f)
C-Glors for 1993-2017, with the respective percentage of the total ocean area selected by each noise model,
based on (a,b) AIC, (c,d) BIC and (e,f) the mean of AIC and BIC.

Figure S2.8: Trend and uncertainty for (a,b) ISAS+ from 2005-2015, and for (c,d) C-GLORS for 1993-2017 using
the preferred noise model according to the mean of AIC and BIC (Figure S2.7).
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Figure S2.9: Standard deviation of the (a,e,c,g) trend and (b,f,d,h) uncertainty from (a-d) 2005-2015 and (e-g)
1993-2017, for the (a,b,e,f) AR(1) noise model and all datasets, and for the (c,d,g,h) ensemble mean (ENS) and
all noise models.
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Table S2.1: AR(1) trends ±1-sigma for all the datasets (in mmyr−1), and R2 values in relation to the ensemble
mean.

2005-2015 1993-2017
Trend ±σ ( mmyr−1) R2 Trend ±σ( mmyr−1) R2

APDRC 1.06±0.13 0.81
SIORG 1.06±0.14 0.84
BOA 0.81±0.12 0.68
ISAS 0.89±0.07 0.93
Argo category mean 0.90±0.09 0.91
ISAS+ 0.89±0.06 0.93
Armor3D 0.66±0.12 0.76 1.78±0.23 0.84
CORA 1.02±0.10 0.93 1.26±0.16 0.75
C17 1.10±0.07 0.90 1.11±0.03 0.85
EN4 1.22±0.09 0.90 1.26±0.05 0.93
IK09 1.10±0.11 0.93 0.94±0.08 0.67
MiS category mean 1.00±0.07 0.98 1.24±0.08 0.89
C-GLORS 1.35±0.12 0.95 1.14±0.19 0.96
FOAM 1.79±0.65 0.52 0.97±0.58 0.37
GLORYS2 1.10±0.26 0.76 1.92±0.28 0.85
ORAS 1.86±0.27 0.86 1.89±0.17 0.81
SODA 0.90±0.13 0.83 1.14±0.21 0.90
REA category mean 1.40±0.21 0.93 1.47±0.23 0.94
ENS mean 1.08±0.07 1.36±0.10
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2.8. APPENDIX: THE DEEP OCEAN STERIC CONTRIBUTION
Recent studies highlight the importance of the deep ocean (bellow 2000m depth) in

closing the heat and sea-level budgets (e.g., Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Ponte, 2012; Llovel

et al., 2014). While the contribution of the deep ocean to the global mean sea level is

small, about 0.1 mmyr−1, regionally it can have an important role: in the Southern Ocean,

for example, the deep layers contribute up to 1 mmyr−1 of sea-level rise (Purkey and

Johnson, 2010). Thus, including the deep ocean warming is imperial for sea-level and

energy budget studies in both global and regional scales. However, proper detection of

the deep ocean signature to the heat budget is still not possible due to large uncertainties

in the current observing system (von Schuckmann et al., 2013). Despite the considerable

improvement of in-situ observations of temperature and salinity, especially since the Argo

project, the deep ocean continues under sampled (Ablain et al., 2017; von Schuckmann

et al., 2013). Consequently, there is no clear consensus on how much abyssal waters have

contributed to the sea-level and energy budgets.

In this chapter (main text), we investigated how the use of different temperature and

salinity datasets can influence the regional and global steric SLC. Upper ocean (down

to 2000 m depth) density changes contributed to a global mean steric SLC of 1.36±0.10

mmyr−1 from 1993-2017. However, depending on the dataset used, this trend can range

from 0.69 to 2.40 mmyr−1. Consequently, using an ensemble of several datasets provide a

more robust estimate. To keep the large uncertainties of the deep ocean from obfuscating

the uncertainties of the upper ocean, we did not include the deep ocean in our analysis.

In this appendix, we explore the contribution of the deep ocean to SLC, based on the

same datasets used for the upper ocean.

DEEP STERIC ESTIMATES

Some of the temperature and salinity datasets used in this chapter cover the entire water

column (see Depth range column on Table 2.1): the objective analyses EN4 (Good et al.,

2013) and ARMOR3D (Guinehut et al., 2012), and the ocean reanalyses C-GLORS (Storto

and Masina, 2016, ,GREPv2), GLORYS (Garric and Parent, 2017), FOAM-GloSea (Blockley

et al., 2014; Maclachlan et al., 2015), ORAS5 (Zuo et al., 2019) and SODA3 (Carton et al.,

2018). By using all the depth layers provided with these datasets, we can estimate the full

depth steric SLC (η f ul l ). Then, by removing the upper ocean estimates (η0−2000m) from

each dataset, we can obtain the contribution of the deep layers (ηdeep ):

ηdeep = η f ul l −η0−2000m (2.13)
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For comparison, we also use the updated deep steric sea-level estimates of Purkey and

Johnson (2010); Purkey et al. (2019), hereon referred as ’PJ’. These estimates are based on

repeated hydrographic measurements between 1990-2019.

REVISITING THE THE DEEP OCEAN CONTRIBUTION TO SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

The estimates based on ocean reanalyses and objective analyses show diverging trends

(Figure A2.1), both regionally and globally. For example, the EN4 dataset has mainly

positive contributions and a global average of 0.08 mmyr−1. On the other hand, the

GLORYS reanalysis has prevailing negative values and a global average of −0.36 mmyr−1.

Another striking difference is the SODA dataset, which has an anomalously warm deep

ocean, with a contribution of 1.09 mmyr−1 to the global mean SLC. The diverging trends

are in line with Storto et al. (2019), who found that steric sea-level trends below 2000 m

depth from several ocean reanalyses are less consistent than for the upper ocean and not

robust. This is a consequence of the limited in-situ sampling of the deep ocean, which is

assimilated by the reanalyses (Storto et al., 2019). The global averages of EN4 and CGLORS

are in agreement with the in-situ based trend of Purkey and Johnson (2010), with a mean

value of 0.08 mmyr−1. These trends also agree with recent estimates of Chang et al. (2019)

and Yang et al. (2021), who estimated a deep ocean contribution of 0.12±0.03 mmyr−1

and 0.07±0.18 mmyr−1 to global mean sea-level rise from 2005-2015, respectively. The

estimates of Chang et al. (2019) are based on a mathematical model applied to CTDs

(hydrographic data) and deep-Argo floats, while Yang et al. (2021) inferred the deep ocean

contribution from a sea-level budget analysis (i.e., deep ocean is the residual of altimetry

minus Argo measurements from 0-2000m and GRACE ocean mass changes).

Regionally, observational based trends show that the Southern Ocean is the main con-

tributor to deep warming (Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et al., 2011; Desbruyères

et al., 2016). In specific, the Subantartic Front is an important source of deep warming

(see for example Figure 3 of Kouketsu et al. (2011)). From the ocean products used here,

FOAM is the closer to the regional patterns of PJ, followed by EN4 and CGLORS datasets.

The Indian Ocean is, in most cases, marked by a negative trend. However, the Indian

Ocean is the one with fewer in-situ observations, hence estimates in this region are less

accurate (Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Kouketsu et al., 2011), even in ocean reanalyses. All

of our datasets, except for PJ, show positive trends in the North Atlantic Ocean, suggesting

that the models do not capture the cooling seen in the observations. It is important

to note that in Purkey and Johnson (2010) and Kouketsu et al. (2011) the Northwestern

Atlantic does not show any negative trends, only some small warming. Extending the

in-situ record of Purkey and Johnson (2010) revealed a warming-to-cooling tendency in
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the North Atlantic (Desbruyères et al., 2016). The opposite behaviour, that is, a cooling-to-

warming tendency, appears in the Southeastern Atlantic. Thus, we can conclude that the

models need a longer record to capture these tendencies.

Figure A2.1: Contribution of the deep ocean to regional steric sea-level change for (a) En4, (b) ARMOR, (c)
SODA, (d) GLORYS, (e) C-GLORS, (f) FOAM, (g) ORAS.

The ensemble mean of the ocean products (both objective analysis and ocean reanalyses)

are shown in Figure A2.2. The deep warming in the Southwestern Atlantic basin, noted

by Purkey and Johnson (2010); Storto et al. (2019), is reflected in the ensemble mean.

On the other hand, the cooling tendency in the North Atlantic is not represented in the

ensemble mean. However, we must reinforce that the quantification of deep oceaan

processes from reanalyses are not robust (Storto et al., 2019), thus the ensemble mean

should be carefully interpreted. In general, the uncertainty of temperature and salinity

data in ocean reanalyses is larger than the signal itself, that is, the deep ocean changes in
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the reanalyses are not statistically significant (Gasparin et al., 2020). The main divergence

of the ocean products can be seen in the Southwestern Atlantic Ocean, in the confluence

zone of the Brazil and Malvinas ocean currents, and in and in the Southwestern Indian

Ocean, close to Kerguelen Islands. The diverging rates, illustrated by ocean products here

(Figure A2.1) and ocean models experiments (Garry et al., 2019), stresses the importance

of improving deep ocean sampling.

Figure A2.2: (a) Contribution of the deep ocean to regional steric sea-level change from ensemble mean of
reanalyses (Figure A2.1). (b) Standard deviation of the ensemble mean.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DEEP OCEAN OBSERVATIONS

As a consequence of the limited data assimilated in such depths, deep steric estimates

from ocean reanalyses and objective analysis are not robust. Deep steric estimated based

on repeated hydrographic measurements are more consistent (e.g., Purkey and Johnson,

2010; Desbruyères et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2019; Cha et al., 2021), and seems to agree with

those obtained by the budget approach (Yang et al., 2021). We recommend that, up to this

point, repeeated hydrographic measurement should be used for deep steric estimates.

On the other hand, an ocean model study indicated that sparse ocean observation can

lead to an overestimation of the (model) truth (Garry et al., 2019). Current assimilation

systems, which ocean reanalyses are based on, have the ability to reproduce observed
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deep trends in some regions, but their performance is limited due to the sparsity of the

assimilated data (Kouketsu et al., 2011; Gasparin et al., 2020). The only way of overcoming

these limitations is by improving the deep ocean observation system.

Since the early 2000s, the Argo program has been successfully sampling the upper ocean,

with an almost global coverage since 2005 (Roemmich et al., 2009). Consequently, we

have currently a very good understanding of large-scale variability in the upper ocean.

On the other hand, half of the ocean volume is below 2000m depth, and continues under

sampled (Wunsch and Heimbach, 2014). To fill this gap, a "Deep Argo array" is being

developed, with plans to continuously measure the deeper waters of the oceans on a

global scale (Johnson et al., 2015). To properly detect deep ocean variability, at least 1200

floats are necessary (Johnson et al., 2015), which is about a third of the current number of

floats sampling the upper ocean (on October 2022, there were 3880 active argo floats on

https://argo.ucsd.edu/about/). Gasparin et al. (2020) demonstrated the the current ocean

reanalyses system, in specific the GREP products (C-GLORS, GLORYS, FOAM-GloSea

and ORAS), would be successfully constrained by deep Argo observations. That is, deep

water masses changes and variability can be detected in the reanalyses once the Deep

Argo array is included. The development of the Deep Argo array is, therefore, essential to

accurately estimate the deep ocean contribution to SLC.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Even if all countries respect to the Paris Agreement, global mean sea level will continue to

rise in the coming decades and beyond (Wigley, 2005; Nicholls et al., 2007; Oppenheimer

et al., 2019; Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). The reason for this is the long response time of

the ocean and the cryosphere to climate change (Abram et al., 2019). As a consequence,

coastal societies all over the world will need to deal with a certain amount of sea-level

change (SLC). Therefore, a good understanding of present-day SLC and its drivers is

required, as it yields better future sea-level projections, which are necessary for adaption

and mitigation planning.

The attribution of SLC to its different drivers is known as the sea-level budget (Cazenave

et al., 2018). Alongside density driven (steric) changes (e.g., MacIntosh et al. (2017); Ca-

margo et al. (2020)), present-day SLC is mainly driven by the mass loss of continental ice

stored in glaciers and ice sheets, and by variations in land water storage (LWS) (Cazenave

et al., 2018; Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). The contribution of ocean mass changes, termed

barystatic SLC (Gregory et al., 2019), was responsible for about 60% of the global mean

SLC over the 20th century (Frederikse et al., 2020; Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). Barystatic

SLC varies significantly from region to region and strongly depends on the location of

terrestrial mass loss (Mitrovica et al., 2001). For example, a collapse of the West Antarctic

Ice Sheet would cause sea level to rise 1.6 times more in San Francisco (US) than in Santi-

ago (Chile) (Gomez et al., 2010). Thus, for local management and climate planning, it is

important to know the barystatic contribution to regional SLC (Larour et al., 2017).

The regional patterns associated with barystatic SLC can be computed by solving the

sea-level equation (SLE) (Farrell and Clark, 1976), which results in the so-called sea-level

fingerprints (Mitrovica et al., 2001). These patterns reflect the so-called gravitational,

rotational and deformation (GRD) response of the Earth to mass redistribution (Gregory

et al., 2019). GRD-induced sea-level fingerprints have been the subject of several studies,

ranging in scope from paleoclimatic SLC, for example due to the last deglaciation event

(Lin et al., 2021), to contemporary SLC (Frederikse et al., 2020) and future sea-level projec-

tions (e.g., Slangen et al. (2012, 2014)). Most of the studies including present-day mass

contributions have focused either on the GRACE satellite period (since 2002) (Bamber

and Riva, 2010; Riva et al., 2010; Hsu and Velicogna, 2017; Adhikari et al., 2019; Frederikse

et al., 2019), on the closure of the sea-level budget over a longer period (Slangen et al.,

2014; Frederikse et al., 2020) or on their contribution to global mean SLC (Chambers et al.,

2007; Horwath et al., 2022). However, an in-depth analysis of the GRD-induced regional

patterns associated with barystatic SLC and its uncertainties during the satellite altimetry
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era (since 1993) has not yet been done. Insights into the contemporary contributions of

ice sheets, glaciers and land water storage to regional SLC and their uncertainties over the

last three decades are important to constrain regional sea-level projections and obtain a

better closure of the regional sea-level budget.

The importance of quantifying the uncertainties in sea-level studies has increasingly re-

ceived attention (Bos et al., 2014b; Royston et al., 2018; Ablain et al., 2019; Camargo et al.,

2020; Palmer et al., 2021; Prandi et al., 2021; Horwath et al., 2022). One of the approaches

to describe the uncertainties of a system is to partition the total uncertainty budget into

different kinds of uncertainties. Errors in the measurement system, known as intrinsic un-

certainties (Palmer et al., 2021), describe the sensitivities of choices within a methodology

(Thorne, 2021). The intrinsic uncertainties, also referred as observational (Ablain et al.,

2019; Prandi et al., 2021) or parametric (Thorne, 2021), need to be determined during

the low-level data processing and are usually provided with higher level (ready-to-use)

products. Another class of uncertainties originates from the use of different methodolo-

gies to describe the same physical system, known as structural uncertainty (Thorne et al.,

2005; Palmer et al., 2021). This can be defined as the spread around a central (ensemble)

estimate. The structural uncertainty is related to the use of different datasets of the same

process. Note that, if different datasets use the same product for corrections, calibrations

and/or validation, the intrinsic and structural uncertainties could be partially correlated.

Regarding the GRD-induced pattern associated with barystatic SLC, the spread in the

location of the mass change introduces another source of error, which we call spatial

uncertainty. Finally, another type of uncertainty results from the autocorrelation of the

observations (Bos et al., 2013), which we refer to as temporal uncertainty. This uncertainty

becomes relevant when a functional model, such as a (linear) trend, is used to describe

the changes within the system. The temporal uncertainty can be estimated by using

noise models while determining the trend. Together, the intrinsic, structural, spatial and

temporal uncertainties describe the uncertainties of an observed quantity, in this case

the GRD-induced pattern associated with barystatic SLC.

The aim of this work is to provide a comprehensive overview of barystatic SLC and

the associated regional GRD-induced patterns with a focus on the global and regional

uncertainty budget. Throughout this paper, we use ‘GRD-induced SLC’ when referring to

the GRD-induced regional pattern associated with barystatic SLC. We use state-of-the-art

datasets of mass contributions from land ice and LWS (Section 3.2.1) to compute regional

sea-level fingerprints (Section 3.2.2). In addition, we present a methodological framework

to describe the uncertainties of the fingerprints (Section 3.2.2). We follow the noise model
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analysis of Camargo et al. (2020) to quantify the temporal uncertainty (Section 3.3.1;3.3.2).

We combine the effect of ice geometry on sea-level fingerprints (Bamber and Riva, 2010;

Mitrovica et al., 2011) with the structural uncertainty definition of Palmer et al. (2021), to

compute the spatial-structural uncertainty of the fingerprints (Section 3.3.3). Together

with the intrinsic uncertainty (Section 3.3.4), we present the total GRD-induced SLC trend

and uncertainty for 2003-2016 and 1993-2016 (Section 3.3.5).

3.2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

3.2.1. DATASETS

To obtain the GRD-induced SLC patterns we use a range of estimates of mass changes of

the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets (AIS and GIS, respectively), glaciers (GLA), and land

water storage (LWS) . We define LWS anomalies as water mass changes outside glacierized

areas: the sum of water stored in rivers, lakes, wetlands, artificial reservoirs, snow pack,

canopy and soil (groundwater) (Cáceres et al., 2020). For each of the contributions

we use four different estimates (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1, and discussed in more detail in

Supplementary Text 3.5.2). Despite the methodological differences between the datasets,

they show a good agreement in reproducing the global mean barystatic sea-level changes

(Figure 3.1)

One of the main sources of observations of Earth’s mass changes is the satellite mission

Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE, Tapley et al. (2004)) and its follow-

on mission (GRACE-FO, Landerer et al. (2020)). We use GRACE mass concentrations

(mascons) over land as estimates of changes in AIS, GIS, glaciers and LWS. To avoid

methodological biases, we use mascon solutions from two different processing centres:

RL06 from Center for Spatial Research (CSR) (Save et al., 2016; Save, 2020) and RL06 v02

from Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (Watkins et al., 2015; Wiese et al., 2019) (Table 3.1).

JPL and CSR mascons are provided on a 0.5◦ and 0.25◦ lon-lat grid, respectively, but they

actually are resampled from the native 3◦x3◦ and 1◦x1◦ equal-area grids (Save et al., 2016;

Watkins et al., 2015). Considering the native resolution of GRACE observations of about

300km at the equator (Tapley et al., 2004), the JPL mascons should have independent

solutions at each mascon centres, with uncorrelated errors, while the CSR mascons are

not fully independent of each other and are expected to contain spatially correlated

errors.
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Figure 3.1: Global mean barystatic sea-level change time series. Different components are vertically offset for
visualization purposes.

To isolate the individual contributions of AIS, GIS, LWS and GLA in the GRACE mascons,

we use an ocean-land-cryosphere mask (Supplementary figure S3.1), which delineates

the drainage basins of the ice sheets (based on Mouginot and Rignot (2019), Rignot

et al. (2011)), the glaciers (based on the Randolph Glacier Inventory, RGI Consortium

(2017)), and the remaining land regions (based on ETOPO1, Amante and Eakins (2009)).

Considering the size of glaciers, the resolution of the GRACE signal is not high enough to

(i) separate the peripheral glaciers from the ice sheets, and (ii) to separate the signal of

glaciers and LWS in regions with small glacier coverage and large LWS contribution. Thus,

to isolate the glaciers signals from the mascons we follow the method described in Reager

et al. (2016) and Frederikse et al. (2019):

(1) peripheral glaciers to Greenland and Antarctica are included with the ice sheets mass

changes;

(2) regions where glaciers dominate the mass changes are considered ‘full’ glaciers, that

is, the land signals in those regions are purely denoted as glacier mass change.

These include the RGI regions of Alaska, Arctic Canada North, Arctic Canada South,

Iceland, Svalbard, Russian Arctic Islands and Southern Andes;
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(3) for the remaining glaciated regions, we assume that the mass change is partly due to

glacier mass change, and partly due to LWS (‘split’ glaciers). In these regions the

glacier mass changes are known to be small and mass changes are dominated by

LWS. We use the glacier estimates of Hugonnet et al. (2021), which are based on

satellite and airborne elevation datasets as our glacier estimates in these regions.

Unlike gravimetry observations, the estimates of Hugonnet et al. (2021) do not

include the hydrological ’contamination’. To isolate the glacier from the LWS signal,

we subtract the corrected glacier estimates from the total mass change in the

mascons. The remaining signal is then added to the LWS contribution.

Apart from GRACE data, which is only available since late 2002, we use seven other

datasets in our analysis, from which five are independent of GRACE and two partly incor-

porate GRACE information (Table 3.1. For LWS, we use data from two global hydrological

models: PCR-GLOBWB (GWB, Sutanudjaja et al. (2018)) and WaterGAP (WGP, Cáceres

et al. (2020)). The latter also incorporates a time series of glacier mass variations from

the global glacier model of Marzeion et al. (2012). We use the ocean-land-cryosphere

mask (Supplementary figure S3.1) to separate the LWS and GLA estimated from WGP. For

GLA, in addition to the WGP model simulations, we also use observational estimates from

Zemp et al. (2019), which are based on an extrapolation of glaciological and geodetic

observations. For the GIS and AIS, we use observation- and model-based data from Moug-

inot et al. (2019) and Rignot et al. (2019), respectively. We refer to these as UCI datasets,

since they were both developed at the University of California at Irvine (UCI). We also use

AIS and GIS estimates from the ice sheet mass balance inter-comparison exercise (IMBIE,

Shepherd et al. (2018, 2020)), which combines ice sheet mass balance estimates developed

from three different techniques (satellite altimetry, satellite gravimetry (GRACE) and the

input-output method).
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Table 3.1: Overview of datasets used in this manuscript.

Contribution Dataset Temporal range Source Dependence* Acronym Spatial Resolution

All
CSR mascon RL06 2003-2020 observations GRACE(-FO) CSR 1◦x1◦ **

JPL mascon RL06 2003-2020 observations GRACE(-FO) JPL 3◦x3◦ **

AIS
IMBIE 2018 1993-2016 ensemble datasets Hybrid IMB Region mean

Rignot 2019 1979-2017 observations + model Independent UCI Drainage basin mean

GIS
IMBIE 2020 1993-2018 ensemble datasets Hybrid IMB Region mean

Mouginot 2019 1972-2018 observations + model Independent UCI Drainage basin mean

Glaciers
Zemp 2019 1962-2016 observations + model Independent ZMP Glacier mean

WaterGAP 1958-2016 glaciers model Independent WGP 0.5◦

LWS
WaterGAP 1958-2016 hydrological model Independent WGP 0.5◦

PCR-GLOBWB 1948-2016 hydrological model Independent GWB 5ar cmi n

*Dataset dependence on GRACE; **Note that while the mascons are provided in 0.25◦ and 0.5◦ resolution, the native resolution of the

mascons solution are 1◦x1◦ and 3◦x3◦ equal-area grids at the equator for CSR and JPL, respectively (Save et al., 2016; Watkins et al.,

2015).
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3.2.2. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

We characterize GRD-induced SLC by a linear trend and the three types of uncertainties

discussed earlier. We use the following time periods for the trend analysis: from 1993-2016

for the non-GRACE datasets, and from 2003-2016 for all datasets. The framework used

to compute and combine the uncertainties and associated regional sea-level patterns is

schematized in Figure 3.2. The main modules of the framework (bold text in the blue boxes

of Figure 3.2a) are further explained in Figure 3.2b and in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.2.

Figure 3.2: Overview of the framework used in this study (a), with detailed modules (b). Red boxes indicate the
initial data (Table 1), purple the intermediate products, and green the final products. The yellow boxes indicate
steps of the methodology, and the blue the main modules. We use the following acronyms and abbreviations:
OLS: ordinary least-squares; SLE; Sea-level equation; IC: Information Criteria; unc: uncertainty; NM: noise
model; Hector: software package by Bos et al. (2013).
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The trends and associated temporal uncertainties are estimated directly from the mass

source time series (Table 3.1) in the noise model module (Figure 3.2a). Thus the noise

model analysis (Section 3.3.1) describes the physical processes of the mass sources instead

of the temporal correlation in the sea-level fingerprint. The mass source change trend

and temporal uncertainty are then used as input to the SLE model module (Section 3.2.2),

which computes how the mass changes on land affect regional ocean mass change (i.e.,

GRD-induced SLC; Section 3.3.2). The mass source trends are also used as input to the

spatial uncertainty analysis (Section 3.3.3). The uncertainty of the mass source time series

is used as input to the intrinsic uncertainty analysis (Section 3.3.4).

THE SEA-LEVEL EQUATION MODEL

The regional GRD-induced SLC patterns resulting from the barystatic contributions can

be computed by solving the sea-level equation (SLE) (Farrell and Clark, 1976), using spatial

and temporal information of GLA, AIS, GIS and LWS (Mitrovica et al., 2001; Tamisiea,

2011). Before computing the regional SLC fields, all input data (Table 3.1) is converted

to equivalent water height, and bilinearly interpolated to a 1° by 1° grid. The SLE model

then computes how the source mass change is redistributed over the oceans, taking into

account the GRD response of the Earth to these mass changes (Milne and Mitrovica, 1998;

Mitrovica et al., 2001; Tamisiea, 2011). The SLE model uses a pseudospectral approach

(Mitrovica and Peltier, 1991) up to spherical harmonic degree and order 180 (equivalent

to a spatial resolution of one degree). We assume a purely elastic solid-Earth response to

the mass redistribution, based on the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (Dziewonski

and Anderson, 1981). While we focus here on the fingerprints of relative SLC, that is, the

difference in height between the geoid and the solid Earth surface, we also provide the

complementary geocentric (absolute) fingerprints (see Data availability Section).

TREND AND UNCERTAINTY ASSESSMENT

Our GRD-induced SLC and associated temporal uncertainty (Figure 3.2,centre column)

are computed using the software package Hector (Bos et al., 2013), in which the ob-

servations are assumed to be the sum of a deterministic model (including annual and

semi-annual signals) and stochastic noise. Different noise models can be selected to

describe the autocorrelation between the residuals of the regression. The uncertainty of

the regression model, representing one standard deviation, is then used as our temporal

uncertainty.

Based on previous studies (Bos et al., 2013; Royston et al., 2018; Camargo et al., 2020), we

test eight noise models to find the best descriptor of the uncertainties in our data:
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• white noise (WN), in which no autocorrelation between the residuals is considered;

• pure power law (PL), where all observations influence one another, although their

correlation decreases with increasing temporal distance;

• PL combined with WN (PLWN);

• autoregressive of orders 1, 5, and 9 (AR(1), AR(5), and AR(9), respectively), in which

the order represents the number of previous observations influencing the next one;

• autoregressive fractionally integrated moving average of order 1 (ARF), which com-

bines an AR(1) model with a fractional integration and a moving average of the

noise;

• generalized Gauss-Markov (GGM), a generalized form of the ARF model.

The goodness of the fit of the models is assessed with the modified Bayesian Information

Criterion (B ICt p ; He et al. (2019)), which is an intermediate criterion in relation to the

Akaike (AIC; Akaike (1974)) and Bayesian (BIC; Schwarz (1978)) criteria. The best noise

model is the one that minimizes these criteria. Since these criteria are relative values,

they can not be compared between different datasets. Thus, we compare the criteria of

different noise models for each dataset and each grid point separately. To select the best

noise model, we compute the relative likelihood of the B ICt p , and select the model with

values smaller than 2 (Burnham and Anderson, 2002; Camargo et al., 2020). Note that all

noise models reasonably capture the variability of the time series (Figure S3.2), as their

scores are always within a similar range.

The second uncertainty we consider is the spatial-structural uncertainty (Figure 1b, right

column). Studies that combine a large number of datasets often base the structural

uncertainty of an estimate on the standard deviation over the individual datasets in

relation to the ensemble mean (Palmer et al., 2021; Cazenave et al., 2018). To isolate the

effect that the spatial distribution of the terrestrial mass change has on the fingerprints,

we compute the spatial-structural uncertainty by estimating the standard deviation for

each contribution based on normalized fingerprints. The latter means that the sum of

the regional SLC for each contribution is equal to 1 mmyr−1 of SLC. By using normalized

fingerprints we remove the weight that the different central estimates (mean) have on

the spatial standard deviation. We then take the standard deviation across the four

normalized datasets for each mass source contribution, obtaining four normalized spatial-

structural uncertainties, which reflects the uncertainty associated with the different

spatial resolutions and location of mass change of the datasets. For example, the spatial-
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structural uncertainty of the AIS reflects the differences in the fingerprints due to the fact

that GRACE datasets provide observations at a 0.25 degrees resolution, while UCI provides

mass changes averaged over the 17 main drainage basins of the ice sheet, and IMBIE

mass changes averaged over three regions of the ice sheet (west, east and peninsula).

While the analysis is based on the 2003-2016 trend, we assume that the normalized

fingerprints are time-invariant, and that the resulting uncertainty is also representative

of the 1993-2016 period. Lastly, we multiply the normalized uncertainty by the ocean

mean (central estimate) of each contribution for 1993-2016 and 2003-2016 to compute the

spatial-structural uncertainty for the respective period. We note that all components show

some decadal variability in the spatial distribution, and thus assuming that the spatial

mass change distributions from 2003-2016 are representative of the period 1993-2016 is

an approximation of the study. However, by multiplying the normalized fingerprint by

the mean of each period the possible error from this assumption becomes fairly limited.

Furthermore, using a shorter spatially dense time series to obtain the variability of a

longer period when only limited information is available is a methodology that is often

used in sea-level studies (e.g., Church and White (2006); Frederikse et al. (2020)).

The final type of uncertainty considered in our assessment is the intrinsic uncertainty,

which represents the formal errors and sensitivities in the measurement system and

needs to be provided with the observations/models by the data processor/distribution

centre. The intrinsic uncertainty was only provided with the JPL and IMBIE datasets. For

all other datasets, our uncertainty budget does not include the intrinsic uncertainty. The

uncertainties provided with the JPL Mascons represent the scaling and leakage errors

from the mascon approach (Wiese et al., 2016), and, over land, are scaled to roughly

match the formal GRACE uncertainty of Wahr et al. (2006). The latter represent errors in

monthly GRACE gravity solutions, encompassing measurement, processing and aliasing

errors (Wahr et al., 2006). While the mascons have been corrected for mass changes due

to glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) with the ICE6G-D model (Peltier et al., 2018), the

intrinsic uncertainties of the JPL mascons do not represent the uncertainties from the

GIA correction, which can be large depending on the region (Reager et al., 2016; Wouters

et al., 2019). For example, the choice of the GIA model used for the correction could lead

to uncertainties representing up to 19% of the signal in Antarctica, but less than 1% in

Greenland (Blazquez et al., 2018). Given that estimating GIA uncertainties is in itself an

open issue (Caron et al., 2018; Simon and Riva, 2020), we could not propagate full GIA

uncertainties into the fingerprints. Since the intrinsic uncertainty represents systematic

errors and instrumental noise, which might be serially correlated, we assume that the

errors can be approximated by a random walk. We therefore generate an ensemble of
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1,000 time series by perturbing the original rate with random normal noise multiplied by

the uncertainty time series. We then compute the trend for each ensemble member. We

use half of the width of the 95% confidence interval as input in the SLE model to show how

the mass associated with the intrinsic uncertainty is distributed over the oceans.

COMBINING TRENDS AND UNCERTAINTIES

To compute total GRD-induced SLC trends and their uncertainties, we sum the individual

contributions (AIS, GIS, LWS and GLA) as follows, with a total of six combinations: 1.CSR

(all); 2.JPL (all); 3.IMB (AIS/GIS) + WGP (LWS/GLA); 4.UCI (AIS/GIS) + WGP (LWS/GLA);

5.IMB (AIS/GIS) + GWB (LWS) + ZMP (GLA); and 6.UCI (AIS/GIS) + GWB (LWS) + ZMP

(GLA).

Whereas the trends are added together linearly, we add the uncertainties in quadrature,

assuming they are independent and normally distributed. We acknowledge that this is an

important assumption, as it is possible that the intrinsic uncertainty will be reflected in the

temporal and structural uncertainties. However, we keep the independence assumption

to obtain a more realistic (and smaller) estimate of the final uncertainty (Taylor, 1997). For

each contribution, we first combine the different types of uncertainty following Equation

(3.1):

σCON T R =
√
σ2

tempor al +σ2
spati al +σ2

i ntr i nsi c (3.1)

where σCON T R is the total uncertainty for each individual contribution (AIS, GIS, GLA,

LWS). We then compute the total GRD-induced uncertainty for all contributions (σtot al )

following Equation (3.2):

σtot al =
√
σ2

AI S +σ2
G I S +σ2

LW S +σ2
GL A (3.2)
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3.3. RESULTS
In this Section we first present the noise model selection (Section 3.3.1) used to compute

the GRD-induced SLC trend and temporal uncertainty (Section 3.3.2). We then present

the spatial-structural (Section 3.3.3) and intrinsic uncertainties (Section 3.3.4). Lastly, we

show the total GRD-induced SLC trends (i.e., the sum of the different contributions) and

uncertainties (i.e., the sum of the different contributions and types of uncertainties) and

zoom in on a few coastal examples (Section 3.3.5).

3.3.1. NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MASS SOURCES

Many geophysical time-series are known to exhibit temporal (auto)correlations, as is the

case for sea-level and cryosphere data (Bos et al., 2013). This autocorrelation means that

each observation is not completely independent from the previous one (Bos et al., 2013),

and it is defined by the shape of the spectrum of the time-series (Hughes and Williams,

2010). Understanding the shape of spectra and determining the best stochastic model to

describe these spectra is important to understand the physics of the processes playing

a role in the time-series (Hughes and Williams, 2010). In addition, accounting for the

autocorrelation of the time-series while estimating a linear trend is important both for the

value of the trend itself and for the statistical error of the fit (Bos et al., 2013; Hughes and

Williams, 2010). Depending on the nature of the process being studied, different noise

models can be used to account for the effects of autocorrelations. Here, we determine the

best noise model for each spatial data point of the mass sources of the different barystatic

contributions (AIS, GIS, LWS, GLA). Our analysis shows that the optimal noise model

depends on both the physical system (AIS, GIS, GLA or LWS) and the dataset (Figure

3.3).

There are clear differences between the GRACE datasets (Figure 3.3a-h), for which the

PL and GGM noise models score higher, and the other datasets (Figure 3.3i-p), for which

the AR(5) and AR(9) models score higher. The only exception is for the two Greenland

datasets (GIS_JPL (f) and GIS_IMB (j)), where the noise model selection is reversed. Over

the ice sheets, the higher resolution of GRACE observations (compared to IMBIE and

UCI datasets) leads to more heterogeneity in the model selection, which suggests the

inclusion/capture of more complex processes. For example, our analysis indicates that

only one type of noise model is selected for the entire ice sheet in the IMBIE dataset (Figure

3.3i-j). For LWS changes, where the spatial resolution of GRACE and the hydrological

models is relatively high, the noise model selection follows a different pattern. There

is a general preference for AR(1) in areas with smaller LWS changes (i.e., not the large
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drainage basins). On the other hand, over the large drainage basins, the same model

preference mentioned above is maintained (Figure 3.3, right column). This suggests that

GRACE observations and the hydrological models might not always be capturing the

same processes.

Different noise models are selected as optimal for the two GRACE datasets: CSR datasets

(Figure 3.3a-d) are best explained with the PL model, while JPL estimates (Figure 3.3e-h)

are best explained with the GGM model. However, the GGM model is fairly similar to a

pure power-law model under certain parameters. Furthermore, the noise model selection

for the CSR dataset over the ice sheets (Figure 3.3a,b) displays an interesting pattern,

which is not seen for the JPL dataset (Figure 3.3e,f). Regions with relatively strong ice

melt (i.e., the Antarctica Peninsula, East Antarctica and northwest of Greenland) are

better represented by an AR(5) model. Over the extremities of the ice sheets, which are

more dynamic regions, the GGM model is the optimal one. On the other hand, internal

regions of the ice sheets, where there is little ablation, are better described by the PL

model.

Figure 3.3: Noise model selection based on the time series of the different sources of mass loss for each dataset
(rows) and contribution (columns), over the period 2003-2016.
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3.3.2. TREND AND TEMPORAL UNCERTAINTY

The mass source trend and uncertainties obtained with the selected noise models (Section

3.3.1) are used to compute the sea-level fingerprints (Figure 3.4). To illustrate the differ-

ence between the fingerprints based on GRACE and those based on GRACE-independent

datasets, we show the trends and uncertainties for the JPL estimates (Figure 3.4a-d, i-l)

and for the UCI estimates for the ice sheets (Figure 3.4e-h) and WaterGAP for glaciers

and LWS (Figure 3.4m-p). Trends and temporal uncertainties for the other datasets are

provided in Figure S3.3. The typical GRD patterns are visible in all fingerprints: regions

closer to a freshwater source experience a negative SLC, due to the mass loss that causes

land uplift and reduced gravitational attraction, while in the far-field the sea level rises

more than the global average.

While all trends strongly depend on the dataset (Figure 3.4, first and third column), the

uncertainty patterns are rather consistent. This suggests that, even though different noise

models were used to compute the trend for each dataset, the temporal uncertainty is

characteristic of each contribution. We find that for any given contribution, the trends

from different datasets are consistent within their respective uncertainties. For glaciers

and the ice sheets, the GRACE-independent datasets give a higher trend than the GRACE

observations. The temporal uncertainties for ice sheets and glaciers are relatively small,

especially for the UCI datasets. This indicates that these contributions do not exhibit

strong autocorrelations, and consequently the uncertainty of the trend will be small. On

the other hand, the temporal uncertainty for the LWS is larger than the trend itself, and

therefore the LWS trend is not statistically significant. This is probably related to the large

internal and decadal variability of the time series, in combination with the relatively short

period under study.

The largest inter-dataset differences are displayed in the regional patterns of the LWS

contribution. Despite the similar global mean LWS trend value for both JPL and WGP, the

regional trend patterns and uncertainty values are very different. This may partially be

related to the coarse resolution of GRACE (300 km) in comparison to the hydrological

models (0.5◦ by 0.5◦ grid (55 km by 55 km at the Equator)). This difference can also be

related to the difficulty in modelling the complex processes affecting LWS, which relies

on parameterisations of physical processes and on sparse observations, while GRACE

measures the total mass change.

Another significant inter-dataset difference is in the regional trend pattern as a conse-

quence of AIS mass change (Figure 3.4a,e). This is mainly related to the location of ice

mass changes in each dataset. GRACE observes mass accumulation in East Antarctica,
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resulting in a positive sea-level trend in the region. This accumulation is not captured

by the UCI and IMB datasets. GRACE has a higher spatial resolution, and thus provides

more detail of where the mass change is taking place. The UCI dataset provides estimates

on a basin scale, so more detailed changes may be averaged out. The effect of the lo-

cation of mass change at the source of the contribution is further investigated with the

spatial-structural uncertainty (next section).

Figure 3.4: GRD-induced sea-level trend and temporal uncertainty ( mmyr−1 ) for GRACE (JPL) and indepen-
dent combination (UCI + WGP) for 2003-2016. Black dashed contour line and number indicates the spatial
average of the regional trend and uncertainty. Trends and uncertainties of CSR, IMB, ZMP and GWB presented
in Supplementary Figure S3.3

3.3.3. SPATIAL-STRUCTURAL UNCERTAINTY

The regional SLC fingerprints directly reflect the differences in the spatial distribution

of the mass change sources of the datasets (Mitrovica et al., 2011). Over the ice sheets,

for instance, IMBIE provides one time series for the entire Greenland Ice Sheet, which

is subdivided into dynamic and surface mass balance changes, and the Antarctic Ice

Sheet is divided into three drainage basins. GRACE products, on the other hand, have

a native resolution of about 300-km at the equator (Tapley et al., 2004). To account for

the uncertainties arising from the differences in location of the mass change between
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datasets, we first normalize the fingerprints and then combine them into estimates of the

spatial-structural uncertainty (Figure 3.5).

For all contributions, the largest spatial uncertainties are concentrated closer to the mass

change sources, while the uncertainties are reduced in the far field. The effect of differ-

ences resulting from Earth rotational effects (typically leading to four large quadrants)

is visible in the far field of the AIS (in the Northern Pacific) and near hotspots of LWS

(around the Southern Ocean). As was the case for the trends (Figure 3.4a), the AIS shows

the strongest spatial differences, as the underlying datasets strongly differ in their spatial

detail. The spatial uncertainties represent the error introduced by using datasets that

have insufficient resolution to solve the processes being analysed. In addition, it also

shows that different physical processes are captured by the different datasets, as is the

case for the LWS estimate. The discrepancies between the processes captured by GRACE

and LWS models result in the spatial-structural uncertainty of the LWS component (Figure

3.4d) being the second largest.

Figure 3.5: Normalised GRD-induced sea-level change fields of the spatial-structural uncertainty (0-1 mmyr−1

), representing the uncertainty arising from the different locations of mass changes for Antarctica (a), Greenland
(b), glaciers (c) and land water storage (d). Black dashed contour line and number indicates the spatial average
of the regional uncertainty.
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3.3.4. INTRINSIC UNCERTAINTY

The final type of uncertainty considered here is the intrinsic uncertainty, which represents

noise related to the dataset itself (Figure 3.6). With exception of the LWS, all intrinsic un-

certainties are relatively small (spatial averages below 0.1 mmyr−1 ). The largest intrinsic

uncertainty is seen in the LWS contribution (Figure 3.6a), with maximum values of 0.5

mmyr−1 . This is expected, as the uncertainty of GRACE is estimated from the standard

deviation of the signal anomalies (Wahr et al., 2006), which may lead to an overestimation

of the uncertainty in regions where the anomalies represent real hydrological signals

(Humphrey and Gudmundsson, 2019). Furthermore, GRACE mass errors are latitude

dependent, increasing from the poles to the equator (Wahr et al., 2006), which explains

why we see large intrinsic uncertainty for LWS and low values for the ice sheets and

glaciers. The IMBIE datasets (Figure 3.6e,f) show larger intrinsic uncertainty than the ice

sheet uncertainties from JPL (Figure 3.6c,d), once the IMBIE time series is an ensemble

of several datasets and methods. Note that these uncertainties are smaller than those

originally reported in the IMBIE studies (Shepherd et al., 2018, 2020), which include

not only intrinsic, but also structural and temporal uncertainties. Overall, the intrinsic

uncertainty, which depends on the method employed to produce the estimates, is small

compared to the spatial-structural and temporal uncertainties, which are related to the

physical processes represented.
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Figure 3.6: GRD-induced sea level fields of the intrinsic uncertainty ( mmyr−1 ) for the land water storage (a),
glaciers (b), Antarctica (c) and Greenland (d) contributions of the JPL dataset; and Antarctica (e) and Greenland
(f) contributions of the IMBIE dataset. Black dashed contour line indicates the spatial average of the regional
uncertainty

3.3.5. TOTAL BARYSTATIC TREND AND UNCERTAINTY

Combining the different contributions, as explained in Section 3.2.2, leads to the total

GRD-induced SLC trends and uncertainties shown in Figure 3.7. Although we analysed six

dataset combinations, here we show only two (JPL and IMB+WGP) to discuss the patterns

and the total uncertainty fields. We show these specific combinations because they

present the most complete uncertainty budget (as only JPL and IMB provided intrinsic

uncertainties). Additional combinations are presented in Supplementary Figure S3.5,

with the global mean barystatic SLC values listed in Supplementary Table S3.1. We recall

that the aim of this study is not to provide one final ensemble of GRD-induced SLC, but

rather to focus on the uncertainty budget. Figure 3.7 shows the JPL GRACE dataset (panels

a-b) and the combination of IMBIE and WaterGAP (c-f), the latter for both the common

period of 2003-2016 (a-d) and the longer period of 1993-2016 (e-f). To illustrate the
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distribution of the regional trends and uncertainties around the world, we report the 5th

to 95th percentile range across all ocean grid cells (Figure 3.7, histograms below the maps),

and refer to it as the 90%-range of the field. When all the contributions are combined,

we find that the 90%-range of the GRD-induced SLC trends range from −0.43 to 3.31

mmyr−1 for 2003-2016, and from −0.32 to 2.56 mmyr−1 for 1993-2016, depending on the

dataset choice and the location. When all types of uncertainties from all contributions

are combined, the 90%-range of GRD-induced total uncertainty ranges from 0.61 to 1.27

mmyr−1 for 2003-2016, and from 0.36 to 0.79 mmyr−1 for 1993-2016, also depending on

the dataset choice and location.

For most regions of the world, we find that the GRD-induced SLC trend is higher than the

1-sigma total uncertainty, with exception of the regions near the polar areas (indicated

by stipples in Figure 3.7). Comparing the JPL trend to the IMB+WGP trend, the shape

of the pattern is similar, but the global mean (and thereby the regional SLC) is larger for

the IMB+WGP combination. Nonetheless, both distributions of the regional SLC have

a similar upper bound, with the 90%-range of the ocean grids ranging from −0.26 to

2.24 mmyr−1 and from −0.43 to 2.20 mmyr−1 , for the JPL and IMB+WGP datasets. The

regional histograms also show a skewed distribution of the trend, with mainly positive

values. When we compare the two periods of IMB+WGP (Figure 3.7c, e), the regional

histogram is slightly narrower for the longer period (i.e., less divergence for the regional

values), with the 90%-range of the ocean grids ranging from −0.32 to 1.50 mmyr−1 . This

is probably because the local effect of internal variability plays a smaller role in the longer

period. Nonetheless, the regional pattern is similar for both periods.

The uncertainty patterns (Figure 3.7, right panels) are similar for the different dataset

combinations (JPL vs. IMB+WGP) and periods (2003-2016 vs. 1993-2016). However, the

regional histograms are slightly different, with the 90%-range of the regional uncertainties

ranging from 0.89 to 1.32 mmyr−1 and from 0.63 to 0.98 mmyr−1 , for respectively JPL

and IMB+WGP for the 2003-2016 period. Similar to the trend, the longer period IMB+WGP

uncertainties have a similar pattern but with lower values than for the shorter period,

with regional values ranging from 0.38 to 0.60 mmyr−1 . Although the total uncertainty is

dominated by the temporal uncertainty (see Figure 3.8), the similarity of the uncertainty

pattern for both periods is influenced by the fact that the spatial-structural errors are

based on the 2003-2016 period and extended to 1993-2016. On average, the spatial-

structural uncertainty represents 14% (21%) of the total uncertainty, while the temporal

represents 77% (75%), for the 2003-2016 (1993-2016) period.
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Figure 3.7: Total GRD-induced SLC fields of the trend and uncertainty ( mmyr−1 ) (AIS+GIS+LWS+Glaciers
contributions; intrinsic + temporal + spatial uncertainties) for GRACE (a,b) and IMBIE+WaterGAP for 2003-2016
(c,d) and for 1993-2016 (e,f). Histograms underneath each map indicates the distribution of the regional values
across the oceans, in which the 5 to 95th percentile range (90%-range) is based on. Spatial average of the regional
trend and uncertainty indicated by black dashed lines in the maps and bar charts. Regions with trends smaller
than the 1-sigma uncertainty are indicated in the map with stipples.
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3.3.6. COASTAL EXAMPLES

To further illustrate how the different contributions and uncertainties contribute to the

total uncertainty budget, we selected ten coastal cities around the world in which we

break down the total uncertainty of GRD-induced SLC from 1993-2016 into the four

contributions (Figure 3.8a), and into the three types of uncertainties (Figure 3.8b). We

also show the different types of uncertainties for each of the contributions (Figure 3.8c).

As in in Figure 3.7, we show the IMB+WGP combination.

The large contribution of the LWS and temporal uncertainty to the uncertainty budget is

highlighted on Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8a shows that the LWS uncertainty plays an important

role at all locations, being responsible for at least 50% of the total uncertainty. While the

temporal uncertainty is the main contribution of the LWS uncertainty (Figure 3.8c), in

some locations, such as Vancouver (Canada, location 1), Washington (US, location 3)

and Tokyo (Japan, location 9) the spatial uncertainty is also important. Even without the

contribution of LWS to the total uncertainty (Supplementary Figure S3.8b), the temporal

uncertainty is still the main contributor. The intrinsic uncertainty (panel b) is fairly small

in all locations, with an average contribution of 8% for this dataset combination. However,

for the JPL combination (Supplementary Figure S3.7), which has intrinsic uncertainty

estimation for all contributions, the intrinsic uncertainty is responsible, on average, for

30% of the total uncertainty, being more important than the spatial-structural one.

The second main contribution to the uncertainty budget comes from the AIS, except for

Vancouver (Canada, location 1), for which the glaciers (GLA) contribute about 2 times

more than AIS. The AIS uncertainty is mainly dominated by the intrinsic uncertainty,

with exception of Cape Town (South Africa, location 6), which is located within the large

uncertainty contours of the spatial-structural uncertainty from AIS (see Figure 3.5a).

In general, the relative importance of GIS and GLA is fairly similar, with exception of

Vancouver (Canada, location 1) and Rotterdam (the Netherlands, location 5). In such

locations, the GLA uncertainty is dominated by the spatial-structural contribution, while

in all other locations the temporal uncertainty plays the most important role. On average,

the GIS uncertainty is dominated by the intrinsic and temporal uncertainties rather than

by spatial-structural uncertainty (panel c).
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Figure 3.8: Pie charts represent the total uncertainty separated by (a) contribution and (b) type of uncertainty,
and the bars the breakdown for each contribution (c). Background maps show the total GRD-induced uncer-
tainty. The size of the pie charts is relative to the magnitude of the total uncertainty. Note that the uncertainties
are combined in quadrature, so simply adding up the bars in panel c will not reflect the size of the pie charts on
panels a and b.
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3.4. DISCUSSION
In this manuscript we investigated the regional GRD-induced SLC patterns associated

with barystatic contribution to sea-level trends over 1993-2016 and 2003-2016, focusing on

improving the understanding of the uncertainty budget. We showed how mass changes of

glaciers, land water storage, and the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets influence regional

SLC by computing sea-level fingerprints. We considered three types of uncertainties in

our budget: the determination of a linear trend (temporal); the spread around a central

estimate as influenced by the distribution of mass change sources (spatial); and the

uncertainty from the data/model itself (intrinsic).

The uncertainty budget is dominated by the temporal uncertainty,responsible on average

for 65% of the total uncertainty, while the spatial-structural and intrinsic uncertainties

have smaller contributions of similar magnitude, responsible on average for 16% and 18%

of the budget, respectively. The temporal uncertainties associated with the trend may rep-

resent real climatic signals, and not only measurement errors. For example, the variability

due to climatic oscillations, such as El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific

Decadal Oscillation (PDO), may be reflected in the residuals of the time series, affecting

the trend and its temporal uncertainties (Royston et al., 2018). As such climatic events

influence not only mass change, but also other drivers of sea-level change (e.g., thermal

expansion), caution must be taken when using and comparing these uncertainties with

those from other sea level contributors. Despite the dataset-driven differences, for a given

contribution all estimated trends agree within their respective 1-sigma uncertainties,

both for regional and global mean values (Figure 3.1), Supplementary table S3.1).

We find that the total GRD-induced sea-level trends range from −0.43 to 2.20 mmyr−1 for

2003-2016, and from −0.32 to 1.50 mmyr−1 for 1993-2016, depending on location, for the

IMB+WGP combination, with spatial averages of 1.78 and 1.22 mmyr−1 , respectively. The

total uncertainty of the GRD-induced sea-level trend ranges from 0.63 to 0.98 mmyr−1 for

2003-2016, and from 0.38 to 0.60 mmyr−1 for 1993-2016 for the IMB+WGP combination,

with spatial averages of 0.80 and 0.46 mmyr−1 , respectively. While these uncertainty

values may seem large compared to studies focusing on global changes alone (Horwath

et al., 2022; Frederikse et al., 2020), other studies also found that regional uncertainties

are higher than the previously published global mean rates (Prandi et al., 2021; Bos

et al., 2014b). For example, in a recent satellite altimetry sea-level change assessment,

Prandi et al. (2021) found that the local sea-level trend uncertainty due to observational

errors (i.e., intrinsic uncertainties) was about two times higher than the global mean

sea-level trend uncertainty of Ablain et al. (2019). We note that the spatial average of the
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regional uncertainties (indicated by the black dashed line in the figures) is not equal to

the uncertainty of the global mean barystatic SLC time series and trend. Consequently,

the spatial averages will lead to larger values then the uncertainty of the global mean

sea-level time series (see Figure S3.6). Thus, one should not compare the value given here

to characterize global mean sea-level changes with other studies focusing on the global

mean (e.g. Horwath et al. (2022)).

The GRD-induced sea-level trends clearly show the classical gravitational-rotational-

deformational pattern, matching qualitatively with other fingerprints (e.g., Mitrovica

et al. (2001); Riva et al. (2010); Hsu and Velicogna (2017); Jeon et al. (2021)). Our spatial-

structural uncertainties highlight the effect of using a uniform mass change (i.e., only one

value averaged over a region) compared to non-uniform local mass changes (Bamber and

Riva, 2010; Mitrovica et al., 2011). For example, we show that different location of mass

changes can lead to deviations larger than 20% for AIS (Figure 3.5). As a consequence

of the relatively low spatial resolution of the observations, the AIS is the second main

contributor to the total GRD-induced uncertainty budget. We show that this effect is

important not only for AIS, but for all the GRD-induced SLC contributions.

The main source of uncertainty in the GRD-induced SLC is the temporal uncertainty

from the land water storage (LWS) contribution, which is responsible for 35−60% of the

total uncertainty, depending on the region of interest. This is likely related to the natural

variability of LWS (Vishwakarma et al., 2021; Hamlington et al., 2017; Nerem et al., 2018),

which is mainly driven by seasonal and interannual cycles (Cáceres et al., 2020). A method

to deal with the natural variability of LWS would be to use different metrics than linear

trends (Vishwakarma et al., 2021), such as time varying trends based on a state space

model (Frederikse et al., 2016; Vishwakarma et al., 2021). However, we choose to use

linear trends in this study for the sake of accuracy, reproducibility and discussion. It has

also been suggested that a more appropriate way of computing a meaningful linear trend

from LWS is to incorporate this variability in the analysis (Vishwakarma et al., 2021), as

we did by including the seasonal components in the functional model. Nonetheless, the

LWS uncertainties related to the trend are still very high, suggesting that a period of 25

years (1993-2016) might still be too short to solve the low frequency natural variability of

LWS, particularly on (multi)-decadal timescales. Indeed, Humphrey et al. (2017) showed

that removing the short-term climate-driven variability of the LWS signal yields in a more

robust long-term (>10 years) trend, with reduced uncertainties.
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Here we assessed the uncertainties related to the regional GRD-induced patterns asso-

ciated with barystatic sea-level change, in particular their spatial distribution. The true

uncertainty of ocean mass contribution to sea-level change is difficult to determine. Our

approach of quantifying this uncertainty is to some extent conservative, as it results in

larger uncertainties than in previous studies (e.g., Horwath et al. (2022)). Nonetheless, we

did assume independence of the different types of uncertainty, and did not propagate

GIA uncertainties into our fingerprints, which could lead to even larger uncertainties.

Our results highlight that improving the spatial detail of land ice mass loss products, as

well as determining more accurate land water storage trends, would lead to better SLC

estimates. In addition, our findings can be used to inform projection frameworks. For

example, we show that the distribution of ice in the Antarctic Ice Sheet has a significant

impact on regional SLC, even in locations far from the ice sheets, such as the Netherlands.

This means that, depending on the region of a collapse in the Antarctic Ice Sheet, the

sea-level rise projections, which are often based on uniform ice sheet distributions and

static fingerprints (e.g., Slangen et al. (2012); Jevrejeva et al. (2019)) , may have large re-

gional deviations due to spatial differences in the mass source. Incorporating the insights

of uncertainty assessments in sea-level frameworks (as in Larour et al. (2020)) should

eventually lead to better sea-level projections.
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3.5. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

3.5.1. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES AND TABLES

Figure S3.1: Mask of the different contributions to barystatic sea-level change.
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Figure S3.2: Histogram of the modified Bayesian Information Criterion for each dataset, used to select the
optimal noise models. The x-axis shows the BIC score, and the y-axis the number of grid points (count). Note
that all models have scores within the same range, showing that no model fails in capturing the signal of the
observation.
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Figure S3.3: GRD-induced sea-level trend and temporal uncertainty ( mmyr−1 ) for GRACE (CSR) and indepen-
dent combination (IMB + ZMP + GWB) for 2003-2016. Black dashed contour line and number indicates the
spatial average of the regional trend and uncertainty. Complementary of trends and uncertainties of Figure 3.4.
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Figure S3.4: GRD-induced sea-level trend and temporal uncertainty ( mmyr−1 ) for (a-d) IMB, (e-h) UCI, (i-l)
WGP, (m,n) ZMP and (o,p) GWB datasets for the period 1993-2016. Black dashed contour line and number
indicates the spatial average of the regional trend and uncertainty. Complementary of trends and uncertainties
of Figure 3.4.
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Figure S3.5: Total GRD-induced SLC fields of the trend and uncertainty ( mmyr−1 ) (AIS+GIS+LWS+Glaciers
contributions; intrinsic + temporal + spatial uncertainties) for GRACE CRS (a,b) and UCI + GlobWEB + Zemp
for 2005-2015 (c,d) and for 1993-2016 (e,f). Histograms underneath each map indicates the distribution of
the regional values across the oceans. Spatial average of the regional trend and uncertainty indicated by black
dashed lines in the maps and bar charts. Complementary of trends and uncertainties of Figure 3.7.
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Figure S3.6: Comparison of global mean sea-level trend (black squares) and uncertainty (yellow traingles)
with the spatial average of the regional trend (red circles) and uncertainty (green upside down triangles) from
2003-2016. The difference between the GMSL trend and spatial average of the regional trend is due to the use of
regionally different noise models (following selection of Figure 3.3)
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Figure S3.7: Same as Figure 3.8, for JPL dataset, from 2003-2016.
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Figure S3.8: Same as Figure 3.8, but without the contribution of land water storage (LWS)
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Table S3.1: Global mean barystatic sea-level contributions and uncertainties. Note that these numbers may be different compared to the histograms of Figure 3.7, which
represent the spatial average of the regional trend and uncertainty. The difference between the trends is due to the use of noise-models for the regional trend, against an
ordinary least-squares fit for the global mean trend. Note that we remove the ’spatial’ part of the spatial-structural uncertainty of the regional assessment, and define the
structural uncertainty as the standard deviation of the trends for the same contribution.

2003-2016 1993-2016
trend ± σtot al σtempor al σstr uctur al σi ntr i nsi c trend ± σtot al σtempor al σstr uctur al σi ntr i nsi c

AIS
AIS_CSR 0.32 ± 0.09 0.03 0.09
AIS_JPL 0.27 ± 0.1 0.04 0.09 0.04
AIS_IMB 0.37 ± 0.13 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.19 ± 0.15 0.04 0.14 0.03
AIS_UCI 0.48 ± 0.09 0.01 0.09 0.4 ± 0.14 0.01 0.14

GIS
GIS_CSR 0.72 ± 0.32 0.03 0.31
GIS_JPL 0.73 ± 0.32 0.03 0.31 0.01
GIS_IMB 0.53 ± 0.32 0.03 0.31 0.07 0.36 ± 0.12 0.03 0.11 0.03
GIS_UCI 0.06 ± 0.32 0.08 0.31 0.52 ± 0.12 0.03 0.11

GLA
GLA_CSR 0.68 ± 0.16 0.06 0.15
GLA_JPL 0.64 ± 0.16 0.07 0.15 0.01

GLA_WGP 0.58 ± 0.15 0.03 0.15 0.51 ± 0.16 0.03 0.16
GLA_ZMP 0.92 ± 0.15 0.03 0.15 0.74 ± 0.17 0.04 0.16

LWS
LWS_CSR 0.09 ± 0.14 0.12 0.06
LWS_JPL 0.22 ± 0.33 0.12 0.06 0.3

LWS_WGP 0.20 ± 0.12 0.1 0.06 0.21 ± 0.07 0.04 0.06
LWS_GWB 0.18 ± 0.12 0.1 0.06 0.29 ± 0.07 0.04 0.06

Combination
CSR 1.81 ± 0.39 0.14 0.36
JPL 1.86 ± 0.49 0.15 0.36 0.3

IMB+WGP 1.68 ± 0.39 0.12 0.36 0.1 1.27 ± 0.26 0.07 0.25 0.04
IMB+GWB+ZMP 2.00 ± 0.39 0.12 0.36 0.1 1.58 ± 0.26 0.08 0.25 0.04

UCI+WGP 1.32 ± 0.38 0.13 0.36 1.64 ± 0.25 0.06 0.25
UCI+GWB+ZMP 1.64 ± 0.38 0.13 0.36 1.95 ± 0.26 0.06 0.25
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3.5.2. DATA DESCRIPTION

The datasets used in this manuscript are briefly described below. In-depth description of

each dataset can be found in their respective references.

GRACE MASCON ESTIMATES

We use GRACE land mass concentrations (mascons) solutions from two processing cen-

tres: RL06 v02 from CSR (Save et al., 2016; Save, 2020) and RL06 v02 from JPL (Watkins

et al., 2015; Wiese et al., 2019). We chose to use the mascons solution instead of spherical

harmonics to avoid the land-ocean leakage issue (Jeon et al., 2021; Chambers et al., 2007).

The mascons include all mass changes in the Earth system, accounting for variations in

land hydrology and in the cryosphere, as well as solid Earth motions (Adhikari et al., 2019).

We do not, however, use the changes in the ocean, since we focus on land hydrology

and cryosphere variations. CSR and JPL mascons are provided on a 0.25 and 0.5 degree

grids, respectively, even though the native resolution of the GRACE/GRACE-FO data is

roughly 300km (i.e., 3-degree equal-area mascons). The native resolution of CSR mascons

are 1◦x1◦ equal-area grid and and 3◦x3◦ for JPL mascons. Since the native resolution of

GRACE observations of about 300 km at the equator (Tapley et al., 2004), the JPL mascons

have independent solutions at each mascon centres, with uncorrelated errors, while the

CSR mascons are not fully independent and are expected to contain spatially correlated

errors. Both mascons have been corrected for glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) with the

ICE6G-D model (Peltier et al., 2018), and for ocean and atmosphere dealiasing (AOD1B

’GAD’ fields). In addition, the JPL mascons use a Coastline Resolution Improvement (CRI)

filter to separate land/ocean mass within the mascon (Wiese et al., 2016). Only the JPL

mascons are provided with intrinsic uncertainty estimates (Wahr et al., 2006; Wiese et al.,

2016). Both mascons are given with a monthly frequency, ranging from April-2002 to

August-2020.

IMBIE ESTIMATES

For both ice sheets we use the products of IMBIE (Shepherd et al., 2018, 2020), which

combines several estimates (26 for GIS and 24 for AIS) of ice sheet mass balance derived

from satellite altimetry, satellite gravimetry and the input-output method. The monthly

datasets cover the period 1992-2017 and 1993-2018 for AIS and GIS, respectively. In

addition to the total ice sheet mass balance, the GIS dataset also distinguishes between

surface mass balance (GRE SMB) and dynamic ice discharge (GRE DYN). For the AIS, the

data is subdivided in the main 3 drainage regions: West Antarctica, East Antarctica and

the Antarctic Peninsula. The IMBIE estimates are provided with intrinsic uncertainty

estimates, reflecting the combination of several different datasets.
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UCI AIS AND GIS ESTIMATES

Using improved records of ice thickness, surface elevation, ice velocity and a surface mass

balance model (RACMOv2.3), Mouginot et al. (2019) and Rignot et al. (2019) present yearly

reconstructions of mass changes from the 1970s until 2017 and 2018 for the Greenland

and Antarctic ice sheets, respectively. These GRACE-independent reconstructions agree,

within uncertainties, with estimates from radar and laser altimetry and GRACE. The re-

constructions are provided as the mean for each drainage basin, based on ice velocity data

(18 basins for AIS (Rignot et al., 2011) and 6 for GIS (Mouginot and Rignot, 2019)).

WATERGAP HYDROLOGICAL MODEL

We use the integrated version of the WaterGAP global hydrological model (Doll et al., 2003)

v2.2d with a global glacier model (Marzeion et al., 2012), presented in Cáceres et al. (2020).

The hydrological model uses a homogeneized climate forcing from WFDEI (Weedon et al.,

2014), with the precipitation correction of GPCC (Schneider et al., 2015). The model is

provided on a 0.5 degree grid, covering all continental areas except for Antarctica. In order

to consistently treat both ice sheets (GIS and AIS), we remove Greenland from the model.

The WaterGAP model simulates human water use, daily water flows and water storage,

taking into account dams and reservoirs based on the GRanD database (Lehner et al.,

2011) and assuming that consumptive irrigation water use is 70% of the optimal level in

groundwater depletion areas. The glacier model computes mass changes for individual

glaciers around the world (based on the Randolph Glacier Inventory (Pfeffer et al., 2014),

including glaciers surface mass balance, glacier geometry, air temperature and several

others glacier-specific parameters and variables (Marzeion et al., 2012). The dataset is

provided at a monthly frequency, from 1948-2016.

PCR-GLOBWB HYDROLOGICAL MODEL

The second global hydrological model included in our analysis is the PCRaster Global

Water Balance 2 model (PCR- GLOBW, Sutanudjaja et al. (2018)), which fully integrates

different water uses, such as water demand, groundwater and surface water withdrawal,

water consumption, with the simulated hydrology. The model is forced with the W5E5

version 1 (Lange, 2019), covering the period 1979-2016. It provides monthly averages

of total water storage thickness with a 5 arcmin resolution. Dams and reservoirs from

the GRanD database (Lehner et al., 2011) are also included in the model. As this model

does not explicitly resolve glaciers nor includes ice sheets, we mask out all the glaciated

areas.
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ZEMP 2019 GLACIER DATA

We use the yearly glacier mass loss estimates from Zemp et al. (2019) over the period

1961 to 2016. This dataset combines the temporal variability from the glaciological data,

computed using a spatio-temporal variance decomposition, with the glacier-specific

values of the geodetic observations. Both glaciolocial and geodetic observations comes

from the World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS, 2022). This combined data is then

statistically extrapolated to the full glacier sample to assess regional mass changes, taking

into account regional rates of area change. This dataset provides regional mass changes

for the 19 regions of the Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI Consortium, 2017; Pfeffer et al.,

2014). As the IMBIE estimates already account for peripheral glaciers to the ice sheets, we

remove these from the Zemp dataset.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION: THE SEA-LEVEL BUDGET
Sea-level change (SLC) is one of the major challenges of the coming centuries for coastal

communities worldwide (Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). Global mean SLC has been rising at

a rate of 1.6 mmyr−1 since 1900, and 3.3 mmyr−1 since 1993 (Frederikse et al., 2020).

However, sea level does not change uniformly: it displays strong spatial and temporal

variations (Hamlington et al., 2020). Ocean dynamics, land ice mass changes and associ-

ated gravitational effects, vertical land movement and the inverse barometer effect are

some of the processes responsible for these regional differences (e.g., Stammer et al., 2013;

Slangen et al., 2017a). Understanding the regional variability of the processes driving

SLC is critical for for identifying missing or misrepresented contributions, constraining

sea-level projections, and to better prepare for the impacts of climate change.

The attribution of SLC to its different drivers is typically done using a sea-level budget

approach (Chambers et al., 2017; Cazenave et al., 2018). For 1993-2018, about one third

of the observed rate of global mean change can be attributed to thermal expansion of

the oceans, while the rest is due to the effect of water and ice mass exchanges between

land and ocean (Frederikse et al., 2020). Since the observed rate of SLC matches, within

uncertainties, with the sum of the contributions of the various sources, the global mean

sea-level budget for the period 1993-2018 is considered to be closed (Cazenave et al., 2018;

Frederikse et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Barnoud et al., 2021). However, locally attributing

the drivers of SLC for this same period still leads to large differences between the total

measured change and the sum of the contributions (e.g., Slangen et al., 2014; Royston et al.,

2020). This is partly due to the spatial resolution of the current observational systems of

the sea-level budget components and of the processes in question, which still limits the

closure of the budget on a local spatial scale, for instance on a 1 degree resolution (Royston

et al., 2020). Consequently, the regional sea-level budget has mainly been analysed on

a basin-wide scale (e.g., Purkey et al., 2014; Frederikse et al., 2018, 2020; Royston et al.,

2020) and has not been closed on sub-basin scales consistently for the entire world. The

sea-level budget has also been analysed for individual coastline stretches characterized

by coherent variability (Rietbroek et al., 2016; Frederikse et al., 2016, 2017b; Dangendorf

et al., 2021), and at individual tide gauges (Wang et al., 2021b).

The basin-scale sea-level features extracted by Thompson and Merrifield (2014) have

been frequently used in regional sea-level budget studies (Purkey et al., 2014; Frederikse

et al., 2018, 2020; Royston et al., 2020). Although these publications have made significant

advances in understanding the regional SLC, the basin scale is still too large to really

understand the causes of local variations. In this chapter, we argue that understanding
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the spatial structure of contemporary SLC is a key point to move towards a budget with

finer spatial resolution. By identifying smaller physically coherent regions, some of the

effects of small scale variability can be removed, allowing to close the budget at a sub-

basin scale. Machine learning techniques, such as complex and neural networks, can be

used to identify such spatial structures, determining the ideal resolution and regions of

common sea-level variability and change. While machine learning methods have widely

been used in oceanography (e.g., Richardson et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2006; Hernández-

Carrasco and Orfila, 2018; Sonnewald et al., 2019; Falasca et al., 2019, 2020; Novi et al.,

2021), only few examples analyzing sea surface height can be found (e.g., Liu et al., 2016;

MA et al., 2016; Sonnewald et al., 2018). Here, we apply two machine learning techniques

–self-organizing maps (SOM) and δ-MAPS– to extract coherent spatial features (domains)

in SLC observations.

In this study we use the extracted domains to analyse the sea-level budget on a sub-basin

scale during the satellite altimetry period (1993-2016), by using state-of-the-art estimates

of SLC and its components. We limit our analysis to 2016 because of the temporal span

of the hydrological models used to obtain the land water storage contribution to SLC.

Additionally, instrumental problems (e.g., in Argo salinity data and satellite drifts) have

raised questions about the performance and closure of the global mean sea-level budget

after 2016 (Chen et al., 2020; Barnoud et al., 2021; Cazenave and Moreira, 2022). We

hypothesize that by investigating the budget in covariant and physically coherent regions,

we can resolve the discrepancies (i.e., close the budget) that appear in an increased-

resolution sea-level budget (e.g., 1x1 degree).

4.2. DATA AND METHODS
In this section we introduce the datasets used for each of the different components of the

SLB (Section 4.2.1). We also describe the trend and budget analysis (Section 4.2.2) and

introduce the machine learning techniques used to extract coherent regions (domains) of

sea-level variability and change (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1. THE COMPONENTS OF THE REGIONAL SEA-LEVEL BUDGET

For the budget, we compare the total observed SLC ηtot al to the sum of the drivers of SLC

ηdr i ver s :

ηtot al =
∑

ηdr i ver s , (4.1)

where η stands for the rate of SLC.
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Total SLC (ηtot al ) can be measured by tide gauges and satellite altimeters. Satellite

altimeters measure geocentric or absolute change (ηg eo(sat )), that is, the sea surface

height in relation to the reference ellipsoid (Gregory et al., 2019). On the other hand,

tide gauges measure sea surface height in reference to a terrestrial landmark (ηr el (TG)),

registering the relative SLC. The latter is affected by vertical land motion (VLM) due

to, for instance, land subsidence and tectonics (Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2015), while

geocentric sea level can not differentiate if the change is either from the solid Earth or the

ocean. The relationship between geocentric and relative SLC is:

ηtot al = ηg eo(sat ) = ηr el (TG) +V LM . (4.2)

From hereon, when we use ηtot al , we are referring to the geocentric SLC derived from

satellite altimetry (Figure 4.1a). We use multi-mission gridded Level-4 data from 4 dis-

tribution centers: CMEMS (CMEMS, 2022), JPL MEaSUREs (Zlotnicki et al., 2019), SLcci

(SLcci, 2022) and CSIRO (CSIRO, 2022). All of these products use the same reference

ellipsoid model (GRS80/WGS), and have a monthly temporal resolution, except for JPL

MEaSUREs time series which provides sea surface height data every 5 days and was

averaged into monthly means. All data is regridded to a 1◦x1◦ map, selected within 66◦S

to 66◦N of latitude, and combined into an ensemble mean, to avoid systematic errors. We

apply a glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) correction to the altimetry data from ICE-6G

VM5a (Argus et al., 2014; Peltier et al., 2015), by removing the rate of change of the geoid

(i.e., Drad + Dsea) from the trends.

SLC expresses changes in the volume of the ocean. These can be caused by changes in

the ocean density, mass or area. Density-driven changes, known as steric SLC, are caused

by variations in the ocean temperature and salinity (Gill and Niller, 1973; MacIntosh et al.,

2017). All sea-level variations not driven by density changes are known as manometric

SLC (Gregory et al., 2019). Thus, Equation 4.1 can be rewritten to:

ηtot al =
∑

ηdr i ver s = ηSSL +ηM AN , (4.3)

where ηSSL and ηM AN refer to steric and manometric SLC, respectively.

For steric SLC (ηSSL , Figure 4.1c), we use the estimates of Camargo et al. (2020), which

are based on fifteen different ocean temperature and salinity datasets down to 2000m

depth, using Argo floats (Roemmich and Gilson, 2009; Gaillard et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017;

Lu et al., 2019), multiple in-situ observations (Ishii and Kimoto, 2009; Guinehut et al.,

2012; Cabanes et al., 2013; Good et al., 2013; Gaillard et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 2017; Cheng
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et al., 2019; Szekely et al., 2019) and ocean reanalyses (Blockley et al., 2014; Maclachlan

et al., 2015; Storto and Masina, 2016; Garric and Parent, 2017; Carton et al., 2018; Zuo

et al., 2019). We complement this data with the deep ocean steric estimate of Purkey et al.

(2019, updated from Purkey and Johnson (2010)).

Manometric SLC (ηM AN ), also referred to as the bottom pressure term (Gregory et al.,

2019), can be further divided into (i) ηGRD , the Gravitational, Rotational and viscoelastic

Deformation (GRD) response of the Earth to water and ice mass exchanges between

land and ocean, and (ii) ηDSL , the dynamic redistribution of ocean mass due to ocean

circulation, atmosphere and ocean bottom pressure changes as a result of the steric

change of the oceans (Landerer et al., 2007), following:

ηM AN = ηGRD +ηDSL . (4.4)

The GRD component (ηGRD , Figure 4.1d) reflects how the mass loss of continental ice

stored in glaciers and ice sheets and variations in land water storage affect sea level. The

GRD effect can be split between responses due to contemporary changes, and due to

the response of the Earth to the last ice age, known as post-glacial rebound or GIA. The

integrated response of the GRD effect over the oceans, i.e. the global mean, is known as

barystatic SLC (ηBSL , Gregory et al., 2019). For the GRD component, we use the estimates

from Camargo et al. (2022), which includes the geocentric sea level response to changes

on the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, glaciers and terrestrial water storage. These

are based on a suite of different estimates of land mass change, and computed solving

the sea-level equation following Farrell and Clark (1976) and Slangen et al. (2014).

The dynamic component (ηDSL , Figure 4.1e) refers to mass changes driven by bottom

pressure changes, that is, the redistribution of mass that was already in the oceans. Note

that, by our definition, the dynamic SLC (ηDSL) is part of the ocean dynamic change (∆ζ,

Gregory et al., 2019), the latter also including the effect of local steric anomalies (η′SSL).

That is, the dynamic term here is the residual of the sterodynamic SLC with the steric

contribution removed (Gregory et al., 2019). ηDSL is computed from the sea surface height

of five ocean reanalyses (Table 4.1), by first removing the time-varying global mean from

the sea surface height, and then by removing the local steric anomaly. This procedure

is done in each ocean reanalysis individually, and we then combine the five estimates

into an ensemble. We acknowledge that this method introduces some circularity to the

budget analysis: the reanalysis, used to obtain ηDSL , assimilates satellite sea surface

height, and in the budget analysis we compare this estimate with satellite sea surface
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height (ηtot al ). Compared with the ηDSL estimated from Gravity Recovery and Climate

Experiment Satellite (GRACE, Tapley et al., 2004), ηDSL sea-level trends from 2005-2015

agree on large scale patterns and magnitude of dynamic changes (Figure S4.1). Note that

our budget components do not incorporate GRACE mass changes over the oceans, hence

it is an independent estimate for validation. More detail on the estimation and validation

of ηDSL is given in Supplementary Information 4.6.1.

Finally, equation 4.3 can be rewritten as:

ηtot al = ηSSL +ηGRD +ηDSL , (4.5)

such that the total observed SLC (Figure 4.1a) can be compared with the sum of the

components (Figure 4.1b). The ensemble mean of each term of Equation 4.5, used

throughout this manuscript for the sea-level budget analysis, is shown in Figure 4.1, where

ηtot al is the geocentric SLC from satellite altimetry, corrected for the inverted barometer

and GIA (ηG I A) effects; ηSSL is the full-depth steric SLC; ηGRD is the contemporary ocean

mass redistribution due to the land-ocean mass exchange, already corrected for ηG I A

effects; and ηDSL is the mass redistribution due to purely ocean dynamics. A summary of

the budget components and datasets sources is given in Table 4.1. Note that all the used

datasets have been homogenised to a monthly temporal resolution and a 1◦x1◦ spatial

resolution.
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Figure 4.1: Regional sea-level trends for 1993-2016 ( mmyr−1) for (a) altimetry; (b) sum of sea-level components:
(c) full-depth steric, (d) GRD effect and (e) dynamic SLC. Black contour line indicates global mean SLC.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the sea-level budget components and data sources used in this manuscript.

Symbol Name Description Reference

ηtot al Observed Total sea-level change from

satellite altimetry

Ensemble of CMEMS (CMEMS, 2022), JPL MEaSUREs (Zlotnicki et al.,

2019), SLcci (SLcci, 2022) and CSIRO (CSIRO, 2022)change

ηSSL Steric Full depth density-driven sea-

level change due to ocean tem-

perature and salinity variations

Camargo et al. (2020) and Purkey and Johnson (2010)
expansion

ηGRD Mass Contemporary ocean mass re-

distribution due to the land-

ocean mass exchange

Camargo et al. (2022)

change

ηDSL Dynamic Mass redistribution due to

purely ocean dynamics
Ensemble of SODA (Carton et al., 2018), C-GLORS (Storto and Masina,

2016), GLORYS (Garric and Parent, 2017), FOAM-GloSea (Blockley

et al., 2014; Maclachlan et al., 2015) and ORAS (Zuo et al., 2019)

change
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4.2.2. COMPUTING TRENDS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Our sea-level budget includes the comparison of sea-level time series, trends and associ-

ated uncertainties. We assume that sea-level trends are the sum of a deterministic model

(including annual and semi-annual signals) and stochastic noise (temporal uncertainty).

We use the software Hector (Bos et al., 2013) to compute the trends and the associated

1-sigma uncertainty for each of the budget components. Following Bos et al. (2014b);

Royston et al. (2018); Camargo et al. (2020, 2022), we test 8 different noise-models to

describe the auto-correlation between the residuals of the regression. Using the Akaike

and Bayesian information criteria (Akaike, 1974; Schwarz, 1978), we select the best per-

forming noise-model at each grid cell. More information on the noise-model analysis

can be found in Camargo et al. (2020, 2022). For the GRD component, in addition to the

temporal uncertainties, we also consider the spatial, structural and intrinsic uncertainties

(Camargo et al., 2022). Note that, unlike for the identification of the domains (Section

4.2.3), the time series used to estimate trends and uncertainties include seasonality and

global mean trends.

We assume independence of the terms, and sum the trends linearly and uncertainties in

quadrature. For each sea-level domain we take the area-weighted spatial average of the

time series, trend and uncertainties. Performance of the sea-level budget is evaluated

by (i) the magnitude of the residual, (ii) the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r ) between

the altimetry time series and the budget components, and (iii) the normalized root mean

squared error (nRMSE, Peck et al., 2008). nRMSE measures the distance between the true

value, in this case altimetry, and the modeled value, in this case the sum of the budget

components. Contrary to r , nRMSE closer to 0 indicates better performance.

4.2.3. CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES

To answer our research questions, we must first identify regions with similar sea-level

variability. To do so, we use two different machine learning pattern detection algorithms,

one based on a neural network approach, Self-organizing Maps (SOM), and one based on

a deep network detection method, δ-MAPS. The methodological differences in these two

techniques lead to different patterns of SLC in terms of geographical location, region size,

and ocean coverage. Hence, by using both methods, we can (i) find prevailing sea-level

modes, (ii) compare the patterns and sea-level budget for the different methods and (iii)

balance out the advantages and disadvantages of using a single method. Both methods

are used to reduce the dimensionality of the data, transforming high-dimensional input

data into low-dimensional features (Liu et al., 2006; Falasca et al., 2020).
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For both clustering techniques we use 1◦x1◦ monthly satellite altimetry time-series

(CMEMS, 2022) from 1993-2019 as input. Note we use a longer time-series than the

ones for the budget analysis, as longer time-series can resolve better the temporal vari-

ability. However, additional tests (not shown) showed that the clustering is not strongly

affected by the extra 3 years of data. We pre-process the input data by removing the global

mean trend, seasonality and by applying a spatial Gaussian filter of 300km half-width to

remove small scale variability. Note that, after the domains identification, for the budget

analysis, global mean trend, seasonality and small scale variability are included in the

time series. Smaller seas, such as the Mediterranean, Baltic, Black and Caspian seas have

been removed from the data prior to the clustering.

SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS (SOM)

SOM (Kohonen, 1982) is a feature extraction and classification method based on an

unsupervised neural network (Liu et al., 2006), which was demonstrated to be more

powerful than conventional feature extraction methods (e.g., Liu and Weisberg, 2005).

The ability of SOM to extract patterns of sea level variability from satellite altimetry data

has been shown in previous works (e.g., Hardman-Mountford et al., 2003; Iskandar, 2009;

Liu et al., 2016; Weisberg and Liu, 2017; Nickerson et al., 2022). To analyse sea level data,

SOM can be applied either in the spatial domain, focusing on the characteristic spatial

patterns, or in the time domain, focusing on the characteristic time series (Liu et al., 2016).

The latter results in regionalizing the sea-level variability, and is pursued here to analyse

global sea level data.

We use the MatLab SOM toolbox (Vesanto et al., 2000), and follow Liu et al. (2006) and

Hernández-Carrasco and Orfila (2018) to choose the parameters. We apply the SOM

algorithm in the time domain in order to extract the spatial patterns, herein referred to as

domains, based on coherent temporal sea-level variability. Before initizaling the SOM,

the 3D input data (time,lat,lon) is concatenated to 2D (time, latxlon; Richardson et al.,

2003; Liu et al., 2016), and normalized to have unit variance. The network is initialized

linearly, based on the first two principal components of the time series, and trained in

a batch mode, that is, at each step of the training process, all input data vectors are

simultaneously used to update the network. Training is performed over 10 iterations,

which is necessary to stabilize and converge the network, while avoiding overfitting of

the SOM (Liu et al., 2006). We use the ‘Epanechnikov function’ (Epanechnikov, 1969) as

a neighborhood function, which returns the most accurate SOM patterns, a hexagonal

lattice, and a neighborhood radius (determining the radius of cells that are updated

during the training process) of 2 cells at the beginning, decreasing linearly to 1 during the
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training process. We tested different SOM parameters, and verified that this combination

gave the smallest quantification errors by computing the averaged Eulerian distance

between each data input vector and the best matching unit (BMU).

SOM domains do not need to be geographically contiguous, that is, different non-connected

regions can be assigned to a single domain. Initially, the strong sea-level variability of the

Equatorial Pacific Ocean dominated the clustering, hindering pattern identification in

the Atlantic Ocean (Supplementary Figure S4.8). To overcome this issue we perform the

clustering analysis on the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific Ocean basins separately. We select

a map size of 3x3 neurons (i.e., neural network nodes) in each basin, leading to a total

of 18 domains. Using different map sizes (e.g., Supplementary Figure S4.8) led to more

"patchy" results, hence we used map size of 3x3 neurons as a compromise between the

amount of detail and the interpretability of the domains.

δ-MAPS

δ-MAPS (Fountalis et al., 2018) is a complex network methodology which reduces the

spatiotemporal dimensionality of a field by identifying regions (domains) with similar

dynamics and their connectivity (Bracco et al., 2018; Falasca et al., 2020). Here we focus

only on the domains identification (dimensionality reduction) function of the δ-MAPS

method. δ-MAPS domains are spatially continuous (i.e., grid cells need to be physically

connected to the be clustered in the same domain) and are potentially overlapping regions

that have a highly correlated temporal activity (Falasca et al., 2019).

Formally, each input grid cell is associated with a time series, including the K nearest

neighbors, based on the haversine distance (angular distance between two points on a

sphere). The local homogeneity, defined as the average Pearson cross-correlation between

a grid cell and its K-neighbors, is computed and tested against a threshold value δ. If

the local homogeneity is greater than δ, with a statistical significance level of 0.1, then

the grid cell is considered a core, which then is expanded to identity domains (Fountalis

et al., 2018; Falasca et al., 2019; Novi et al., 2021). Each domain expands to adjacent

cells, as long as the local homogeneity continues to be higher than δ. To choose the

optimal neighborhood size K, we follow a heuristic approach, testing K values from 4 to

25 following Falasca et al. (2019). As in δ-MAPS not every grid point needs to belong to a

domain (in contrast to SOM), we then choose the K-value taking into account the amount

of unclustered cells (i.e., the one with most of the ocean belonging to domains). We also

use the normalized mutual information (NMI) matrix (Falasca et al., 2019) to identify the

K-value with high NMI for it and its neighboring K-values, meaning that the results are

less sensitive to the chosen K-value. These parameters led to the use of K = 5.
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4.3. IDENTIFYING DOMAINS OF SEA-LEVEL VARIABILITY
Both clustering methods successfully reduce the dimensionality of the input data, despite

the higher number of domains identified by δ-MAPS (Figure 4.2). SOM identified 18

coherent domains, with a domain area varying from 3.84 to 34.51 million km2, and an

average and total size of 17.61 and 316.90 million km2. δ-MAPS identified 92 coherent

domains, with a domain area varying from 0.03 to 24.15 million km2, with average and

total size of 2.53 and 242.01 million km2, respectively. Despite the methodological differ-

ences, we find that prominent sea-level features are clustered in a similar way by SOM and

δ-MAPS (Figure 4.2). Some of the patterns identified can be linked with known oceanic

patterns, as we will discuss below. However, we note that covariability does not imply

a common forcing, and that some patterns may be statistically separated or grouped

without a clear physical reason. It is also important to note that these clustering methods

do not account for auto-correlation in time, that is the time lag in the progression of a

signal across the ocean basin. Since we use monthly data, signals that propagate faster

than a month (typically barotropic) will be more clearly correlated in our clustering. On

the other hand, slower propagating signals, such as the first baroclinic mode, will lose

correlation in space and will not be represented in the identified domains.

The central Pacific domain, where the variability is dominated by El Niño Southern

Oscillation (ENSO) events, covers a similar region in both methods. The ’ENSO-tongue’,

starting from the coast of Peru and Ecuador and spreading west until the central Pacific,

is identified by both methods (SOM domain 12 (pink), δ-MAPS domain 45 (light green)).

The Western Tropical Pacific Ocean (WTPO), influenced by ENSO and the Pacific decadal

oscillation (PDO), is also identified as a single domain by both methods (SOM domain

16 (light green), δ-MAPS domain 89 (light brown)). The WTPO domain matches with

the region of significant spatial correlation between steric and coastal sea-level found by

(Dangendorf et al., 2021) for West Australia. In the SOM clustering, the WTPO domain

incorporates the Leeuwin Current (Western Australia, Pattiaratchi and Siji, 2020) in the

Indian Ocean, which is affected by waves travelling through the Tropical Australasian Seas

(Feng et al., 2004). While this connection is not captured by δ-MAPS, the coherence along

the western coast of Australia is featured in a single domain (δ-MAPS domain 92, light

pink).

The Kuroshio Extension region is also identified in both methods (SOM domain 10

(brown), δ-MAPS domain 88 (brown)), reflecting how strong boundary currents influence

the sea-level variability. Another example is the North Atlantic, which has similar cluster-

ing in both methods, especially in the domain south of Greenland (SOM domain 9 (light
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purple), δ-MAPS domain 33 (purple)), which is marked by decadal-scale SLC reflecting

the strength and shape of the wind-driven Subpolar Gyre and the Atlantic Meridional

Overturning Circulation (Chafik et al., 2019). Within these domains, density anomalies are

known to flow southward from the Labrador Sea into the Subpolar Gyre through coastally

trapped waves (Dangendorf et al., 2021).

Another region identified in both methods is the Northwestern European Shelf (SOM

domain 8 (purple), δ-MAPS domain 66 (grey)), which is part of a domain that extends

along the whole western European coast, continuing down to the Canary islands and well

into the Atlantic. This connection could be related to the hypothesis that coastally trapped

waves and longshore winds cause a coherent region of sea-level variability from around

the latitude of the Canary Islands up to the Norwegian Sea (Calafat et al., 2012; Chafik et al.,

2019; Hughes et al., 2019; Hermans et al., 2020; Dangendorf et al., 2021). These features

are in a separate δ-MAPS domain (53, green) than the Northwestern European Shelf. It

is important to note that coherent features smaller than 300km are not captured in the

domains because of the spatial filtering applied before the clustering analysis.

As SOM domains do not need to be contiguous, possible pseudo-teleconnections between

different ocean regions (within the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific Ocean basins) come out

of the analysis. For example, areas adjacent to the ’ENSO-tongue’ domain, both north

and south, are clustered together in domain 18 (light blue) or in domain 15 (moss green),

indicating how the ENSO signal is propagated through the Pacific, possibly through

coastally trapped waves (Hughes et al., 2019) in the coastal domains (15), or via atmo-

spheric teleconnections. However, not every region classified into the same SOM domain

results from a clear connection. For example, SOM domain 17 (blue) groups the ocean

adjacent to South Africa, the region below the Kuroshio Extension (offshore of Taiwan)

and a region south of Australia and New Zealand. Another example is SOM domain 7

(salmon-pink), which implies a connection between the Atlantic Caribbean Sea and the

west part of the South Atlantic Gyre (capturing parts of the Brazil Current). These regions

have been classified together because they have a similar behaviour in terms of sea-level

variability, but probably different forcing. Further investigation, with ocean currents,

ocean-atmospheric oscillations and ocean waves, is necessary to explore and quantify

the physical connection behind these patterns.

Unlike SOM, every δ-MAPS domain is assigned a unique number and not every pixel

needs to be clustered (Figure 4.2a, white regions). Consequently, this method yields a

larger number of domains with smaller size, while avoiding pseudo-teleconnections. The

dominant sea-level modes are clear on δ-MAPS clustering, reflecting the influence, for
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example, of ENSO and western boundary currents on sea level. For example, the entire

Caribbean (domain 87 (brown)) and Gulf of Mexico (domain 82 (red)) is in a single domain,

highlighting the similarity in that region. The same goes for the Equatorial Atlantic (do-

main 86 (light purple)), the ENSO region (domains 45, 89 and 62 (light green, light brown

and light brown, respectively)), and the Kuroshio current (domain 88 (brown)).

Figure 4.2: Domains of coherent sea-level variability. (a): δ-MAPS method (92 domains); (b): Self-organizing
Maps (SOM) method (18 domains). Numbers indicate the domain code, domain names are given through the
main text and in Supplementary Table S4.1. δ-MAPS domains with codes in magenta indicate selected domains
for Figure 4.4. For visibility, small domains have not been labeled. Given the large number of domains, δ-MAPS
has a repeating color pallet, but since δ-MAPS domains need to be continuous, repeated colors do not indicate
the same domain. White regions in δ-MAPS indicate incoherent regions, which were not incorporated in any
domain.

As shown in Royston et al. (2020), the components of the sea-level budget have a similar

spectral power to the total observed sea surface height of altimetry between wavelengths
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of approximately 3,000 and 10,000 km. The clustering techniques applied here not only

reduce the dimensionality of the data, but also average out sea-level variability in regions

of coherent variability, being ideal for a regional budget analysis (next section).

4.4. THE REGIONAL SEA-LEVEL BUDGET ON DIFFERENT SPA-

TIAL SCALES

4.4.1. SEA-LEVEL TREND BUDGET CLOSURE

We investigate the trends of the sea-level budget on different spatial scales, from a finer

(1x1 degree) to coarser scale (δ-MAPS and SOM domains; Figure 4.3). The residuals (i.e.,

the difference between the total SLC and the sum of the components) decrease towards

a coarser spatial scale: for 1 degree, they range from −8.2 to 21.1 mmyr−1, while for

δ-MAPS they range from −1.2 to 3.8 mmyr−1, and for SOM from 0.1 to 0.7 mmyr−1. This

shows an improvement of the budget closure (i.e., total and sum of components agree

within uncertainties) by using the pattern detection algorithms: the budget closes in all 18

SOM domains (100% of SOM ocean area), in 70 out of 92 of the δ-MAPS domains (94% of

δ-MAPS ocean area (229.9 million km2)) and in 72% of the grid cells in the 1 degree budget

(75% of the ocean area) (Figure 4.3). There is a clear relation between spatial scale of the

region considered for the trend, and the residuals of the budget (see also Figure S4.6).

The good closure in the 1 degree budget is likely an artefact of the large uncertainties of

the observations, which on a local scale can be up to 18.9 mmyr−1 (see Supplementary

Figure S4.3). This is in line with Royston et al. (2020), who found that local biases of

steric estimates together with the resolution limitation of GRACE observations over the

oceans hinder the budget closure at 1 degree resolution. When the regional domains

based on SOM and δ-MAPS are considered, the uncertainties show a fivefold reduction

compared to the 1 degree resolution, reaching up to 3.6 mmyr−1 and an average value of

1.6 mmyr−1 (Supplementary Figure S4.3), while the budget still closes.

Consequently, there is a better match between the total observed rate of SLC with the sum

of the components for the clustered regions (scatter points in Figure 4.3, right column),

with a reduction in the spread of the scatter points and moving closer to the 1:1 line (black

dashed line) for the coarser resolutions. The dashed pink lines in Figure 4.3 indicate the

half-width of the 95% confidence interval of the uncertainty of the residuals, showing a

slightly larger width for 1 degree, and a smaller one for SOM and δ-MAPS. Even when

the components uncertainties (grey error bars) are considered, the scattered values are

mostly within the width of the 95% confidence interval for the SOM domains, confirming

the improvement of the budget for this case. There is a strong linear correlation between
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the total and the sum of the drivers, with Pearson’s r varying from 0.81 for the 1 degree

budget and δ-MAPS to 0.98 for SOM. The RMSE also decreases for the coarser scales, from

1.01 mmyr−1 for the 1 degree budget to 0.47 mmyr−1 for the SOM domains.

The altimetry trends are generally larger than the sum of the SLC drivers, as indicated

by the positive residuals and scatter points above the 1:1 line on Figure 4.3. This is true

for more than half of the δ-MAPS domains and for all SOM domains except one: SOM

domain 9 (South of Greenland) is marked by a negative residual, that is, the sum of the

drivers is larger than the observed altimetry trend. Several δ-MAPS domains, such as

Southwest of Australia (domains 92 and 67), Southeast Pacific (domains 37 and 54), Gulf

Current (domain 82) and Brazil-Malvinas confluence zone (domains 80 and 69), also have

a negative residual. This might indicate a larger temporal variability or regime shifts in

this region, or might be due to the ocean dynamics contribution, such as the effect of the

Subpolar Gyre around the south of Greenland (Chafik et al., 2019), as we will see in the

next section (Section 4.4.2).

4.4.2. EXPLAINING THE SEA-LEVEL BUDGET CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we investigate which components dominate the trend and temporal

variability in each of the different domains. For comparison and discussion purposes, we

choose 18 δ-MAPS domains (magenta numbers, Figure 4.2b) located close to the 18 SOM

domains. Trends for all δ-MAPS domains are available online as an interactive map (see

caption Figure 4.4).

As shown previously, we find a good match of total observed SLC and the sum of com-

ponents (Figure 4.4a,b, green stars and purple triangles, respectively) for all SOM and

δ-MAPS domains. The largest budget uncertainties, considering both altimetry and the

sum of components, is seen in the WTPO domain (SOM 16, δ-MAPS 89). These uncer-

tainties may be related to: (i) poor performance of standard altimetry products in these

shallow regions; (ii) poor Argo float coverage in the region (Kleinherenbrink et al., 2017),

influencing both the steric and dynamic components; and (iii) large internal variability

due to ENSO events in this region, which may contribute to large temporal uncertainties

in the steric and altimetry components (Kleinherenbrink et al., 2017; Wagner and Böning,

2021). This region is also within the Indian-south Pacific basin (Thompson and Merrifield,

2014), which was the only basin in which the regional budget from 2005-2015 could not

be closed (Royston et al., 2020).

The GRD component (Figure 4.4, blue) has a relatively comparable contribution to all

regions, contributing about 1.5 mmyr−1 of sea-level rise. The dynamic and steric com-
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Figure 4.3: Sea-level budget residuals (maps(a,c,e)) and comparison between total sea-level change (y-axis) and
sum of components (x-axis) (scatter plots (b,d,f)) for 1 degree (a,b), δ-MAPS domains (c,d) and SOM domains
(e,f). Gray lines indicate the uncertainties (1-sigma) of the components. In the scatter plots every point indicates
one region (grid in case of 1degree), pink dashed lines indicate the half-width of the 95% confidence interval of
the residuals uncertainty, grey error bars indicate the component uncertainty. ** indicates that coefficient is
statistically significant (p-value <0.01).
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ponents, however, show a strong regionally varying contribution (Figure 4.4, red and

yellow, respectively). For example, for SOM (δ-MAPS) domains 10 (88), 13 (92), 14 (67)

and 16 (89), more than 50% of the total trend is due to steric variations. On the other

hand, for SOM domains 1 and 18 and δ-MAPS domains 39, 45 and 62, the steric trend

explains less than 20%. The dynamic component shows a small contribution for most

of SOM domains, and in some domains even a negative trend (e.g., SOM domain 11, 12

and 14). An exception is the Gulf Stream domain (SOM 1, δ-MAPS 82), where almost

half of the total trend is explained by the dynamic component. This dominance of the

dynamic component reflects the influence of the strong western boundary current on sea

level in this region. The south of Greenland domain (SOM 9, δ-MAPS 33) also includes

a relatively large dynamic contribution, with a trend of 0.49±0.21 mmyr−1, reflecting

the influence of the Subpolar Gyre in this region. The dynamic component also has a

significant contribution to other δ-MAPS domains, such as domains 24, 69, 39, 66 and 67.

Domain 67, located southwest of Australia, shows a large negative dynamic trend, which

can be related to the influence of the West Australian Current.

Regarding the temporal evolution (Figure 4.4c,d and Supplementary Figure S4.5), both

SOM (solid lines) and δ-MAPS (dashed lines) time series show a similar behaviour. The

steric component dominates the temporal sea-level variability, with a good match to the

altimetry. The time series of ’ENSO-tongue’ domain (SOM 12 and δ-MAPS 45, Figure 4.4d)

shows the clear response of sea level to ENSO, with peaks coinciding with strong ENSO

events, such as the El Niño of 1997 and 2015 (Webb and Magi, 2022). The prominent

contribution of the dynamic component to the total trend in the Gulf Stream domain

(SOM 1 and δ-MAPS 82) is not reflected in the time series (Figure 4.4c). Hence, while the

dynamic component has a significant impact on the overall change, it does not contribute

to the seasonal to interannual sea-level variability. This is true for all other domains

(Supplementary Figure S4.5), except for SOM (δ-MAPS) domain 2 (24) and 18 (85), where

we find a better match between the dynamic and altimetry time series.
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Figure 4.4: Sea-level budget trends ( mmyr−1) for (a) SOM and (b) δ-MAPS domains, and (c,d) time series for two
example domains, where solid and dashed lines indicate SOM and δ-MAPS time series, respectively. Location
of each domain is shown in Figure 4.2 (domain numbers in magenta for δ-MAPS). For comparison δ-MAPS
domains are matched to the SOM domains, for example SOM domain 12 to δ-MAPS domain 45. Bar plot for all
other δ-MAPS domains can be found in Supplementary Figure S4.4. Error bars indicate the 1-sigma uncertainty
of the trend. Time series for all SOM domains and for the 18 δ-MAPS domains in (b) are shown in Supplementary
Figure S4.5. An interactive budget map is available at https://carocamargo.github.io/resources/regional-SLB-
domains/ for both SOM and δ-MAPS.
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4.4.3. SEA-LEVEL BUDGET PERFORMANCE

Here, we investigate the closure of the budget considering (i) the components included in

the budget, (ii) the size of the domains and the clustering method, and (iii) the datasets

used for each component. To illustrate the performance of the budget considering the

domains used and the components included in the budget, we show how the Pearson’s

correlation coefficient (r ) and the normalized root mean squared error (nRMSE) change

when these factors vary (Figure 4.5). This analysis firstly shows that the budget closure

improves when more components are included in the budget. While we get a poorer

performance when only considering the dynamic or the GRD component, the budget

with only steric already performs relatively well. The improved correlation and lower

RMSE with the steric component is not surprising; the seasonal cycle is predominantly

steric. The budget performance is enhanced by the addition of the dynamic and GRD

components, shown by the narrowing of the box-and-whiskers plot.

Figure 4.5 also shows an improvement of the budget closure for δ-MAPS and SOM do-

mains, in relation to the 1 degree resolution, regardless of the budget combination. There

are two possible reasons why a coarser spatial resolution leads to decreasing uncertainties

and a better budget closure: (i) the spatial scale of the process itself, as changes in long-

term sea level typically occur on a coarser resolution than 1 degree; and/or (ii) there is a

mismatch in the exact location between the sum of the components and altimetry obser-

vations on a finer spatial scale, resulting from the limited resolution of the observations,

compared to a coarser scale when such mismatches are partially averaged out. Addi-

tionally, the averaging of more samples leads to a smaller standard error. However, the

measurement errors between altimetry and the sum of components will only compensate

each other if they are uncorrelated in the spatial scale being analysed. The relationship

between the spatial scale of the domains and the performance of the budget is further

confirmed in Figure S4.6, which shows how the residual of the budget decreases when

larger regions are considered. Note however, that simply upscaling the resolution of the

observations – i.e, considering 2x2 or 5x5 degrees blocks – does not have the same effect

on budget performance as the domains derived by machine learning (Figure S4.7): there

is demonstrated added value of considering regions that are physically coherent, rather

than artificial blocks, for the budget analysis. That is, spatially averaging over areas of

similar variability reduces the unexplained variance of the observations.
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Figure 4.5: The effect on budget closure for different component combinations and spatial resolutions. (a)
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r ) and (b) normalized root mean squared error (nRMSE), in mmyr−1, between
total sea-level (altimetry) and the different components included in the budget (x-axis), for the different spatial
resolutions (1 degree in green, δ-MAPS in red and SOM in blue). Boxes represent the quartiles of the distribution,
extending from the lower to upper quartile values of the data, with a line at the median, while the whiskers (not
error bars) show the full distribution.
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When it comes to the datasets of the different SLC drivers, sea-level budget studies often

use the ensemble mean of several datasets for each component (e.g., Cazenave et al.,

2018), or they compute a range of budget combinations, by varying the dataset for each

component, to find the combination that returns the best budget closure (e.g., Gregory

et al., 2013). The latter approach can result in a budget closure for the wrong reasons

(Royston et al., 2020). On the other hand, while the ensemble mean approach may reduce

the systematic biases of using individual datasets (Storto et al., 2017), it may also hinder

the real variability of the process being analysed (Rougier, 2016). Alternatively, the budget

can be analysed with the datasets closest to the ensemble means, according to the RMSE

analysis, which retains the true variability of an individual dataset (Rougier, 2016; Royston

et al., 2020).

All the results presented so far were computed using the ensemble means for each compo-

nent, considering 15 steric, 5 dynamic, 4 barystatic and 4 altimetry datasets. Considering

all single datasets plus the ensemble of each component we can obtain 2400 possible

budget combinations (16x6x5x5). To illustrate the dependence of the budget closure on

the dataset used, we now also discuss the residuals of each SOM domain considering

all 2400 possible dataset combinations (Figure 4.6). The residual value shows a large

spread for the different budget combinations, ranging from about −2 to 2 mmyr−1, and

33% of the combinations would result in non-closure of the budget (i.e., the sum of the

components does not match with the altimetry values, indicated in red).

The residuals of the ensemble combinations (used throughout this study, and indicated by

the blue filled squares in Figure 4.6) are comparable with the residuals of the combinations

using the datasets with the smallest RMSE to the ensemble mean (indicated with purple

filled triangles in Figure 4.6). With the exception of the domains 14 and 16, we see that

the ensemble and the RMSE combination have a similar residual value. This indicates

that the closure of the budget is not an artefact of the dataset choice.
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Figure 4.6: Budget residuals ( mmyr−1) for all possible datasets combinations for every SOM domain (separated
by vertical dashed lines). The ensemble mean combination (used for the main analysis) is indicated with
squares. The RMSE combination, that is, the budget combination using for each component the individual
dataset with smallest RMSE in relation to the ensemble mean, is indicated with triangles.

4.5. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
Sea-level budget assessments are important tools for understanding the processes driving

SLC, for detecting temporal changes in sea-level and its components, for identifying

missing contributions to the budget, and for validating and constraining climate models

used in sea-level projections (Cazenave and Moreira, 2022). In particular, understanding

the processes on a finer spatial scale is essential for local sea-level projections and coastal

management planning. In this study, we investigated the regional sea-level budget for

1993-2016 on a global scale.

Regional sea-level budget closure tends to be difficult due to the complex physical pro-

cesses acting on different spatial scales. To overcome this spatial resolution issue, we

applied a neural network approach, SOM, and a deep-network detection method, δ-

MAPS, to identify domains of coherent sea-level variability (Figure 4.2). Note however,

that the coherent patterns will depend on whether total sea surface height or the indi-

vidual components (steric, dynamic, GRD) are considered. Hence, depending on the

purpose of the study, it is important to first remove the unwanted components from total
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sea surface height and then perform the clustering. The identified patterns reflect, among

others, the influence of natural internal climate modes (Han et al., 2017), such as ENSO,

PDO and North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). This indicates the potential of using machine

learning and pattern detection algorithms, such as SOM and δ-MAPS, to isolate the effects

of natural climate modes from anthropogenic forcing on SLC. The domains also suggest

how sea-level variability may be transferred between ocean regions. For example, the

Northwestern European Shelf SOM domain extends south down to the Strait of Gilbratar,

possibly reflecting how coastally trapped waves propagate sea-level variability into the

North Sea (Calafat et al., 2013; Dangendorf et al., 2014; Hughes et al., 2019; Hermans et al.,

2020; Dangendorf et al., 2021). Additionally, highly energetic ocean regions, such as the

Kuroshio current, the Gulf Stream and the Malvinas confluence zone, are also extracted

as single features, matching the spectrum of sea-level variability in those zones (Hughes

and Williams, 2010).

Compared with the basin regions of Thompson and Merrifield (2014), we have identified

more and smaller domains, especially in the Southern Hemisphere. This means our

domains can provide an additional level of spatial detail compared to ocean basins,

while remaining large enough to provide a consistently closing regional sea-level budget.

Using the domains identified with SOM and δ-MAPS, we presented a regional sea-level

budget assessment on an average scale of about 5 ·106km2, with the largest regions about

30 ·106km2. The performance of the budget improves from finer (1 degree resolution) to

coarser scale (SOM domains), with a residual spread of 0.6 mmyr−1 for SOM compared to

29.2 mmyr−1 for 1 degree resolution. We also showed that the budget closes better when

all components (steric, dynamic and GRD) are included, highlighting the importance of

including the deep steric and dynamic contributions to regional SLC. Despite the large

uncertainties at a regional scale (compared to the global mean) (Royston et al., 2020), we

were able to identify dominant drivers in most domains. The δ-MAPS regions where the

budget cannot be closed highlight processes that are affecting sea level but are not well

captured by the observations, such as the influence of western boundary currents and

dynamic processes (e.g., the Malvinas Confluence zone). They may also be related to the

quality of global datasets in continental shelves and close to the coast, or to instrumental

noise.

The GRD component has a relatively homogeneous contribution, independent of the

domain, in agreement with Frederikse et al. (2020). The steric contribution dominates

the seasonal and interannual variability, and results in the prevailing sea-level trend in

most domains, especially for domains in the southern hemisphere and equatorial regions.
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The dynamic component is important in some regions, particularly in the Gulf Stream

domain. The domains where the dynamic component plays an important role coincide

with the coastal polygons of Rietbroek et al. (2016) where a large part of the budget could

not be explained solely by the sum of steric and land-ocean mass exchange. Hence, our

analysis sheds light on the unexplained variance of previous sea-level budget studies.

Note that the sea-level analysis in coastal regions is more challenging (Dangendorf et al.,

2021), since some of the dominant coastal ocean dynamics are not properly represented

in the global datasets (Liu and Weisberg, 2007).

Here we showed that pattern detection techniques based on machine learning, such as

SOM and δ-MAPS, are powerful approaches for identifying and understanding features of

global SLC and variability. The domains identified in this research highlight that different

ocean regions are interconnected, revealing how large-scale circulation controls regional

sea level. These domains are not only a good starting point for a regional sea-level budget

analysis, but also have the potential to separate natural and anthropogenic forcings of

SLC in a detection and attribution approach, building on previous work (e.g., Marcos

and Amores, 2014; Slangen et al., 2014, 2016). Future work may include multiple linear

regressions with climate modes to explore this potential. Additionally, these domains can

also be used for coastal sea-level reconstructions (e.g., as Dangendorf et al. (2021)) and

for pattern scaling in sea-level projections (Bilbao et al., 2015).
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4.6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

4.6.1. DYNAMIC SEA-LEVEL CHANGE ESTIMATION AND VALIDATION

The dynamic redistribution of mass due to ocean circulation and atmospheric redistri-

bution effects is known as dynamic SLC (ηDSL Landerer et al., 2007; Gregory et al., 2019).

ηDSL refers to mass changes driven by bottom pressure changes, that is, the redistribution

of mass that was already in the oceans, and includes mass exchange at any point by

mass redistribution, by wind stress and by non-linear interaction due to density changes.

Note that, by our definition, the dynamic SLC (ηDSL) is part of the ocean dynamic SLC

(∆ζ, Gregory et al., 2019), the latter also including the effect of local steric anomalies

(η′SSL). When the ocean dynamic component (∆ζ) is considered together with the global

mean steric SLC (ηSSL), then it is known as sterodynamic SLC (ηSDSL , Gregory et al., 2019;

Dangendorf et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021b). By decomposing the steric component in a

global mean (denoted with the overline bar) and local anomaly component (denoted by

the prime symbol), we can write the sterodynamic equation as:

ηSDSL =∆ζ+ηSSL = ηDSL +η′SSL +ηSSL (4.6)

To obtain ∆ζ, we use the sea surface height of 5 ocean reanalysis datasets (SODA (Carton

et al., 2018), C-GLORS (Storto and Masina, 2016), GLORYS (Garric and Parent, 2017),

FOAM-GloSea (Blockley et al., 2014; Maclachlan et al., 2015) and ORAS (Zuo et al., 2019)).

As ocean reanalyses are mass conserving (Griffies and Greatbatch, 2012), the sea surface

height of a reanalysis does not include the GRD component, but it does include the

steric effect. We acknowledge that this method introduces some circularity to the budget

analysis: the reanalysis, used to obtain ηDSL , assimilates satellite sea surface height,

and in the budget analysis we compare this estimate with satellite sea surface height

(ηtot al ). Following Wang et al. (2021b) we compute ocean dynamic SLC by removing the

time-varying global mean from the reanalysis’ sea surface height:

∆ζ= ηr ea −ηr ea . (4.7)

Since we are interested purely in the dynamic part of ∆ζ, that is, the dynamic SLC (ηDSL),

we must remove the steric local anomaly (η′SSL) as:

ηDSL =∆ζ−η′SSL =∆ζ− (ηSSL −ηSSL), (4.8)

where the steric estimate has been computed with the ocean temperature and salinity
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of the respective reanalysis. We then compute the ensemble mean of the 5 dynamic

estimates.

To validate our estimate of ηDSL , we compare it with ηDSL estimated from the Gravity

Recovery and Climate Experiment Satellite (GRACE, Tapley et al., 2004). GRACE measures

total mass changes, which can be used to derive estimates of manometric SLC over the

oceans, that is the change in response to both the dynamic ocean mass redistribution

(ηDSL) and to mass redistribution due to the land-ocean mass exchange (ηGRD ) (Cham-

bers et al., 2004; Royston et al., 2020). We use GRACE mass concentrations (mascons)

products over the oceans from two different processing centres: RL06 from the Center for

Spatial Research (CSR, Save et al., 2016; Save, 2020) and RL06 v02 from the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL, Watkins et al., 2015; Wiese et al., 2019). In order to obtain the ηDSL , we

then remove the GRD patterns obtained for the same datasets by Camargo et al. (2022).

Note that we use GRACE dynamic SLC for validation purposes, but not in our budget

analysis, as this dataset only starts in 2002.

Qualitatively, ηDSL obtained from GRACE (Figure S4.1a) and from ocean reanalysis (Figure

S4.1b) agree on large scale patterns and magnitude of dynamic changes, despite local

differences (Figure S4.1c). The main differences are in the region surrounding Indonesia

and Japan, related to the signature of the 2004 Sumatra (Indonesia) and 2011 Tokohu

(Japan) mega-thrust earthquakes (Chen et al., 2007; Ghobadi-Far et al., 2020) on GRACE

observations. To a lesser extent, we also see the effect of the 2010 Maule (Chile) earthquake

and tsunami (Ghobadi-Far et al., 2020). Another strong divergence is seen in the South

Atlantic, where the positive trends of GRACE are not represented in the reanalysis, possibly

suggesting that a source of dynamic SLC is not well parameterized in the reanalysis.

Alternatively, this divergence might also be an artefact of the GRACE spherical harmonic

solutions and low-degree corrections.
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Figure S4.1: Dynamic SLC (ηDSL ) estimated from (a) GRACE (average of JPL and CSR mascons), (b) ensemble
of ocean reanalysis, (c) difference between GRACE and reanalysis.
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4.6.2. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES AND TABLES

Figure S4.2: Uncertainties of the regional sea-level trends (Figure 1) for 1993-2016 ( mmyr−1) for (a) altimetry;
(b) sum of sea-level components: (c) full-depth steric, (d) GRD effect and (f) dynamic sea-level change. Black
contour line indicates global mean sea-level change.
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Figure S4.3: Distribution histograms of the altimetry (left column, green blocks), sum of the components (left
column, purple blocks) and residuals trend (right column, gray) and uncertainty (right columns, pink), for
the 1x1 degree budget (top row), δ-MAPS domains (middle) and SOM domains (bottom). The dashed pink
lines indicate the 95% confidence interval of the residuals uncertainty, with the interval width reported in the
subplots titles, and was used as a reference for the residuals scatters in Figure 3
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Figure S4.4: Extension of Figure 4.4, showing the trend contribution for each δ-MAPS domains. An interactive
budget map is available at https://carocamargo.github.io/resources/regional-SLB-domains/
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Figure S4.5: Extension of Figure 4.4, showing the time series for each of the SOM domains and corresponding
δ-MAPS domains.
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Table S4.1: Names of SOM and δ-MAPS domains

SOM δ-MAPS Domain name
1 82 Gulf Stream
2 24 Southeast Atlantic
3 69 Malvinas Current
4 39 Central North Atlantic Gyre
5 34 East Africa Atlantic coast
6 75 East Equatorial Atlantic
7 63 Brazil Current
8 66 Northwest European Shelf
9 33 South of Greenland

10 88 Kuroshio Extension
11 90 Northwest Indian Ocean
12 45 ENSO-tongue’
13 92 Southwest Autralia, Freemantle region
14 67 Southeast Indian Ocean
15 62 Southwest Tropical Indian Ocean
16 89 West Tropical Pacific Ocean, Australiasian Seas
17 77 Agulhas Current
18 85 Central North Pacific Ocean

Figure S4.6: Scatter plot of the budget residuals (i.e., altimetry minus sum of components) against the area of
each domain for δ-maps (red) and SOM (blue). Stars and circles indicate domains in which the sea-level budget
is open and closed, respectively. As the domain area increases, the residuals converge towards 0. Not only all the
SOM residuals are within ±1 mmyr−1, but also 74.2% of the δ-MAPS domains.
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Figure S4.7: Same as Figure 4.5, but including sea-level budget considering blocks of 2x2 and 5x5 degrees. There
is no clear improvement from the 1x1 degree budget to the 2x2 and 5x5, showing the added value of using the
δ-MAPS and SOM domains.
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Figure S4.8: SOM domains for a neural map of (a) 4x4 (a) and of (b) 9x9, using the entire ocean as input for
the clustering. Note that, even with a larger neural map, the SOM patterns are still different than the δ-MAPS
domains (Figure 2), proving that the difference between the extracted patterns are not just a function of the
number of SOM neurons, but due to differences between the two methods. It does, however, leads to fewer
regions that are geographically distant being clustered in the same domain.





5
CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES

This thesis revolves around the regional drivers of sea-level change, and how they come

together in the sea-level budget. In this final chapter, I revisit the questions posed in

Chapter 1, highlighting the main findings of this thesis. I then discuss a list of recommen-

dations of how the findings of this thesis can be applied in further research. I end this

chapter with a reflection on the importance of communicating uncertainties in sea-level

science and a perspective on how sea-level change studies can benefit from future satellite

missions.

5.1. MAIN FINDINGS
The overarching question in this thesis is: "Can we close the regional sea-level budget

in the satellite altimetry era on a sub-basin scale consistently for the entire world?" In

order to answer this question, a suite of other research questions (RQ) had to be answered

beforehand. I first focused on the drivers of regional sea-level change (RQ 1 and 2), and

then on the regional sea-level budget itself (RQ 3 and 4). I now address these questions,

synthesizing the main findings of this thesis. Note that all questions regard sea-level

change in the satellite altimetry era, that is, since 1993.

139
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RQ 1. How much have density variations contributed to sea-level change? (Chpt. 2)

In Chapter 2, I explored how the value of the steric (i.e., density-driven) sea-level change

varies depending on the dataset and the noise model used to compute the rate of change.

The noise model is related to the choice of how to represent the temporal correlation

of the observations. That is, in a monthly time series, one month is not independent of

the next. This dependence between observations can be described using different noise

models, and influences mainly the value of the uncertainty of the trend.

On the other hand, the dataset choice influences mainly the value of the trend. In chapter

2, I showed that the best way to remove the influence of the dataset choice is to use an

ensemble of datasets. By combining fifteen different ocean temperature and salinity

datasets, most of the individual dataset dependence is removed from the ensemble mean

trend. By varying both the datasets and the noise models, the global mean steric sea-level

trend varied from 0.69 to 2.40 mmyr−1, with uncertainty values ranging from 0.02 to 1.56

mmyr−1, for the period of 1993–2017. Regionally, however, trend values can vary up to

30 mmyr−1, with uncertainties ranging up to 10 mmyr−1. These results show that both

regional and global mean steric sea-level trends can vary significantly as a result of

different datasets and methods used.

For the global mean steric contribution the best noise model is an autoregressive of order

1 (AR(1)), while regionally, a combination of different noise models is the best descriptor

of the steric sea-level change and its uncertainty. Using the ensemble mean and the

AR(1) noise model, global mean steric sea-level changed with a rate of 1.36±0.10 mmyr−1

for 1993–2017 and of 1.08± 0.07 mmyr−1 for 2005–2015. Regionally, the steric trends

are dominated by short-time-scale dynamics, such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation

(ENSO), and by the strong signal trends of the western boundary currents. For example, in

the region of the Gulf Stream Current, steric trends reach about 7 mmyr−1 for the period

2005-2015. The regional preference of the noise models displays a spatially coherent

pattern based on the temporal and spatial variability of ocean processes. For instance,

highly dynamic regions are better explained by more complex noise models. These

findings show that the noise models should always be carefully chosen for each region, so

that the rate of change is accurately estimated.

RQ 2. How much have mass variations contributed to sea-level change? (Chpt. 3)

Mass variations such as melting of continental ice from glaciers and ice sheets, and varia-

tions in land water storage cause sea-level change. In Chapter 3, I looked into this process,

known as mass driven sea-level change, focusing on the regional sea-level patterns result-

ing from contemporary ice and water mass redistribution and the uncertainties within
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these estimates. Specifically, I focused on the intrinsic uncertainties, related to the ob-

servation itself; spatial-structural uncertainties, related to the use of different datasets

and to the spatial distribution of the mass change sources; and temporal uncertainties,

related to the temporal correlation of the observations. For each of the contributions, I

compared four different datasets, which led to large variations both in the global mean

and the regional changes.

Based on the ice sheet mass balance inter-comparison exercise (IMBIE) datasets, the

Antarctic ice sheet has contributed 0.19±0.15 mmyr−1 to the global mean since 1993, and

causing sea-level rise mainly in the Northern hemisphere. Ice mass loss from Greenland

has contributed 0.36±0.12 mmyr−1 to the global mean, causing sea-level rise mainly in

the South Atlantic. Based on the WaterGAP dataset, mass loss from glaciers all over the

world has contributed 0.51±0.16 mmyr−1 to the global mean, causing a smooth sea-level

rise in most part of the world, with exception of the Arctic ocean. The last contribution to

ocean mass is the land water storage variation, which has contributed 0.21±0.07 mmyr−1

to global mean sea-level rise, also based on the WaterGAP dataset. The sum of all mass

components added 1.27±0.26 mmyr−1 to global mean sea-level rise for the period 1993-

2016. Regionally, negative sea-level trends are found close to West Antarctica and to the

Greenland Ice Sheet, with a positive and increasing trend towards lower latitudes. This

pattern is a reflection of the Gravitational-Rotational-Deformation (GRD) effect, which is

marked by a sea-level rise in the far-field and negative sea-level change close to the mass

change source. The main sources of uncertainty are the temporal correlation of the

land water storage observations, and the dataset used for Antarctica and land water

storage components. These findings reinforce the importance of clearly quantifying the

uncertainties of mass-driven sea-level change trends.

RQ 3. Which regions should we use to analyse the sea-level budget? (Chpt. 4)

When talking about regional sea-level change, a key question is what spatial scale we are

talking about. Ideally, we are interested in understanding the drivers of sea-level change at

the highest possible spatial resolution. However, the spatial resolution of the observations

is a limiting factor of regional to local studies. Additionally, it is important to take into

account the spatial scale of the process itself: that is, sea level does not change according

to artificial grid cells or political borders, but it has its own physical scale.

In Chapter 4, I applied, for the first time in sea-level research, two machine learning tech-

niques (δ-MAPS and Self-organizing maps (SOM)) to identify smaller, sub-basin regions

which have a similar sea-level variability. The identified patterns have an average spatial

scale of 5 ·106km2, and show how different ocean regions are connected, and how large-
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scale circulation controls regional sea level. These physically coherent regions improve

our ability to close the regional sea-level budget, as the selected regions have a common

variability. Additionally, the spatial averaging reduces the uncertainties otherwise present

when using the gridded data alone.

RQ 4. What are the drivers of regional sea-level change?(Chpt. 4)

In Section 1.2, the components of the regional sea-level budget were introduced. Region-

ally, steric sea-level change is not only a function of temperature variations, but salinity

changes also need to be incorporated. Accounting for how ocean mass is redistributed as

glaciers and ice sheets melt and due to ocean dynamic processes (e.g., ocean currents and

wind) is also an integral piece of the regional sea-level budget. Thus, when the sea-level

budget is analysed at a finer spatial scale, steric, mass and dynamic changes need to be

considered (Figure 1.6). On average, we find that the steric, mass and dynamic changes

are responsible for 50, 41 and 9% of the total global mean trend, respectively. Each of the

identified regions (RQ 3), however, has its own relative ratio between the sea-level drivers

(Figure 5.1).

The steric component is the dominant driver in 54% of the regions determined using the

δ-MAPS technique (Figure 5.1a), while the mass and dynamic components dominate in

36% and 4%, respectively. For the regions determined using the self-organizing maps

technique (SOM, Figure 5.1e), the steric and mass components are the dominant drivers

in 72% and 28% of the regions, while the dynamic component is not dominant in any

region. Although it is clear that the regional changes are dominated by steric and ocean

mass contributions, the dynamic component is required to close the regional sea-level

budget in 11% and 4% of the δ-MAPS and SOM regions, respectively. We find the highest

rates of dynamic sea-level change in the Atlantic ocean (Figure 5.1d and h), especially in

the region of the Gulf Stream current. Most of the regions in the Indian and West Pacific

oceans have at least 50% of their trend explained by the steric component (Figure 5.1b

and f), while the East Pacific is dominated by the mass component (Figure 5.1c and g).

Interestingly, the domains in the Central Equatorial Pacific, highly influenced by ENSO

dynamics, are dominated by the mass component, suggesting that the period analyzed

is long enough to remove the interannual variability of ENSO from the trends. In the

Atlantic, however, there is no clear dominant driver, as the dominant driver explains less

than 50% of the total trend (indicated by stipples in Figure 5.1a and e). Thus, especially

for those regions, sea-level projections of the three components should be considered for

decision making.
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Figure 5.1: Dominant drivers of the budget in each (a) δ-MAPS and (b) SOM region. Stipples indicate where the
dominant component is less than 50%. Percentage, in relation to the number of regions, of the (c,d) steric, (e,d)
GRD and (g,h) dynamic components in relation to the total sum, (left column) δ-MAPS and (right column) SOM
regions.
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RQ 5. Can we close the regional sea-level budget in the satellite altimetry era on a sub-basin

scale consistently for the entire world? (Chapter 4)

The answer to this question is still scale dependent. In all of the 18 SOM domains, which

vary from 3.84 to 34.51 million km2, and have an average size of 17.61 million km2, we can

close the sea-level budget over 1993-2016 within 1-sigma uncertainty for the entire world.

On the other hand, for the 94 δ-MAPS domains, which vary from 0.03 to 24.15 million

km2, with an average size of 2.53 million km2, we can close the budget in 72 domains,

which account for 94% of the ocean area. The 20 δ-MAPS domains where total change

and the sum of the contributions do not match have an individual area smaller than 2

million km2. Thus, we can say that we can close the regional sea-level budget in the

satellite altimetry area on a sub-basin scale consistently for the entire world, provided

that the sub-basins are larger than 2 million km2. This is a refinement from previous

regional sea-level budget studies (e.g., Frederikse et al., 2020; Royston et al., 2020), which

closed the budget on a basin scale, considering regions that varied from 7.3 to 91.4 million

km2.

5.2. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

5.2.1. MISSING OR MISREPRESENTED CONTRIBUTIONS

The sea-level budget can be used to identify missing or misrepresented contributions

to the budget (Dieng et al., 2015c). For example, if we assume that all the contributions

accounted for in the budget are correct, then the budget residual can inform us on

contributions that have not been included in the analysis. The sea-level budget approach

has already been applied to infer the deep ocean contributions to steric sea-level change

(e.g., Llovel et al., 2014; Dieng et al., 2015a,c; Yang et al., 2021), and to estimate the

contribution of ocean mass (e.g., Purkey et al., 2014; Horwath et al., 2022; Barnoud et al.,

2022) and land water storage to sea-level change (e.g., Dieng et al., 2015b). The main

challenge lies in identifying the missing or misrepresented contributions when the budget

residual is highly contaminated by measurement errors and uncertainties (Dieng et al.,

2015c). In this section, I discuss a number of uncertain contributions to sea-level change,

and how these can be better constrained using the sea-level budget approach.

DEEP OCEAN STERIC CHANGE

In my sea-level budget analysis (Chapter 4), we complemented the upper ocean steric

changes (Chapter 2) with the updated estimate of deep ocean steric sea-level change from

Purkey and Johnson (2010), which has a global mean value of 0.1 mmyr−1. This estimate,
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however, is based on sparse ocean observations (both spatially and temporally), which

likely misrepresent the true variability of the deep ocean (Garry et al., 2019). Estimates

based on multiple reanalyses show a range of possible steric trends for the deep ocean,

varying from −0.4 to 1.1 mmyr−1 for the period 1993-2017 (Appendix 2.8). While the

deep steric estimates from ocean reanalyses have a large range of values and uncertain-

ties (see Appendix 2.8, Storto et al., 2019), they indicate how the residual of the budget

could be at least partially explained by the large uncertainties in the deep ocean steric

contribution.

With a sea-level budget analysis using only upper ocean steric changes (Chapter 2), and

assuming all the other components are well represented, I infer patterns of deep ocean

steric contribution (Figure 5.2a). For the period 1993-2016, this leads to a global mean

deep ocean steric contribution of 0.10±0.10 mmyr−1 (Figure 5.2a). This is in line with

observation-based estimates, which point to a global mean deep ocean steric contribution

of 0.12±0.03 mmyr−1 for the period 2005-2015 (Chang et al., 2019). My estimate also

falls within the uncertainty range of Yang et al. (2021) and Llovel et al. (2010), who via a

sea-level budget approach estimated a deep ocean contribution of 0.07±0.18 mmyr−1

and −0.13±0.72 mmyr−1 for 2005-2015 and 2005-2013, respectively. As the contribution

of the deep ocean to the global trends is not expected to exhibit significant decadal and

interannual variability (Desbruyères et al., 2016), rates for the period 1993-2016 can be

compared with those from 2005 until 2013 or 2015.

Qualitatively, my regional patterns resemble the ones from Purkey and Johnson (2010,

Figure 5.2a vs. d). However, my budget-based uncertainties are regionally very large

(Figure 5.2b), and trends in most of the deep ocean are not statistically significant (Figure

5.2c). On the other hand, the inferred contribution to the global mean match published

rates (e.g., Llovel et al., 2010; Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Desbruyères et al., 2016; Chang

et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021). Thus, this analysis demonstrates the potential of the

sea-level budget to constrain the deep ocean contribution to global mean sea-level

change. Further studies focusing on reducing the uncertainties, by for example including

data from deep-profiling Argo floats (Desbruyères et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2015), are

necessary to improve estimates of the contribution of the deep ocean to regional sea-level

change.
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Figure 5.2: Inferred deep ocean steric sea-level (a) trends and (b) uncertainty from the sea-level budget residual.
(c) Same as (a), but only areas where the trend is statistically significant, that is, where the trend is higher than
the uncertainty. Number on the titles refer to the global mean trend and uncertainty, computed from the global
mean time series and an autoregressive of order 1 (AR(1)), and the spatial average of the regional trends (value
between square brackets). Ocean areas shallower than 2000m have been omitted from the analysis.

DYNAMIC SEA-LEVEL CHANGE

My estimates of dynamic sea-level change in the sea-level budget were based on sea

surface height information from ocean reanalyses (Chapter 4, Appendix 4.6.1; Figure

5.3a and b). However, this method introduced some circularity in the budget, since most

ocean reanalyses also assimilate satellite altimetry, which we also use to estimate the total

sea-level change. Additionally, in comparison with the dynamic contribution derived

from GRACE, there are local changes that are not captured by the reanalyses. Thus, it

is possible that the budget residual contains signals of dynamic processes that were

misrepresented in the budget.

By not including the dynamic term in the budget equation, and assuming all the other

components are accurate, the budget residual can be used to infer the dynamic contribu-

tion to sea-level change (Figure 5.3c,d). Both the inferred and reanalyses based dynamic

sea-level change have a similar and negligible contribution to the global mean. Regionally,

however, the inferred values are much larger than the reanalyses based ones, with a spatial
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average of 0.50±1.55 mmyr−1 compared to 0.03±0.25 mmyr−1. This means that, using

ocean reanalyses to compute the dynamic component may lead to an underestimation

of the real regional dynamic sea-level change. Thus, a large part of the residuals of our

sea-level budget analysis (Chapter 4) might be related to the dynamic component. On

the other hand, the inferred values have large local uncertainties, mostly not statistically

significant. Thus, the use of the regional budget to constrain the regional dynamic sea-

level change is currently limited by the magnitude of the uncertainties with respect to the

magnitude of the signal.

Alternative methods to estimate the dynamic contribution could be (i) using ocean re-

analyses that do not incorporate satellite altimetry; (ii) using ocean models; or (iii) using

satellite gravimetry (i.e., GRACE). The latter is only available since 2002, hence it is not an

option for longer periods. Options (i) and (ii) are also limited since there are only a few

reanalyses that do not incorporate altimetry, and only a few ocean models available at a

global scale.

Figure 5.3: Dynamic sea-level change (a,c) trend and (b,d) uncertainty, estimated from (a,b) ocean reanalysis
and (c,d) inferred from the sea-level budget residual. Numbers in the titles refer to the global mean trend and
uncertainty, computed from the global mean time series and an autoregressive of order 1 (AR(1)), and the spatial
average of the regional trends (value between square brackets).
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GLACIAL ISOSTATIC ADJUSTMENT (GIA)

GIA is present in the sea-level budget in different ways. First, GIA changes the shape

of the geoid. Geoid changes affect gravimetry (i.e., GRACE) and satellite altimetry mea-

surements (Chen et al., 2013; Uebbing et al., 2019). Second, GIA affects the height of the

Earth’s surface with relation to the reference ellipsoid. This is relevant to determine the

total sea-level change, that is the actual height of the water column, both from satellite

altimetry and tide gauges. Finally, GIA also changes the total capacity of the oceans. The

latter is relevant for estimates of global mean sea-level change from satellite altimetry.

Consequently, the GIA effect needs to be removed both from total sea-level change and

from mass-driven sea-level change. Usually, global mean sea-level change studies based

on satellite altimetry apply a GIA correction of −0.3 mmyr−1 to the trend (e.g., Cazenave

et al., 2018). For regional studies, however, it is important to apply a spatially varying GIA

correction, instead of a uniform global mean average.

In our budget (Chapter 4), we used the ICE-6G (VM5a) model from Argus et al. (2014) and

(Peltier et al., 2015) to remove the GIA effects from the altimetry trends. The GRACE data

used in Chapter 3 also had the GIA signal removed based on the same model. However,

depending on the version and/or parameters applied in the GIA model (Figure 5.4), the

local values used for the geoid correction can vary, on average, by 0.3 mmyr−1. Thus, some

of the residuals present in the budget could be due to uncertainties in the GIA correction.

Depending on the model used for the GIA correction, the total sea-level change could be

closer to the sum of the components (for instance, the Tamisiea (2011) and ICE-5G), or

even further from it (e.g., Caron et al. (2018)).

This model dependence of the GIA correction suggests that a systematic GIA error, of

for example 0.22 mmyr−1 based on the average standard deviation of these four models,

should be added to the uncertainties of the sea-level budget. Alternatively, instead of

applying the GIA correction to the altimetry data, we could move the GIA component

to the right hand-side of the sea-level budget equation (Equation 1.9). Then the GIA

contribution to present-day sea-level change would become an independent element

of the budget analysis, instead of a correction applied to the altimetry. By considering

different GIA models, one could quantify the error introduced in the budget from the GIA

component (as in e.g., Chen et al., 2013), and propagate the error due to GIA correction

into the budget (as in e.g., Frederikse et al., 2020).

In comparison to the other contributions discussed in this section, the GIA global mean

sea-level uncertainty is on the same scale as the deep ocean and dynamic contributions.

Regionally, however, the dynamic and deep ocean values are much larger than the GIA
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ones (note how the color scale of Figures 5.2 and 5.3 range from −7 to 7 mmyr−1, and the

one from Figure 5.4 ranges from −1 to 1 mmyr−1). Therefore, we can say that currently,

the dynamic and the deep ocean changes are the main uncertain contributions of the

regional sea-level budget.

Figure 5.4: Geoid rate changes due to present-day GIA from different models: (a) GIA model from Tamisiea
(2011) provided with altimetry dataset of CSIRO (2022), (b) ICE-6G from Argus et al. (2014); Peltier et al. (2015),
(c) ICE-5G from Peltier (2009) and (d) GIA model from Caron et al. (2018). Number on the titles refer to the
ocean averages, using the same land mask as in (a).

5.2.2. EVALUATING SEA-LEVEL PROJECTIONS

Sea-level projections provide highly relevant information for stakeholders. However,

validating projections is not possible yet, as we cannot measure future sea-level changes.

Thus, we rely on validating the ability of the climate models, used for the projections, by

comparing observed changes to the simulated ones in the historical period (Slangen et al.,

2017b; Meyssignac et al., 2017). Alternatively, we can compare older projections with

recent observations. For example, the sea-level projections from the Fifth Assessment

Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, Church et al.,

2013), published in 2013, range from 2007 to 2100. Using the datasets from this thesis,

which span from 1993 to 2017, I compare the first 10 years of AR5 projections with the

observations.
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Recently, Wang et al. (2021a) published a critical evaluation of AR5 sea-level projections

with observations for global mean regional sea-level change at tide gauges locations.

However, one of the challenges of validating regional projections with tide gauges ob-

servations is the influence of local factors on tide gauge records, such as vertical land

motion (VLM) and storm surges (Wang et al., 2021a). Here, I demonstrate how the regional

sub-basin sea-level budget from this thesis can complement the evaluation of Wang et al.

(2021a).

The AR5 projections are based on Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), which

are identified by the total increase in radiative forcing from 1750 to 2100. Here I use three

scenarios: RCP 2.6, a mitigation scenario with low radiative forcing (2.6 Wm−2); RCP 4.5,

the "business as usual" scenario with a stabilization of radiative forcing at 4.5 Wm−2;

and RC P8.5, in which gas emissions increase leading to a radiative forcing of 8.5 Wm−2.

Since the sea-level projections represent relative sea-level change, an ocean bottom

deformation correction needs to be applied to the satellite altimetry data (Frederikse

et al., 2017a). Additionally, I compute relative fingerprints of the ocean mass components,

different from the spatial patterns used in Chapter 4, which were geocentric sea-level

fingerprints.

Figure 5.5, shows that projected trends are spatially smoother than the observational

trends. The observations are strongly affected by interannual processes, such as the

ENSO signal, while this effect is less strong in the projections. A more in-depth evaluation

could use climate indices to remove interannual processes from the observational trends

(e.g., Royston et al., 2018).However, here I remove some of the short-term variability by

comparing the observations and projections in the SOM domains(Figure 5.5c,e). This

leads to a better match between the projected and observed trends for some of the SOM

domains. For instance, domain 7, which covers the Brazil and Malvinas Currents Conflu-

ence Zone, has a good match between the projected and observed trends. The same is

seen for domain 11 in the North Indian Ocean and domain 15 in the Southwest Tropical

Pacific Ocean, indicating the spatial averaging can be used to remove some of the dynamic

variability. On the other hand, some domains have considerable differences. For example,

domain 9, south of Greenland, has opposite projected and observed trend signals. This re-

gion is influenced by the North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre, which has a characteristic decadal

oscillation (Chafik et al., 2019). Other domains with striking differences are domain 12

and 16, located in the Tropical Central-East and West Pacific Ocean, respectively. These

regions are influenced by ENSO, which also has a decadal temporal oscillation. The period

used for the trend analysis, 10 years ranging from 2007 to 2016, is not long enough to
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solve all interannual to decadal variability. Using the domains for spatially averaging and

considering a longer trend period might bring the projected and observed trends closer

together.

Future analysis could look at each region in more detail, to understand why some regions

have an improved match while others are different. As the main difference between the

projections and the observations seems to be due to sterodynamic effects, an evaluation

looking at each component of the budget individually (instead of the sum of the drivers)

can also give show which processes are well represented in the projections. Finally, this

first comparison was made without accounting for the uncertainties, which should be

incorporated for an in-depth evaluation.

Figure 5.5: Sea-level trends (mmyr−1) for the period 2007-2016 for (a) the RCP 4.5 scenario, (b) altimetry (d)
and sum of the sea-level budget components. (c) SOM clusters used for (f) trend comparison.
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5.2.3. LOCAL BUDGET ASSESSMENTS

Local sea-level studies can information targeted to local governments and stakeholders.

In this section, I show a brief sub-basin sea-level budget analysis along the Brazilian

coastline.

Compared to the number of tide gauges measuring in-situ sea-level change along the

Northern Hermisphere coastlines, the Southern Hemisphere has a poor spatial distribu-

tion of stations (e.g., Frederikse et al., 2021; Woodworth, 2006). For example, along the

South American Atlantic coastline, only 12 tide gauges are registered at the Permanent

Service for Mean Sea-level (PSMSL, Holgate et al., 2013; Woodworth, 2006), of which

only two have been updated in the last three years. While satellite altimetry can be used

to provide data in locations where there is no in-situ data, estimating coastal sea-level

change using altimetry data is also challenging due to the distortion of the satellite signal

close to the land (Benveniste et al., 2020). Consequently, sea-level change along the coast

of Brazil is still understudied.

Recently, significant effort has been put towards developing algorithms that improve the

accuracy of standard radar altimetry in coastal regions (Passaro et al., 2014; Birol et al.,

2017). Such dedicated coastal altimetry products and new satellite altimetry missions

should provide better estimates at the coast than the standard altimetry product used

in Chapter 4. Thus, for this case-study I use a new altimetry-derived coastal sea-level

product (Cazenave et al., 2022), from which I can estimate rates of sea-level change over

the period 2002-2016 along the coast of Brazil (Fig 5.6a).

Previous studies have shown that, for some regions, coastal sea level is driven by open

ocean sea-level change (Dangendorf et al., 2021). Following this approach, I use the

domains derived in Chapter 4, and select those δ-MAPS regions which border the South

American Atlantic coast, as proxies of the drivers of sea-level change along the coastline

(Figure 5.6b). Domain 1, the most northern of the study region, which covers the Amazon

Plateau, has a good match between the coastal altimetry-observed sea-level change

and the sum of the drivers. The sum of the drivers and coastal altimetry trends also

match, considering the uncertainty bars, for the most southern domain, covering the

Patagonian Shelf. For the other regions, there is a large difference between the coastal

altimetry-observed sea-level change and the sum of the drivers. Thus, it is possible that

these regions cover large-scale features which are not strongly correlated with coastal sea

level.
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Figure 5.6: (a): Altimetry sea-level trends from 2002-2016, and δ-MAPS domains used as proxies for the local
sea-level budget on (b). Trends and uncertainties were computed with an autoregressive of order 1 (AR(1)).

Future studies could: (i) validate the coastal altimetry rates with local tide gauges, using,

for example, the new network of tide gauges deployed along the coast of Brazil (by the

SIMCosta project); (ii) check if a better match would be obtained if using altimetry rates

along the entire coastal zone, and not only the bordering the coast; (iii) compare the

coastal altimetry rates with other altimetry datasets; (iv) perform the budget analysis

using other regions as proxies for the coastal locations; and (v) test the budget with other

datasets.

5.3. SOCIETAL IMPLICATIONS

As sea-level rise increasingly becomes an issue that governments around the world need

to deal with, it is important to indicate how the knowledge of this thesis can be used

not only for science, but also for society. Often, the main use of sea-level change in a

societal framework is regarding sea-level projections (e.g., Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). While

understanding present-day sea-level change can be used to force, improve and validate

sea-level projections, there are other ways that observations can be used.
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EARLY WARNING SIGNALS

In the concept of adaptive policy pathways for sea-level rise (Haasnoot et al., 2013),

present-day processes can be used as signals to assist the choice of a policy pathway

(e.g., Stephens et al., 2018). Stephens et al. (2018) presented a framework in which the

monitoring of flooding frequency can be used as an early warning signal, indicating when

new flood defense and adaptation mechanisms need to be incorporated about 20 years

before an adaptation threshold is reached. Monitoring the drivers of sea-level change

(i.e., the sea-level budget) could also be used in such a framework. As illustrated in Figure

5.1, ocean mass change is the main contributor to present-day sea-level change along

most of the West American coastline. Thus, if an acceleration is detected in one of the

components causing ocean mass change, both at the coast of interest and at the source,

then adaptation policies in this region might need to be adjusted.

COHERENT REGIONS

Usually, local sea-level assessments are carried out for a specific coastal region of a

country or state. However, sea level does not change according to geographic and political

borders. This means that if, for example, the Dutch government decides to perform

a local assessment, and they consider only the Dutch coastal zone in their sea-level

budget analysis, they might not be able to fully explain what is driving sea-level change

at their coast. Alternatively, if they used the entire Northwest European Shelf instead,

then their budget analysis would likely have a better performance, as the clustering

analysis indicates that sea-level change in this region is physically coherent. Hence, local

assessments should use coherent sea-level regions, such as the ones presented in this

thesis, as a proxy for sea-level change in their region of interest.
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5.4. COMMUNICATING UNCERTAINTIES, A REFLECTION
The topic of uncertainties associated to sea-level change was discussed in all chapters of

this thesis. But why are uncertainties in sea-level change so important?

While uncertainties are pertinent to any realm of science, they become an issue when

scientists meet decision makers, and the uncertainties are used as a pretext for inaction re-

garding climate change (Lemos and Rood, 2010). Particularly when it comes to mitigation

and adaptation strategies to sea-level rise, decisions are obscured by the uncertainties

of sea-level observations and projections, and how the uncertainties are interpreted by

non-scientists (Kettle, 2012; Bakker et al., 2017). Note that adaptation frameworks are set

up to deal with uncertainties, to a certain level, as long as they are well defined.

Both scientists and policy-makers need to be aware of the uncertainty fallacy, that is,

"a belief that the systematic reduction of uncertainty in climate projections is required

in order for the projections to be used by decision makers" (Lemos and Rood, 2010).

The fallacy lies in the need of reducing the uncertainties to make use of the projections,

because as previously stated, no measurements will ever be completely certain. Uncer-

tainties are inherent to measurements and projections and necessary to give a valuable

estimate. Additionally, sea-level projections are known to have deep uncertainties, which

arise from disagreement between experts of which model and method should be used

(Bakker et al., 2017), besides also being subject to uncertainties in human behaviour. It

is necessary that scientists focus on understanding the causes of the uncertainties (and

hence, how to reduce them as much as possible), and learn how to communicate the

uncertainties. This will support informed decisions by policy-makers and contribute to

debunking misinformation by climate change deniers.

Uncertainties should not be seen as a reason to distrust sea-level assessments and sci-

entists. We know that sea level is rising and that it will continue to rise in the coming

centuries, regardless of the actions taken to reduce greenhouse gases emissions (Wigley,

2005; Oppenheimer et al., 2019; Fox-Kemper et al., 2021). There is enough certainty and

knowledge to justify decision makers to take action. When communicating with general

public, scientists should therefore focus on what is known about the uncertainties, such as

the knowledge that sea-level will rise by a certain amount, but that the uncertainty affects

when exactly this will happen (Slangen et al., 2022). In this way, uncertainty becomes a

source of information instead of a reason for undermining scientific knowledge.
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5.5. NEW SATELLITES, NEW POSSIBILITIES
Since 1993, satellite altimeters have been measuring sea-level change across the world,

providing valuable information on the spatial and temporal variations in sea level. This

now almost 30-years long time series complements the longer local tide gauge mea-

surements, improving the understanding of sea-level change trends, variability and ac-

celeration along the coasts and all over the oceans. However, the traditional altimetry

products have a reduced quality close to the coast, owing to the land contamination that

the reference altimetry missions (Topex-Poseidon and Jason series) suffer. Recent and

future altimetry missions, such as the Sentinel-6/Michael Freilich and SWOT satellites,

have allowed better measurements in coastal waters, improving our capabilities of mea-

suring sea surface height in coastal regions. These new missions also have the potential

to improve reconstructions of sea-level anomalies in the open ocean (Lopez-Radcenco

et al., 2018), by constraining the data-driven interpolation models, and to enlighten the

relationship between ocean dynamics and coastal sea level, for instance by measuring

ocean currents in unprecedented detail (Morrow et al., 2019). These new missions might

reduce the observational uncertainty at a finer scale, improving the sea-level budget

analysis at a local scale.

Figure 5.7: Example of new and upcoming satellite missions that will benefit sea-level science. (a) Sentinel-6
Michael Freilich spacecraft in orbit above Earth, launched in November 2020 and planned for 5.5. years of
operation. Image source: NASA; (b) Artist impression of SWOT satellite, launched in December 2022, with 3
years of nominal operation. Image source: CNES; (c) Artist impression of NISAR satellite, planned launch in
2024 with 3 years of nominal operation. Image source: NASA/JPL-Caltech.

Impact of Currents on Coastal Sea-level Change

Ocean currents, in particular the strong western boundary currents, can impact coastal

sea level in the adjacent regions (Diabaté et al., 2021; Little et al., 2019). The impact of the

Gulf Stream, for example, on trends and variability of sea-level along the east coast of the

U.S. has been highlighted in several works, based on tide gauge data, current altimetry

observations and ocean models (e.g., Diabaté et al., 2021; Ezer, 2019). With a 120-km-

wide swath, SWOT will for the first time provide two-dimensional sea-level observations,

resolving spatial scales down to 15 to 30 km (Morrow et al., 2019). SWOT will fill the
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knowledge gap on meso- and submesoscale ocean dynamics, providing information of

ocean currents, eddies and fronts. Hence, with this data it will be possible to investigate

connections between coastal sea-level change and smaller scale eddies released by ocean

currents, such as the Gulf Stream. Additionally, these observations will give insights in the

dynamic term of the sea-level budget, currently one of the most uncertain terms in the

budget (see Section 5.2.1).

Coastal Sea-level Vulnerability

As we improve our understanding of coastal sea-level change, we need to translate this

knowledge into relevant information for coastal communities. An example is to develop

maps of coastal vulnerability. Coastal vulnerability mapping requires not only the rates at

which sea level is changing, and knowledge of the processes underlying the changes (i.e.,

via sea-level budget analysis), but also of the predisposition of a place to be impacted (e.g.,

low-lying areas and cities close to rivers are more prone to flooding than high lands) and

the frequency and magnitude of extreme events. The fact that not only sea level is rising,

but also, in some places, the land is sinking (i.e., land subsidence), makes coastal regions

even more vulnerable to the impacts of sea-level change. The NASA–ISRO Synthetic Aper-

ture Radar (NISAR) mission, planned for 2023, will measure small-scale changes on the

Earth’s surface, providing a wide range of information, including rates of land subsidence.

This mission will complement existing SAR missions, by filling the community needs in

terms of resolution (6 to 12-m, in comparison to the Sentinel 1a/b resolution of 20 m),

coverage (global coverage with 12 day revisit period) and accuracy (NISAR, 2018). The

land subsidence rates can then be integrated with the sea-level rise trends based on tide

gauges and satellite altimetry to produce maps of coastal vulnerability to relative sea-level

change.

A promising future

In the last years, it has become clear not only to scientists, but also to the public, that

sea-level change is a real problem that currently is, and will continue to, affecting societies

all over the world. It is our role as scientists to gather as much knowledge as we can

about sea-level change: what are the driving processes; at which scale, both temporal and

spatial, are the processes happening; how much will sea-level change in the future and at

what rate; and so on. Currently, we have a good level of understanding of the processes

driving sea-level change at a global, basin, and now also sub-basin scales. However, the

quantification of the physical processes at a higher spatial scale are still hampered by the

uncertainties in our measurements. New observations, such as from SWOT and from the

Deep Argo array, alongside new ocean and climate models, are essential to bridge this gap
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and improve of our current knowledge. It is also important that the current observational

systems, such as the reference altimetry missions, the core Argo program, gravimetry

missions and tide gauge stations, be maintained and continued (Cazenave et al., 2019).

The future of sea-level science is promising.
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